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“Chriatianus mihi nomen est Catholicus veto Cognomen."—(Christian is my Name, but Catholic my Surname)—St. Pacien, 4th Century.
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<cEI|c Cailjiîltc ppcorb mother that a nameless fear is on 
him, “Mine is a dread of I know not 
what, and there the horror lies."

and heart which makes of earth and 
sky and sea a resplendent revelation, 
there are not wanting simpler sensa
tions—pleasurable glimpses of com
mon traits—an unexpected scrap of 
attention, of remembrance, a snatch 
of song, or a child's delight in some 
trivial And, will often furnish cheer
ful excitement to a worn and weary 
nature, that rarely winders far from 
one of the “mean streets" of the 
crowded city.

that restoration of the hierarchy 
commenced as long ago as 1840.— 
St. Paul Bulletin.

closed the “ Sainte Chapelle " to 
religious worship and converted it 
into a mere historic monument of 
art.

their view, is not doing enough. Its 
pupils are withdrawn too soon from
its influence. By a system which _ . , ,
they call “enseignement post scholaire rhe history of the missions in
obligatoire," or a “post-scholastic," IndoChina is a long series of vexa 
additional and enforced term of t,onB and persecutions. More than 
attendance in the State institutions ! **0,000 Catholics have shed 
the deficiency is to be made up. j blood for Christ.
Many children are still educated in In Kingsville, Tex., was established 
Catholic schools, with the greatest dif- recently a council of the Knights of 
Acuity and at the cost at times of heroic Columbus with thirty-four members, 
sacriAces on the part of the teachers; no less than eight of whom are 
others again leave school at the age recent converts to the Catholic 
of twelve or thirteen. By the plan Church, 
of M. Painlevé and his associates, 
this “post-scholastic" education will 
be obligatory, and is intended to 
carry boys over the years interven
ing between graduation from the 
primary school and entrance into the 
army. They hope the Catholics 
burdened already as they are with 

, ... ,, .... . the educational and charitable worksIn a village the military author,- they are supporting, will not be able 
fee considered it necessary to to meet this additional requirement,

.....................................................................................................................  reserve, i-torn the parish priest and his that tbe offl(.ial, obligatory “post-
their line by the Allies on the not to say with disapproval. One assistant by night without previous Bcholastic" program will have no 
Somme front alone. They declare, point, however, in the eminent warning. The command was given rival] lmd thut thua the state Hchool 
moreover, that a conservative publicist’s contribution to the t0 inhabitants to evacuate the ajone wjjj have the training of the 
estimate of the number of shells ltassegna will meet with the approval Place- The people knew that in their rising generation 
discharged by the Entente on the not only of Catholics, hut of all those llttle church there was One which ln Kumming up the situation M 
same comparatively short line is not who have at heart the interest of they should not leave exposed to Guiraud savs, that the present assault 
less than 1.000,000 in 24 hours. The peace. danger of insult from any quarter. on the religion and th‘e Boul of the
frightfulness of the picture is It has been said, so argues Count w®re sl™Ple villagers, pious young ;n France ;s far more terrible
beyond imagining, hut it grows in Corniani, that the Pope cannot be and *ood as Rold' aud tbev aet them and (.riticai than the attack made by 
gruesomeness, when one reflects represented at a Congress of States «elves to solve the problem. Their JuleB Ferry when he introduced the 
that each single shell is freighted which have subjects, armies, terri- pnests were gone, and they enter jaw o£ godieS8 obligatory education 
both with the hope of tearing open ■ tories, and which represent civil and talnod no hoPe of seeing one before i M (jujraud d,d a patriotic work in 
some loving human heart, and with effective governments, since he has tbe h1°,ur f?1' evacuating their homes umnasking these treacherous tactics.
the reasonable expectation that it nothing of all that and his power is should arrive. \\ hat plan did these __America.
will at least break down defenses purely spiritual. His answer is that improvised theologians choose ? 
aud open the way to burying a the Pope also possesses a sovereignty They picked out a boy of six years 
bayonet in some throbbing human j which, although of an altogether °* aHe ‘whom they knew to have
body. t special nature, is recognized by non- learned well his catechism. They

At the beginning of the war, tales 1 Catholic as well as Catholic nations Paid extra attention to his personal 
of carnage had their natural effect which have their representatives cleanliness. They dressed the child ., . „ . „„ .
and tilled readers with speechless accredited to the Holy See The ln a white robe aud led him to the • V, ', 8 , ,horror. Hivers of blood have flowed ; Holy See, the publicist continues" church. The entire village had \hatTwas damaged
since then, men have died by bun- , does not possess armies or material alreadj gathered there for the cere . , , ,. ® ,
dreds of thousands; and neutrals, forces, but it is precisely in this that and «ublime, that was ^rdinent, which destroyedthe
the world over, have grown accus- would consist the importance of its i ,,, bc d' , , , civil lmsuitnl Pardinnl T Lntomed to the thought of corpses of participation in the Congress. For wo men led the little boy to the £" 'fcosf who sti he,n«”n here 
men lying stiff and stark, with ; then a voice would be heard in tbe rail aud bade him mount the steps— He was found on Sundnv àînne and 
upturned faces, mangled beyond the midst of its heated deliberations, theS' would not enter the sanctuary ; “JT,"1 “ “ . ! ,' “1
semblance of human beings. Two which does not rely on the support ™ their humility, lie opened the I debris tro u the cathedra In suite 
years of lighting have made the of armies or navies or material forces tabernacle and took out tbe Lord of the nolle of tbe cannnna.dino tb J 
nations of Europe masters of the of any kind and which has no pro- H°*f. the God of Battles, and taking ° rZs the cLdtnal decWed he 
science of taking life. gram of territorial or commercial the lid off the ciborium, ho descended to rema n în Hheims and

A thrill of joy lately ran through , aggrandizement to forward, but is ‘he altar steps to the rail, where J® p~rt the city under any
France when the Minister of Muni- backed simply by a spiritual author- tbo8e who he,leved themselves in the .. y }
tions informed the nation that the ity and the prestige which the Pope 8race of God were kneeling. And 
“production of heavy shells was now enjoys as the Head of the Faithful ! tbere *n tbat out-of-the-way little 
94% greater than it was in 1914." scattered throughout the world, j church the boy of six administered 
The output of high explosives was This gives himan immense influence, j Communion to the people
(iO times as large as a year ago, “but After expressing the hope that unG* the last sacred particle was 
the amount required was 11000 to when the time comes for the Con consumed. Then he purifled the 
12,000 as great as at the beginning gress to convene, the Italian Prime ciborium as he had often seen the 
of the war." “There was now being Minister, whoever he may be, may Pr^e9t <loing. The sanctuary lamp 
produced in four days as much fully grasp the supreme importance was Put out. and the village with 
howitzer ammunition as was pro- of the question of the intervention of ^ears and sobs left the the church, 
duced during the whole of last year, the Pope, Count Corniani concludes the pope’s appreciation of 
And so his exultant report runs on, with a striking statement which is boys’ acts
piling horror on horror until the summarized by Home as follows : 
heart grows sick at the mere recital. The sublime and patriotic conduct 
What Franco is doing the other of the Italian clergy during the 
belligerents are doing, aud the Libyan war, and still more during 
United States also is adding her the present war, the equally patriotic 
large quota to the hateful missiles of conduct of the Catholic laity, the 
death. Who would da-re count up reawakening of religious faith si ra
the number of heart-broken wives ultaueously with that of patriotic

confidence which has taken place in

CATHOLIC NOTES

London, Saturday, September9, 1916 But the war has opened its portals. 
And the august Victim of Golgotha 
has returned to the “Sainte Chapelle." 
On May 22,
Council of th 
of Paris, a Solemn Requiem was sung 
in the beautiful chapel for the repose 
of the seventy Parisian advocates 
who have fallen in the war.

What can be said of the religious 
revival in France can be said of other 
countries, so there is no use in mul
tiplying examples. But let us rather 
turn to that sweet story that comes 
from the north of Italy, a story 
worthy of the best traditions of the 
catacombs.

THE POPE AND THE 
PEACE CONGRESS

THE GOAL theirBRAVELY AND WITH 
CONFIDENCE

Surely the pitying love that 
wrapped the boy round in childhood 
and endured to the end is the type of 
the mysterious Providence that over
arches our human lot. When educa-

at the instance of the 
e Order of the Advocates

According to Rome, Count Roberto 
Corniani, an Italian liberal, well 
known for his historical, political 
and social writings, has published in 
the Rassegna Sociale an article on 
“The Pope and the Peace Congress," 
in w'hich, among other things, he dis
poses of the objection that Italy has 
anything to fear from the Pope’s par
ticipation in the Congress, and 
shows at the same time that Italy 
cannot afford to go on record as 

Some notion of present methods insisting on the Pope’s exclusion, 
of warfare may be gathered from the The Count does not write from a 
statement made recently by German purely Catholic standpoint, and 
officers that as many as 90,000 shells of his arguments and expressions 
an hour have been A red against must be taken with a certain

It is wonderful to see how large 
and important a part fear plays in 
human affairs. The lives of famous 
sufferers reveal the working of 
strange apprehensions of impending 
danger. Cowper’s case was typical 
of many which have never found 
biographers. Some have trembled 
for years under the dominion of j strong give Pplace to p, reasoned and 
ghostly terrors which had no.founda- I inspired fsocial theory, guarded by 
tion in fact. The fear of death still J statute but also written in men’s

tion has achieved its noblest work, 
planting the seeds of a never-failing 
trust in the heart of the young : when 
the scramble for prizes and the

Charles George Herberrnann, edi
tor-in chief since 1906 of the Catholic 
Encyclopedia, died in New York 
recently. He was horn in Germany 
and was professor for many years at 
the College of the City of New York.

Count de Salie has been appointed 
to succeed Sir Henry Howard as 
minister on special mission to the 
Pope. Sir Henry Howard was 
appointed in November of 1914. 
Count de Salie, minister to Monten
egro since 1911, has been in the 
British foreign service for many 
years.

In Sir Douglas Haig's latest 
| despatch from the front, no fewer 

than sixty Catholics of all ranks 
Agure for special mention. Amongst 
them are chaplains and soldiers, an 
Irish doctor who has gained the V.
C. , and the Earl of Denbigh and his 
son, both of whom are mentioned for 
great gallantry on the fleld.

Following the report made to the 
recent A. O. H. convention by Rev. 
Edward J. Fitzgerald, of Washington,
D. C., on the progress made by young 
students at the Catholic University, 
as a result of the establishment of a 
Gaelic chair by the Order, the con 
vention voted to establish two 
fellowships at the Catholic Univer
sity, and also to~establish a Gaelic 
library.

THE GROWING TOLL 
OF WARtrampling down of the weak by the

PRESERVING THE HOST FROM INSULT

haunts many of us ; thoughîwe have hearts, preached and practised as 
it on credible medical,testimony that the gospel of the world’s highest 
men and women in articule mortis need ; when manhood and womnn-

Bome

are very rarely conscious of severe hood join in the great crusade for 
pain or troubled about their earthly 
departure. As for the mere mode of 
dying, does it much matter ? Some 
would cheerfully prefer^that a bomb 
should launch them into eternity 
with a good clean death rather than 
linger long in the living grave of I 
conArmed invalidism, worn and 
wasted by disease. Yet even here 
there is room for calm submission to

the happiness that lives and grows 
in purity and peace, panic will be 
only a sad memory. Fear is but a 
name for torment. Where love has
made its home, suspicion cannot 
abide. The war-wasted earth, soaked 
with the blood of contending hosts, 
waits for that glad day.

OUR DUTYthe inevitable. It is a great thing to 
accept the allotted portion of 
mortality, not repining"nor slavishly fortable folk are now that they see 
brooding over the impending day ! through the flimsy veil of the “ con-

How confldent multitudes of com-
CARDINAL PRAYS MIDST RUINS 

OF RHEIMS
scientious objector’s " case againstand hour.

| military service. But do they respond 
; to their country’s claim in certain 
I other ways ? Are we all moral con- 

This war is teaching us, among scripts in this supreme crisis ? Can 
other lessons, that not the close but 
the trend of life is of moment.
Our brave sons and brothers are

TEACHING US

we shirk the plain obligation to offer 
all that we have and are on the altar Rome, Aug. 24.—Cardinal Bourne, 

Archbishop of Westminster, has been 
paying a visit to the British fleet. 
He has pontificated at Mass on board 
one of the battleships—the flrst time 
that an English Cardinal has done 
so since the Reformation. He has 
heard the confessions of many of 
the sailors, and has received three 

them—Protestants—into

of glad consecrations ? If we are 
facing fearful odds for altar and keeping back part of the price of a 
home and country. Do they shrink real patriotism to indulge private 
from pain and danger ? Their sup- appetite or taste, how can we play 
ports are real, though not easily the Pharisee when fanatics or weak-
deflned in terms of the schools- lings plead exemption at the bar of 
The cause of freedom is sacred to public opinion ? Conscience should 
them, and worth even a life’s sacri- 
flee. The least we can do—we who

At the same time Monsignor 
Ginisty, Bishop of Verdun, who, since 
the bombardment of that cathedral, 
has been staying at Bar Le Duc, cele
brated Mass in Vassin Court, which 
was the scene of bloody combats in 
September, 1914. Ringing of bells 
joyously announced the arrival of the 
bishop of the frontier, as he is known. 
Monsignor Ginisty delivered a stirring 
address.

of the
Churchbe sacred to us, and its education 

should be our chief concern. Too 
are protected by their courage— is to many keep it only half informed as 
emulate their confidence andjiearten, to the duties of the hour. Bigots 
instead of undermine, the assurance drill their conscience into mechaui-

The General of the Jesuit Order 
has seen fit to detach Honduras, 
British Guiana and Jamaica from the 
Province of England and place them 
permanently under the jurisdiction 
of the American provinces, to-wit : 
Honduras has been attached to the 
Province of Missouri ; British Guiana 
to the Province of New Orleans, and 
Jamaica to the Province of New 
York.

A few hundred feet from the prin
cipal entrance of Camp Wilson, at 
Fort Sam Houston, San Antonio, 
Texas, there has been built by the 
Knights of Columbus a “field 
station" or club house for the use of 
the many thousands of soldiers now 
encamped there. The use of the 
building and its equipments is not 
limited to Catholic soldiers and 
Knights of Columbus ; all the troops 
in camp are welcome to avail them
selves of its accommodations and 
privileges.

Sister Benedicta from the Hawaiian 
Islands has been at the motherhouse 
of the Franciscan Sisters at Syra 
cuse, N. Y., attending the provincial 
chapter. She has had charge of the 
children of leprous parents for the 
last thirty one years. Although she 
has passed the three score milestone, 
she is still active and in good health. 
Returning to Hawaii about the first 
of September she will take up her 
duties among the lepers of Molokai.

Chicago is to have a public Chapel 
of Perpetual Adoration, where, day 
and night, before the exposed Sacred 
Host, sisters, laymen and women 
will kneel in prayer. This is in 
accordance with the plans of His 
Grace, Most Rev. George W. Mun
delein, D. IX, Archbishop of Chicago. 
The chapel, which is to be newly 
erected, will be attached to the Con
vent of the Poor Clare-Colettines, 
which Order has been favored with 
the privilege of Perpetual Adoration.

Rome, Aug. 24.—On the occasion 
of the second anniversary of the 
death of Pope Pius X.. many holy 
Masses were offered up at his tomb, 
and thousands made pilgrimages at 
the tomb, the jerypt and the cross, 
the pavement above the last two being 
covered with flowers. Cardinal 
Merry del Val, who was compelled to 
leave Rome on Friday, August 18, 
celebrated a memorial Mass for the 
soul of the illustrious Pontiff on that 
day, there being present at it the 
sisters, the niece, and the nephew of 
Pope Pius, Mgr. Parolin.

There were great rejoicings 
throughout the diocese of Ballarat, 
Victoria, Australia, when the 
announcement was made that the 
Very Rev. Daniel Foley, parish priest 
of Terang, had received the appoint
ment of Bishop of Ballarat, in suc
cession to the late Right Rev. Dr. 
Higgins, of revered memory. The 

Bishop was born in Cork, Ire
land, fifty-six years ago, and came 
out to Victoria when he was in his 
thirty-first year, during the term of 
the late Bishop Moore. Father 
Foley is a cousin of the Most Rev. 
Dr. Mannix, Coadjutor-Arch bishop of 
Melbourne.

of the weak brethren around. When cal subjection to some unreasoned
Lovers of their own selvestry to analyze the mental’phenom- rule.

drug the inward monitor, lest it 
should hamper their conduct in 
matters of indulgent choice or con-

we
ena that lay certain types of people 
open to this weakness, we have to 
conclude that sheer ignorance, or at 
least a very jumbled and contracted 
experience, usually forms its'ground- 
work. _________________

Tidings of this could not but come 
to the Holy Father. About the same 
time Eas this touching incident 
occurred the Bishop of Padua (in 
w hose diocese the village mentioned 
is located) was about to write to 
Pope Benedict XV. to execute a 
commission which he had received 
from another little boy. This boy 

our army and in the country, would ! had. 3 through the Papal bureau, 
find a painful antithesis in the obtained news of his father whom he 
work of a Government which had lost for a year. Overflowing 
deprived the Head of Catholicism, the with joy and gratitude, the boy 
Roman Pontiff, of the power of exert- besought his parish priest to ask the 
ing his peaceful work, from which Bishop thank the Pope on his behalf, 
nobody has anything to fear and j The Bishop of Padua executed both 
from which Italy has much to hope, j tasks in the same letter, and in a 

The Perseveranza has also treated ; few days he received the following 
the question of the Pope and the note from His Eminence Cardinal 
Congress in a very calm and friendly Gasparri, Secretary of State : 
spirit.—America. i “ His Holiness has read with

paternal pleasure the two moving 
episodes which you have had the 
goodness to narrate to him. He 
graciously intends for the twro chil
dren the gifts which you ask for 
them, aud which you will receive in 
separate packets, as an act of 
sovereign kindness.”

THE SOWER
So by reflex action itvenience.

becomes an echo of their self-will, 
ceasing to trouble them by remon
strance even when evil presents 
itself as good and danger overhangs 
the path of passion or pride. It is 
the very mystery of iniquity that a 
people or a nation that is bound up 
with injustice may persuade itself 
that wrong is, flrst, expedient and

There is a picture by Millet less 
familiar only than the “ Angélus." 
It represents the sower at his work. 
He is passing with long strides over 
the far-stretching field. With swing
ing arm and open hand he is scatter
ing the seed. The dusk of a late twi
light is over the landscape, and his 
features are indistinct, while his eyes 
are hidden in deep shadow. The rich 
earth is ready to receive the grain, 
but the harvest remains uncertain, 
though it is already a golden hope in 
the sower’s heart

That stalwart figure passing in the 
gloaming suggests the work of Cath
olic Federation. Its seedtime is 
Catholic Week. The ricli-loamed soil 
is ready for the sowing. The gather
ing of Catholic societies is the oppor
tunity of scattering broadcast the 
ideas of social, civic and religious 
service in the interest of Church and 
nation. The results, it is true, can
not be fully seen or clearly esti
mated. The sower’s eyes are in the 
shadow, but the hope in his heart is 
strong and there is good reason to 
trust that the Lord of the harvest 
will give the increase.

Not every seed will prosper. Glor
ious ideas are doomed to perish by 
the wayside. Practical suggestions 
are choked in the tangles of weeds. 
Resolutions fail of their effect or pro
duce but scant results. Yet some 
seeds at least will fall upon good 
soil. They will spring up and thrive 
and bear fruit, some thirty, 
some sixty and some a hun
dredfold. If our hopes are to be 
most fully realized seedtime must be 
followed by the year’s hard toil. 
The sowing is but the beginning. It 
is the lightest of all the tasks that 
await the husbandman. The growing 
crop must be watched and tended 
and protected that we may look with 
joy and gratitude upon the golden 
harvest fields. The work of Federa
tion, begun in Catholic Week, must 
be continued ceaselessly throughout 
the year. Only thus can the splen
did ideas and the glorious resolutions 
develop and produce their hundred
fold : only thus can the sower’s vis
ion turn into reality.—America.

STEADY
An incapacity to measure occur

rences by a suitable standard, to com
pare less and greater injuries—as 
the few hundreds of Zeppelin casual
ties with the losses of a single regi
ment in action, or the small per
centage of submarine successes with 
the weekly return of outgoing and 
incoming vessels — afflicts some 
natures ; while others are at the 
mercy of every wild rumor that 
assails them in the street, the public- 
house or a sensational press. Like 
many of their foregoers, they suffer 
from a chronic inability to think 
clearly, reason soundly, and rely 
upon the constancy of the great laws 
that control the happenings of the 
ongoing world. Crude and credul
ous followers of the false god Chance 
too many are. They attempt life’s 
voyage unprovided with chart, 
compass or sextant. They scan the 
horizon anxiously and hail any pass
ing ship that may give them warn
ing or cheer at second-hand. Yet 
we would not seem to be unpitying 
in our judgments of these unreflect
ing folk, who are the easy prey of 
quacks in every department of 
affairs. Temperament, generally an 
ancestral bequest, is a potent factor 
in our personal outfit. Even “great 
wits are oft to madness near allied.’ ’ 
What, then, are ordinary ones 
capable of under severe strain and 
stress ? How long and moving is 
the catalogue of morbid and melan
cholic children of genius.
Great Frederick, the Kaiser’s idol, 
carried poison about with him for 
years. His biographer, Carlyle, was 
often down in the dumps as his dis
cerning readers well know. True, 
he was fond of scourging pessimists, 
but that was often a sort of whist
ling to keep up his own spirits. 
Napoleon and Grant, brave soldiers 
and clever strategists, were often in 
the pit of despair. Sages and poets 
have been darkly shadowed, like the 
ancient mariner, to their grief and 
hurt. In a most affecting passage 

of these, as a boy, tells his

and mothers and children who must 
stand and read the lists of wounded 
and of dead before this bootless 
struggle has wrought out its foul 
destruction to the bitter end ? Are 
we Catholics praying to the Lord of 
armies and to the Prince of Peace to 
stop the murderous cannon’s mouth. 
—America.

then wholly right.
It was Goethe who advised his

readers to accustom themselves to 
“ taking their happiness piecemeal." 
It was sound counsel. Exorbitant 
appetite is its own punishment, in 
greater matters as in lesser ones. 
There are indeed inspired moments 
which exalt those who lay them
selves out for them into an enchanted 
state wherein shapes and sounds 
take on a celestial pattern ; but these 
are apt to leave behind them a sense 
of the dullness of the common round. 
Who has not sighed over the reaction 
from youth's exuberant joy to the 
sober realities of later life ?

HISTORIC EVENT IN 
WALES

RELICS OF THE TRUE 
CROSS

PALLIUM CONFERRED ON ARCH
BISHOP BILSBORROW, FIRST 

ARCHBISHOP OF CARDIFF
The ceremony of conferring the 

pallium on the Right Reverend Arch
bishop Bilsborrow, Metropolitan of 
Wales, w’hich took place at St. 
David’s Cathedral, Cardiff, recently, 
was unique in many ways. After 
Solemn High Mass, celebrated by the 
Archbishop of Birmingham, that 
prelate, delegated by the Sovereign 
Pontiff, conferred the pallium on 
and received the allegiance of the 
Most Rev. Dr. Bilsborrow, the first 
Archbishop of the new Welsh See of 
Cardiff, which is distinct entirely 
from the English Province 
Bishops of Clifton, Menevia and Ply
mouth w ere present in the sanctuary 
and the preacher was the Bishop of 
Northampton. There wTas a very 
large congregation, including the 
Mayor and town clerk of Cardiff, and 
leaders of the great Catholic families 
of Wales, Colonel Vaughan of Court- 
field, Major General Sir Ivor Herbert, 
Mr. Herbert Corey and others. The 
Marquis of Bute, whose munificence 
has helped to make such a See 
possible, is away on active service.

The sermon was a striking utter
ance which has called forth wide 
attention. Bishop Keatinge spoke of 
the Celtic peoples, and pointed out 
that Wales had never nationally 
apostatized ; she had only ceased to 
be Catholic when she was cut off 
from all Catholic worship by methods 
of “frightfulness" and the stringency 
of the religious blockade. A great 
deal of rubbish had been cleared 
away and Wales wTas now coming 
into her own again. Protestants had 
endeavored to show the creation of 
the now archbishopric was an 
aggression of the Roman Pontiff, 
coming as it did at the time of 
Welsh disestablishment, but it was 
merely the legitimate outcome of

CHURCH COMING INTO HER OWN
Roman Correspondence of Philadelphia 

Standard and Timet
That the Church is coming into 

her own in every country in Europe 
is no longer questioned ; the grand 
movement for any of her enemies to 
call it into doubt. Let us see, reader, 
a few examples in high official circles
and in lowly spheres. In May the Masonic Educational

fl°m, t- 8a> of.CapiLal8 COmeS League held an international Con- 
the first Time was when the reopen- « jn Paris_ with the intent o£
ing o£ the courts in Pans was marked fnobUizlng tlle educational forces of 
by the attendance of judges, barris- FreemasoS , j. Guiraud now give8 
ters, attorneys and solictors at the detai,B o£ (lle proceedings in the 

Red Mass in the Ho y Chapel review_ Uieu, p^rie, Liberté ; his 
o invoke the blessing of heaven on ; articl6 Ms l)een reprinted in La 

the work of the jund.ca year In Croix o£ Paris. Fre‘ach Catholics 
parenthesis, it may be explained the have been d , Btirred by the pro„
Mass was called red because of gram and methods of the Congress, 
the toga which the high magistrates “Qr aQ att t ha8 „een mJH to 
wore. Nothing more impressive was un£te the Mas£nio force8 not only o£ 
o be seen in Pans than this tunc Fl but o£ its a,lie6 itl a plan to 

tion m that jewel of Gothic arch,tec- further tUe godless education which 
ure dating from the thirteenth ceu- has beell thru9t upo„ the COUntry. 
ury and founded by St. Louis for j For the last £orty years the Ligue 

the reception o the precious relics d rEnseignement has been the soul 
of the Passion which lie had brough „£ thig anti.Catholic movement. If 
rom the Holy Land at the time of the le hnve „ot always backed 

the Crusades. As a rule the Card,- the i , Ministers of Public
nal Archbishop of Paris celebrated on In8tnu.ti‘on and parliamentary 
the occasion, and lie profited b- it to nmjoritie8 have too o£t(n carritid ou£ 
preach to his learned audiences on ptogl.am. Even now, says M.
the norms of Christian justice. Guiraud“ the Government seems to

be supporting the plans of the 
League. It openly patronized the 
Congress, and the Minister of Public 
Instruction, M. Painlevé closed its 
sessions by a speech at the Sorbonne, 
in which he glorified the godless 
school and pointed to it as the source 
and the cause of the heroism dis
played by the French people during 
the war. This will undoubtedly be 
news to many. But M. Painlevé and 
his Masonic supporters wish even to 
go further. The godless school, in

FRANCE
PROGRAM OF GODLESS 

EDUCATION

BEAUTY AND GLADNESS
It is not easy to let go the early 

vision of earth “apparelled in celes
tial light,” to enter a world of hard 
fact and adjust our views and expec
tations to its insistent demands. 
“Where is it now, the glory and the 
dream ?” we ask as the doors of cus
tom close upon us. We have now to 
take up our new standard, but those 
first affections were not misleading. 
They were the illuminated primers 
that introduced us to the sphere of 
ideals—“the fountain light of all our 
day, a master light of all our seeing." 
When we become tremblingly alive to 
the sources and occasions of joy we 
shall wonder not at the sparse dis
tribution of happiness, but rather at 
its abundance and adaptation to 
human needs. There is no street so 
devoid of passing interest as to leave 
a healthy mind unvisited by kindly 
thoughts and sympathies. There is 
no country lane so sterile as not to 
offer objects of contemplation to eyes 
which are made sensitive to the 
charm of natural beauty and re- 

Even for those who are

The

The

THE RED MASS

But, unfortunately, the laws that 
drove the Crucifix from the tribunals 
had a forerunner in the abandon
ment of the “ Red Mass " in the 
“ Sainte Chapelle." In homage to 
free-thinkers, advocates little by little 
began to absent themselves from the 
traditional ceremony. From the 
“ Sainte Chapelle ” in the Palace of 
Justice the “ Messe Rouge ” was 
driven to Notre Dame. Finally came 
the law of separation, which definitely

BLESSED MOTHER OF GOD

As there is no true devotion to 
Christ’s sacred humanity which is 
not mindful of His Divinity, so there 
is no adequate love of the Son which 
disjoins Him from His Mother, and 
lays her aside as a mere instrument, 
whom God chose as He might choose 
an inanimate thing, without regard 
to its sanctity or moral fitness.— 
Faber.

new

source.
denied the full preparation of brainone
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SEPTEMBER 9, 1916THE CATHOLIC RECORD
TWO

AUTOMOBILES LIVERY GARAGE"No,” said Derry, quietly, "never. 
But my mother—”

"Knew me ?"
“No.”
The priest looked questionably.
“She did not know you, Father, 

but some one dear to you—very 
well.”

“Ah !" said the priest in a low 
voice, full of tenderness, 
knew some one dear to me ! She 
knew my mother !
He said the words with love and 
longing in his tones. “Then 1 knew 
her, of course, 1 knew every one— 
every one—that knew my mother. 
Her name—ah, her name was Ellen 
Garrett ! And you are her only 
child, Derry. You are like her— 
very, very much like her. Will you 
shake hands with me ?"

Derry put both hands behind him.
“I ? Shake hands with you ? I— 

I couldn’t Father.”
“Your mother would like it,

Derry

overwatcliful brakeman, it was 
with a sense of relief that he felt 
Dick had been more successful than 
himself. He was not thus to lose 
sight of Dick however. When the 
freight train passed on, Dick scram 
bled up from the opposite bank and 
joined him. T,hey had no remark to 
make. Once in a while a sort of a 
grunt from Dick Burns showed that 
he was not altogether pleased with 
the part of God’s world—God s world 

lias made it—in which they

“Haggett," said Sir Joshua, after a 
which he had staredmet him but he asked the The warders approached Alice, who 

same impertinent question : “Well, now stood in the door-way. She had 
Mi Haggett, got your regular com- turned her agonized face as she felt 
mission in the ministry yet ?” Sister Cecilia’s hand laid upon her

Mr Haggett was in hopes of shoulder, and her breast heaved con-
^"ftltTÆheVc.^chminHe 'tsThe' warders seized her arms, 
was “studying for it," he said : and she startled with pitiful alarm, and 
hia lone experience in the prison shuddered.
would ten in bis favor. But the “Stop !" cried a deep vmce resom 

had flown, and he had not ant with command. Mr. Wyville

MOONDYNE JOE never pause, during 
into the Are, “when does the convict 
ship sail ?"

"In two weeks, sir."
“1 want you to go to West Australia 

on that ship, Haggett."
‘‘1, Sir Joshua V Leave London—1 

shall he ordained this year—1 
shall—”

“Pshaw 1 I want you, man. No 
one else will do. You can attend to 
private matters on your return. I 
shall personally assist you with my 
influence."

"Well, Sir Joshua ?"
“No one else can do it, Haggett."
“What is to he done, sir ?"
“1 want to know all that is to be 

known in Western Australia about
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IV.
“SheMR. HAGGETT

Sister Cecilia visited Alice Walms- 
ley every day for several weeks, until 
the happy change in the latter’s life 
had grown out of its strangeness. 
Their intercourse had become a close 
and silent communion.

For the first month or so, the kind 
and wise little nun had conversed 
on anything that chanced for a toptc ; 
but afterwards they developed the 
silent system—and it was the better 
of the two.

Sister Cecilia used to enter with a 
smile, which Alice returned. 

Sister Cecilia would throw

My mother !"years
secured the reverend title he so 

The Lords
PROFESSIONAL CARDSbad spoken.

“Release the prisoner !”
Every eye was turned on him. 

Even Alice's excitement was sub
dued by the power of the strange 
interruption. The Scripture-reader 

the first to come to words. He

as man 
found themselves.coveted.ardently

Bishops were not favorably impressed 
by Mr. Haggott’s acquirements or 
qualities.

The daily presence of 
one of his cells goaded him to des
peration. He stopped one day at the 
door of Number Four, and in his 
deepest chest-tones, with a smile 
that drew heavily on the labial reefs 
addressed the Sister :

“Is this prisoner a Rom—ah—one 
of your persuasion, madam ?”

“No, sir," said the little Sister, 
kind smile at Alice ; "I wish
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Tie Siding looked its reputation of 
being one of the worst little towns in 
Wyoming. It nestled on the side of 
the forlorn mountain pass, as lonely 
a collection of board shanties as one 
would care to see. Still, it had its 
attractions for those ban.ished by the 
law and hunted by the authorities. 
Perhaps the most interesting fact in 
connection with Tie Siding was that 
it lay less than half a mile to the 
west of Dale Creek, spanned by the 
famous Dale Creek trestle.

the nun in was
addressed the governor.

“Who is this, who countercom
mands the order of the Chief Direc tive Wyville."
jor j” “Do you suspect anything, sir ?"

Before the Governor could answer, asked Mr. Haggett.
Sir Joshua Hobb spoke. “No ; X have

“This is insolence, sir ! My order suspicion or belief. 1 know absolute- 
ehall be obeyed.” ly nothing about the man, nor can 1

“It shall not!” said Mr. Wyville, find any oue who does." 
calmly, and walking to the cell door. “And yet that commission—"

“By what authority do you dare “Yes—that was a disappointment,
interfere ?" demanded Sir Joshua In one or two cases 1 have heard of 
Hôbb. the same high influence, given in the

“By this !” said Mr. Wyville, hand- same secret manner." 
ing him a paper. “ Were the other holders mysteri-

The enraged Chief Diiecfcor took oue, too ?" asked Haggett, reflective 
the doc ument, and glanced at the sig- ly, folding and unfolding his facial 
nature. hangings.

“Bali 1" he shouted. “This Minis- “They were all cases in which phil ary iote. 
try is dead. This is waste paper, anthropists might meet with opposi inoffensive streamlet, wended its way
Out of the way, sir !" tion from oilicials ; and this strange through Lone Tree Gulch, which is

“Stay !" said Mr. Wyville, taking but unquestionable power was given at tlie very summit of Sherman Pass, 
from his breast a small case, from as a kind of private commission.” more than eight thousand feet above 
which he drew a folded paper, like a | “It strikes down all the rules, 8ea level. When it came to building

a railroad, it was found impossible to 
All that yawning chasm. So the 
Overland people threw up a trestle 
to span it, and there the trestle hung, 
suspended 'twixt sky and frightful 
depth.

Dick Burns and Derry Garrett 
found a small shanty among the 
others, and took immediate posses
sion. Derry Garrett was disgusted 
to the point of silence. They had 
built a fire on the makeshift hearth 
and sat in front of it, smoking, say 
ing nothing. In spite of his gloom, 

Derry, who found speech

Phone MtUP O. Bo* 3093no reason either for H. L. O'ROURKE, B. A.cheery 
Then
crumbs on the sill for the sparrows,
Alice watching her, still smiling.
Then the little Sister would seat with a 
herself on the pallet, and take out her she were.
rosary, and smilingly shake her “Hah !—Why, madam, do you 
finger at Alice, as if to say : visit a prisoner who is not of your

“Now, Alice, be a good girl, and persuasion ?” 
don't disturb me." “Because no one else visited her,”

And Alice, made happy by the gaid si8tur Cecilia, looking at Mr. 
sweet 'companionship, would settle 
to her sewing, hearing the birds 
twitter and chirp, and seeing the 
golden sunlight pour through the 
bars into her cell.

Sister Cecilia had a great many 
prayers to say every day, and she 
made a rule of saying the whole of 
them In Alice's cell.

The change in Alice’s life became 
known to all the officials in the 
prison, and a general interest 
awakened in the visits of the good 
Sister to her cell. From the 
governor down to the lowest female 
warder, the incident was a source of 
pleasure and a subject of every-day 
comment.

But there was one 
beheld all this with displeasure and 
daily increasing distrust. This was 
Mr. Haggett, the Scripture-reader of 
the prison.a ....

Into the hands of Mr. Haggett had 
been given the spiritual welfare of 
oil the convicts in Millbank, of every 
creed—Christian, Turk, and Jew.

It was a heavy responsibility ; but 
Mr. Haggett felt himself equal to the 

It would be wrong to lay 
blame for the choice of such a 
teacher on any particular creed. He
had been selected and appointed by with "this prisoner !"
Sir Joshua Hobb, whose special He motioned commandingly with -You have shaken my official 
to7arry onrt. TrU Haggett was a tall his hand, ordering the nun from the authority, 8ir," said Sir". Joshua, still
man, with a highly i^spectahle air. ct‘s:gter Cecilia took a step toward very sorry," answered Mr.
He had side whiske s, the door, rather alarmed at the Wyville ; “but another moment’s
ward till 1they ̂ odtoom ànd he man's violence, but filled with keen and this prisoner might have
cheeks like pamt ’ t sorrow for poor Alice. been driven to madness. Authority
wore a long sqnare-cut brown coat. ^ ^ flnger of the angry mllgt not forget humanity."
He had an air of formal BUPer““‘J’ Scripture reader still pointed from "Authority is paramount, sir,”
His voice was cavernou^nd sonor- ^ Sister Cecilia had taken humbh- responded Sir Joshua, hand-
ons If he on > said Good mor ^ gtep outward, when Alice ing the potent paper to Mr. Wyville ;
mg, he said it with a patronizing Walmsley darted past her and stood -aflow me to take my leave.”
smile as if conscious of a supeno facing JIr. Haggett, her left hand The UumUiated Chief Director
moral nature, and his voice sounneo reacUed behiud ber with spread walked quickly from the corridor,
solemnly deep. , ■ ■ tb fingers, as if forbidding the nun to M Wyville turned to the cell, and

One would have known bl““‘beg depart, met the brimming eyes of the pris-
street as a man of immense leligious ..Begone y she cried to Haggett; (mer the eloquont gratitude of the
weight, and godly a66"™P‘‘“n b2tese “how dare you come here ? 1 do not look touching him to the heart. He
very compression of his P- want vour prayers.’ smiled with ineffable kindness, and
rrehibiH8tr°.he reieidrresnectabmty Mr." Haggett grew livid with pas- h an almost imperceptible motionforcible than the respectabmty ̂  nt thia in8ult trom a prisoner q{ th(J band requested Sister Cecilia
of his whiskers or tbe «ra^e Ba“ He had, perhaps, cherished a secret remaiu and givo comfort,
tity of his voice. His !dPs "aredislike of Alice for her old rebellion Mr. Haggett stm remained in the
exactly coarse or thick , « against his influence. He glared at hungrily watching the cell
large even to bagginess “is mouth ^ ^ moment in 8ilent fury, while yr Wyville passed in front of the 
was wide, and Ins !teeth were long ^ great Upg d into their : d() and turning, looked straight in
but there was enough Up to œver up tigbtegt reef8i showing the full line hig {ace Tbc discomfited Scripture- 
the whole, and still more enoug q£ hig £ teeth. reader started as it he had received
left to fold afterwards into conscio s- But he did not answer her. He an electrit. shock. He was dismayed 
ly pious lines around the mouth. lookcd over her, into the cell, where t Uu, power 0f this strange man.

When Mr. Haggett was praying, be g.gter Cecilia 8tood affrighted. He J-J have passed this door with 
closed his eyes, and m a 5 ' reached his long arm toward her, vpur praver8 for five years, sir," said
sonorous key began a personal inter tm commanded her from the ^ Wyville ; “you will please to con-
view with the Almighty . Y\ bile he ^ a band trembling with | ^attention. '
^“forming God, with many^deep wrath He would settle with the -Th' prisoner is not a Roman-"
Thou knoweste, Rr nnt recalcitrant convict when this Duggett began, with shaken tones,

full play ; every reef was shaken out gtraDge ally and witness had departed. haud Gf the soldierly old uttermost reef,
so to apeak. But when Mr^Haggew „Come out,„ motioned the lips of governor fell sharply, twice, on his 
was instructing a pris , °biai the wrathful Scripture-reader, while shoulder, lie looked round, 'ihe 
only the Bmallest po gg bis long finger crooked, as it it were governor’s finger was pointed straight
^"unfortunate Jth his own un- a hook to drug her forth. down the passage, and his eye stern- DERRY GARRETT-HERO
the unfortunate w exalted At this moment, a key rattled in ly ordered Mr. Haggett in the same
worthiness and Mr. llagg end of the corridor, direction. He hitched the sacred
vrrtu0 and importance ^d there entered the passage Sir volume under his arm, and without My Dearest Son : ™ , «

JIr. Haggett C [ ,Toshua Hobb, Mr. Wyville, and the a SOund followed the footsteps of Sir your face for the first time, I thanked
four hours every day, taking regular followed bv the two T„„i,nn God. You ve hurt me cruelly since
rounds, and prayed with and instruct- ^ardera ’of the pentagon. The ' His eager eyes had been denied n then, but I am still thankful, for I 
ed the prisoners, lie ne\c P Uemen were evidently on a tour siKl,t of the mysterious document ; love you. Never forget that you are
thized with them nor pretended to 8 inspection. When they had come but his heart, or other organs, infal- dear to your mother. Some day you 
and of course he never had then °f inspe^ ^ ^ they ,Jy told him that he and his chief , will do better-some day you will
deuce and contrition o? somTsecond- stood in astonishment at the scene. Were routed beyond hope of recovery. , redeem yourself, 
timers who wanted a recommanda- Alice Walmsley, hitherto so sub 
tion for a pardon. missive and silent, was aroused into

There was another official who feverish excitement. bhe stood 
made icgular rounds, with about the facing Mr. Haggett, and, as the 
same intervals of .time as Mr. others approached, she turned to 
Haggett. This was the searcher and them wildly. . , , ...
fumigator—a warder who searched “How dare this man interfere with 
the cells for concealed implements, me ?” she cried. "I will not allow 
and fumigated with some chemical him to come near me. 1 will not 
the crevices and joints, to keep thorn have his prayers !” 
wholesomely clean. When a pris “Be calm, child ! said Mr. \\ yville, 
oner had a visit from the searcher whom she had never before seen, 
and fumigator, he knew that Mr. His impressive and kind face and 
Haggett would be around Boon. tone instantly affected the prisoner.

The sense of duty in the two offi- Her bauds fell to her sides., 
dais was very much alike under the “Lock that cell I” said Sir Joshua
surface • and it would have saved Hobb, in a hard, quick voice. Ibis
expense and time had Mr. Haggett prisoner must he brought to her
carried, besides his Bible, the little senses."
bellows and probe of the fumigator— Alice was again defiant in 
if he had been, in fact, the searcher 
and fumigator of both cells and
b°Mr. Haggett had observed, with 
horror, the visits of the Popish nun 
to the cell of a prisoner whom he 
knew to be a Protestant. Though 
he never had had anything to say to 
Number Four, and never had prayed 
with her for five years, he now 
deemed her one of those specially 
confided to his care. He 
shocked to the centre when first he 
saw the white-capped nun sitting in 
the cell, with a rosary in her hands.

Mr. Haggett would have 
plained at once, but he did not like 
the governor. He had been insulted, 
he felt he had, by the governor, who

Derry."
Hesitatingly, painfully, 

extended his hand.
"Your mother had you, my mother 

had me," he said,
“Look what you are, and what I 

And they both were good. It

( Also of Ontiirio Bai )
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It was likely that Derry Garrett 
had never heard of such a place 
before he was so quietly dropped off 
tlie front end of the blind baggage 
the day previous to what is still 
known to railroad men as the “ big 
storm.” Picturesque in its surround
ings, the trestle was set in the midst 
of early frontier history and legend- 

Da'e Creek, usually an

JOHN T. LOFTUS,•J Barrister, Solicitor, Notary, Etc,
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am.
isn't my mother’s fault.” There was 
a note of defiance in his voice.

“No," said Father Maurice, grave- » 
ly, “it isn’t her fault ; it's your own. j 
But you’ll come out all right.” He 
laughed softly. “God seldom fails j 
the mothers, Derry. Often we can’t 1 

it ; often we don’t knew how or 
where their prayers are answered. | 
Sometimes, according to our human 
knowledge, they’re 
But that is not true.

Derry Garrett shrugged his shoul
ders.

“I'm a good-for-nothing, low-down, 
miserable, dirty tramp,’ he said, 
without any emotion. “There isn t

Telephone Mein 63a
Haggett with rather a startled air ; 
“and she needed some one.”

“Madam, I wish to pray with this 
prisoner this morning, and ah—ah— 
I will thank you to leave this cell.'

The work dropped from Alice’s 
hands, and a wild look came into her 

First, she stared at Mr.

FRANK J. FOLEY, LL. B. 
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never answered. Jfunrral Birrrtorsipiece of vellum, which he handed to and—” 
the governor of the prison. Yea, yes, interrupted

“This, then, is my authority !" striking the coal with the tongs ; but 
The prompt old major took the there it is. It must be acknowledged 

as if the godly man were in a pas- read it, and then, still holding without question.”
sion, she turned, with a mute appeal, befol.e him, raised his hat as if “Have you no clew to the reason 
to Sister Cecilia, in military salute. for which this special authority was

The nun had risen, startled, but “y0ur authority is the first, sir," given to him ?" asked Haggett. 
not confused, at the unexpected bp sajdi decisively and respectfully, “I have not thought of it ; but I

to Mr. YVyville. am not surprised. This man, as you
"i demand to see that paper !" know, has reformed the Indian Penal 

cried the Chief Director. System at the Andaman Islands, ex-
The governor handed it to him, pending immense sums of his own 

and he read it through, his rage money to carry out the change, 
rapidly changing into a stare of Afterward, he was received by the 
blank amazement and dismay. French Emperor as an authority on

“I beg you to forgive me, sir,” he the treatment of crime, and had 
said at length, in a low tone. “It much to do with their new trans- 
would have been for the benefit of portation scheme. A man with this 
discipline, however, had I known of record, accepted by the Prime Minis- 
this before.” ter, was just the person to he special-

"That is true, sir,” answered Mr. ly commissioned by the Queen.” 
Wyville, “and had there been time "He is young to be so very 
for explanation you should have wealthy," mused Haggett. 
known my right before I had used “Yes : that is mysterious—no one

knows the source of his wealth. This 
is your mission—find out all about 
him, and report to me by mail within 
six months."

“Then I am really to go to 
Australia ?’’ said Haggett, with a 
doleful aspect.

"Yes, Haggett ; there's no other 
way. Inquiry into mysterious men’s 
lives is always worth the trouble. 
You may learn nothing, but—it had 
better be done.”

“Well, Sir Joshua, I want a favor 
from you in return.”

"What is it ? You shall have it, if

eyes.
Haggett, as if she did not under
stand. From his uninviting face, 

flushed somewhat, and working

Sir Joshua,
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nowwas

l haven't stooped to,any meanness 
and that 1 won’t stoop to again. 1 
shall never reform—never !

my mother’s prayers be answered 
when I, of my own free will, choose 
to go against them

"When God has hold of a dying 
He keeps him tight by the hair.’’ 

quoted Father Maurice. “For all 
you know, lie may be holding on to 
you in just that fashion, Derry ?”

"1 don’t know, Father. I’m blowing 
out this afternoon, and it’s the last 
you’ll see of me. Tie Siding is the 
worst place I’ve ever struck, and 1 
never want to come back to it.”

“You’ll not leave it as soon as you 
expect to," said Father Maurice, 
gently. “There’s urgent work before 
me farther on in the mountains, but 
I daren't risk going out today.”

"Why not ?"
“Come out and see. It's worth

Factory 643How
harshness of the tone, rather than

official whoVhe words- She realized at once official w“° r(bat Mr Haggett, who had never
before addressed her, nor noticed her 
presence, had power to expel her 
from Alice’s cell, and forbid her 
entrance in future.

She determined on the moment to 
make an effort for Alice’s sake.

"This prisoner is to be my hospital 
assistant on the convict ship, said 
Sister Cecilia to Mr. Haggett.

“Madam !" said Mr. Haggett, 
harshly, and there was a movement 
of his foot as if lie would have 

I stamped his order ; “I wish to pray

cau
?”
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it was 
first.

“ This is a—of a place. I'm going 
to get out of it as quick as I can.”

Dick nodded. “ So’m I,” lie said. 
And then they slept.

There was little food to be had, 
and none for the asking of it. A can 
of beaus, and another of sardines 
were

task. Altars
Pulpits
Pews

all they could buy the next day. 
But that troubled these knights of 
the road very little. The rain that 
set in during 
revive Derry’s drooping spirits.

“ I guess we’ll strike the freight 
that pulls in here about six,” said 

“ I think—I’m going back 
He lit his pipe again—it

it.”
the afternoon did not

looking at.”
Derry followed him. The soft 

rain was now a steady dow’npour. To 
the south a miniature thunderstorm 

raging ; and even as the two 
looked, still darker clouds

Derry, 
home.”
had gone out even as he sat puffing 
at it. “ Yes, civilization for me for a 
w’hile.”

Dick Burns nodded.
“ You’ll lose the notion before 

you're half way back,” he said, 
just this dead joint that’s got you 
rattled. It’s the limit !”

Derry Garrett added a word or two 
scarcely polite, and 

his pipe against 
sole of his shoe. Putting his pipe 
in his pocket, his hand struck the 
letter. He took it out and looked 
at it. Burns eyed him with amuse-
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was
men
gathered lower down, rolling thick 

the mountain, tryiug*to envelopupon
it as in a pall. The first faint boom
ing of thunder could be heard grow
ing louder and louder until it seemed 
as if two mighty, contending, invisi- 

above. The 
lightning flashed—terrific streaks of 
flame against the darkness, to be 
followed by a crash that was truly 
ear-splitting. It was a magnificent 
display and it created conflicting 
sentiments in poor Derry’s mind. 
The conversation with the priest had

Any style, from the least expen
sive to the most elaborate.“ It's

it lie in my power."
“Send that prisoner, Number Four 

the ship ; hut countermand the 
order for the Papist nun."

“Y’ou want the nun to remain ?"
“Yes, sir; they ought to be separ

ated. This Wyville takes a great 
interest in Number Four. It was he 
that sent the nun to her."

“Certainly, Haggett ; it shall be

School Desks 
Teachers’ Desks 
Laboratory Tables

Prices and full particulars on 
application.

» hie armies warredthat wereon theknocked

"““Who it is ? My wife or my . . , .
sweet heart ?” he asked, with a note weakened him, and his heart was 
of refined speech in the words that full of that feeling that comes once in 
was, to say the least, unexpected. a great while to men like him comes 

“ Neither," said Derry, briefly. and goes as quickly.
“Ah !” said Burns. Derry put the ; He turned hack, almost blindly, i 

letter hack. "Mine's dead,” he added, toward the cabin. Dick Burns had 
"she was sick when I made my ‘get made use of their withdrawal to 
away,’ and she died soon after. 1 disappear, and Derry and Father 
got out for her sake. The others, Maurice were alone. Both were 
the hunch of respectable ones, made j silent. The priest, reading the man s 
it—well, you know how hot they can face, knew that silence then was the 
make it for the gentleman of the better part.

“I wonder how I’d get3along^if I 
Derry wrent back,” said Derry at last" just 

while she lived anyhow ?"
“1 don’t know,” replied Father 

his mood.

London Art Woodwork Co.Stay, let me write the order LDLondon, Canadanow.
"Thank you, Sir Joshua," said 

Haggett, rubbing his
“There ; take that to the governor 

of Millbank. Number Four shall be 
sent with the first batch to the ship. 
The nun is to remain."

Mr. Haggett departed, and as he 
walked down Parliament Street, 
glancing furtively around to see that 
lie was unobserved, he smiled to the

hands.

—i

jag:was
rfamily.”

He laughed, sneeringly. 
did not answer.TO BE CONTINUED There was some
thing the matter, he told himself, as
lie leaned forward, elbows on knees, Maurice, falling into 
and his head on his hands. Dick “Perhaps you'd go off again when 
ambled on, telling of his first adven- she was depending on you.

Derry shopk his head.
“If I go hack, I go for good," he

1

turcs—how he learned the trade, 
what “fellow student" had first 
started him West, lie stopped talk- said, 
ing suddenly and looking up
form darkened the doorway. There It’s here in my pocket, 
were eagerness and relief on his face, she said anything, hut it seems so 
He evidently found Derry little to his heart-broken like you know, hhe 
liking as a companion. doesn’t say so, but one can read be-

“Come in, stranger—come in, come tween the lines. I can, anyhow, it 
in 1" ho vociferated heartily. “Wei- j makes me see her again, sitting there 

matter how you come ! the way she used to. She was tern- 
deck with you ble poor with the pen always. It 

must have cost her a good deal to 
He stood up. The stranger shook j sit down and write to me. 

bis tall frame vigorously and then me miserable, thinking about it. She 
unbuttoned his overcoat. j wants me.”

"Good Lord !" exclaimed Dick | "Of course she wants you, as everj 
Burns, weakly. . .. mother on God s earth wants her

"Pretty smart breeze outside, said sou, said 1* athei Maurice, geutl> 
the priest, in a cool tone. “Go “But 1 haven’t been a son to her— | 
ahead ! Don’t mind me. You won’t only 
refuse me shelter for a few moments, 
will you, my lads ?" tke priest.

“No Father—no—no !” stammered "Not you. Father !”
Burns. He looked at the door, even “j’Ve got to fight my way as you 
made a step toward it, but the priest bave < ;od doesn't send me any 
barred the way. more help in my life than He sends

“If you go out," he said, I shall u ;u your8. All depends on the 
follow you. I don’t want to disturb a8king ”

me Father -, baven,t aaked Him for anything Ljq||Or 8*10 1003000
in a long while, lather. __ ■ ■ ■ Dr. McTaggart’s Vegetable

"About time you began, Derry." HaDllS
The shrieking of the wind and the meats. No hypodermic injections, no lose of 

roaring of the storm without almost SS
drowned their voices. It was black Enquiries treated confidentially. Literature 

. , . . ,, nrtw Thprn and medicine sent in plain sealed packages.as night in the shanty now. i nert nr nnnilli?_
was a candle stuck in a bottle on the 
rude shelf, and Derry lighted it. He 
didn’t say anything, neither did the 
priest. He knew that Derry was in 
the throes of a powerful homesick- | 

which worked better toward 
than any spoken word.

fThe Health 
and Beauty Bath“You see, Father, I got a letter.

It isn’t as ifas a
is assured when Lifebuoy 

Soap is used. It keeps the 
skin radiantly clean and 
glowing with health.

Lifebuoy is an honest soap 
—unwrap a cake and smell 
it. A mild carbolic odor is 
there—that means an ut
terly healthy skin. But, the 
odor vanishes immediately 
after use.

Derry Garrett had called at the 
little postollice, and this one letter 

He lookedV. come, no 
And if you’ve got a 
and a—"

had been handed to him. 
at the shaky, badly-formedcharacters 

Sir Joshua Hobb sat in his Deport j 1Iis hands were trembling. The 
ment Office in Parliament Street, week previous, some longing for a 
with every sign of perplexity and wnr(j from the one he had left years 
rage in his face and attitude. His foef0re had swept over him. and lie 
contest of authority with the un- Rent his mother a brief postal, giving 
known and mysterious man had jjjs whereabouts. In response to 
fairly crushed him. In the face of that postal had come his. No appeal, 
the officials whom he had trained to no knowledge of lier necessities, no 
regard his word as the utterance of reproach, no pleading, no inquiry. 
Power itself, never to be questioned Only this.
nor disobeyed, he had been chai- % He retl(f y. once more. Then he 
lenged, commanded, degraded. It gtrolled aioug the main street, past 
was a bitter draught; and what if lie ^ out8kirts of the town, to where 
had only taken the first sickening friend, Dick Burns, sat at the side 
mouthful ? a . of ethe broad highway, whittling a

He was interrupted in his morose #tick in ieiQlireiyi if somewhat cool, 
reflections by the entrance of Mr. comfort . for it was late in autumn, 
Haggett, whose air was almost as and fchere was a chill in the air once 
dejected as his superior s. the sun went down.

Haggett stood s. ently at the door „ yourself any,"
lnnkinzy at the great man, somewhat 1011 U1UU 6 , u ^ . n n

’"‘‘BAres.-srs;
“Haggett," said Sir Joshua, turn- it waiting.

"who the Derry Garrett said nothing. He 
did not care much about Dick Burns; 
but he had been in decidedly hard 
luck when he met him the week 
before, and the honor of the road 
kept him tied to him until he found 
a legitimate excuse for passing on 
alone. So when, that night, lie was 
quietly dropped out at Tie Siding by

TWO HEADS AGAINST ONE

It's made

LIFEBUOYa nuisance.”
Most of us are that to God,” said HEALTHY

SOAP
r

lb!7

an
They callinstant.

“Tell this man to begone 1’ sin 
excitedly demanded.

“Come out !" hissed Mr. Haggett, 
grimly stretching his neck toward 
Sister Cecilia, and still bending his 
lean finger like a hook.

“She shall not go out !” cried Aliue, 
in a frenzy.

It seemed to her as if they were 
tearing something dearer than life 
from her. She dashed the hooked 
hand of the Bible-reader aside, 
bruising it against the iron door.

“Warders ?" shouted Sir Joshua 
Hobb, “ take this woman to the 
refactory cells. She shall remain in 
the dark till she obeys the rules. 
Take her away !"

anyone.
Maurice hereabouts when they 
me,” he added, with a whimsical 
smile, “and I am from New York. 
Somehow," he added shrewdly, look
ing from Dick’s perturbed counten- 

to Derry’s inquiring one. “1 
feel that both you chaps hail from 
the same quarter, or I’m much mis
taken."

Derry Garrett had risen at the 
He now

see

as a 
The ance

Dr. McTaggart’s Remedies
ing wearily to the fire, 
devil is this man ?"

“He’s a rich Australian—" began 
Haggett, in a confidential voice.

"Ass !” said the Chief Director, 
without looking at him.

Mr. Haggett, returning not even a 
glance of resentment, accepted the 

j correction, and remained silent.

Toronto, Canada309 Stair Building
sound of the priest’s name, 
stood looking at him with something 
like fear in his eyes.

“Father Maurice 1" he said, Father

was

ness,
God’s purpose

“1 don't want to ask—yet,” Derry 
said at last, defiantly. His voice 
sounded hollow in the room.

Maurice 1”
Father Maurice smiled.
“We have met before ?” he asked.
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ie full of worldly wisdom and made selves substantially diminished or 
use of even in practical commercial changed. Under ihe extraordinary 
life, as is evident in those vast syndi- circumstances in which the first 
cates, trusts, combines, etc., where body of Christ's ministers 
one large well organized corpora- placed some extraordinary powers 
tion can obtain better results and and privileges, such as personal 
more economically than half a dozen infallibility, and unlimited individ- 
anaemic ones. Among us Catholics, ual jurisdiction in point of person 
religious interests are thoroughly an i place, were required to suit all 
centralized and consequently well emergencies. Those men, who 
looked after, but the wisdom of under Christ were to lay the founda 
centralization in the other matters tion of the Christian religion were, 
which have an indirect bearing on very properly, clothed with those 
religion, has apparently not yet personal privileges in addition to 
appealed to those who are respon- the substantial powers of the min- 
sible for the welfare of the social side istry, which were to descend unim- 
of the Church. paired to their successors.

No one cares to blame young men 
for their inexperience of life ; this is 
a negative defect for which they can 
hardly be held responsible and which 
they are gradually getting rid of. 
Life is known by living it ; wisdom 
comes to him who waits ; but Wisdom 
is one of the fair daughters of experi
ence. The damsel is worth the 
wooing, even though bought at a 
price ; but youth should not be asked 
to pay too dear for her. “One thorn 
of experience,” an author tells us, 
“is worth a whole wilderness of 
iug ” ; and yet it is deplorable to see 
how sedulously young men hide 
their lack of wisdom and experience. 
It is pathetic to witness the superb 
assurance with which they try to put 
old heads on their young shoulders, 
meanwhile rushing heedlessly, many 
of them, over paths that lead 
nowhere or end in an abyss. In 
those turbulent* years of youth they 
think they have nothing to learn, 
and they dare to do what in later 
years they would recoil from, 
their thoughtlessness were mere 
passing giddiness, one might be con
tent to smile and await their return

The priest nodded. Once more came the rumble of the
“That's right. There’s something Overland—more plainly now—more 

to be done before you ask—something plainly still to Derry, who lay against 
very necessary.*' the rail.

“What, Father ? 1 ?" Derry began “He can't do it 1 He can’t do it 1" 
to laugh. “I’d like to see myself ! shouted one of the men. He put his 
I’ll never go to confession. 1 hand around his mouth. “Come 
wouldn’t know where to begin. Good back—come back 1 you're a fool 1" 
heavens, I wouldn’t know how to “He's started ! He's moving !" 
begin !" i shouted another.

“That’s your business, Derry," said Dick Burns had joined them, his 
the priest. “It seems strange, face white. Derry had evidently 
though, doesn’t it ? Here you are— been resting for a last effort. He 
with me, alone. You didn’t mean to wTent on, one foot, five feet, ten ! 
be here, nor did I. Yet here we are. There came the hush of suspense 
And in your pocket is a letter, and that precedes accomplishment or 
back in old New York there is that failure. They saw him fumbling 
little old lady—a sweet faced, gray with his coat. As he did so a gust of
haired, wrinkled old lady, peering wind caught him fairly. There was 
into her prayer-book, or—perhaps a struggle ; but as he rose in the 
this very moment—running her arms of the wind, the lantern was in 
beads through her withered fingers." his grasp, and he swung it, fiercely, 

There was a gasp, quickly sup- desperately about his head. Only 
pressed ; a silence—a long silence, once. They saw no more. He had 
The priest’s lips were moving. fallen, and the torrent claimed him.

“Will you—will you help me, The seething waters caught him in 
Father ?" then came Derry's trem their grasp and drew his living body 
bling tones. forever from the sight of men.

“With God's help, my son !" But the Overland was saved. For
Outside the wind shrieked and had the engineer, warned always to keep 

reached the summit of the pass, a sharp lookout at Dale Creek trestle, 
howled and shook the wooden shanty caught the flash of the red light as it 
to its frail foundations. The storm | was swung in those dying hands, 
had reached the summit of the pass 
and was raging with a fury almost found the mangled remains of Derry 
indescribable. Dale Creek had Garrett upon the rocks far down 
become a swollen, roaring, madden- Lone Tree Gulch, where the subsid
ing torrent during the short after- ing waters had left them. In the 
noon, and the risen waters were pocket of his coat was the letter 
tearing at the trestle abutments and I from liis mother. Father Maurice 
beating with tremendous force j took it and spread it out, drying it 
against the underframing. The carefully. Dick Burns, watching 
glimmer of a lantern shot into the ! him with eager eyes asked a ques- 
dark room, and there was the sound tion.
of voices. Just as poor Derry bent “What are you going to do with it, 
his head for absolution, a man’s Father ?"
voice reached them. j “Send it beck to her," said the

“You can’t do it," he said. “The priest. “The purse they’ve made up 
trestle won’t stand an hour. There’s i —well, 1 think She’ll be glad enough 
a regular hurricane smashing at her. j to get that. But this will be her 
You can’t get your freight through j glory, Dick. A mother never loses 
tonight." i hopes for her son, dead or alive.”

It was the car which Derry had Dick Burns said nothing, 
been waiting for to take him away 1 “1 think we owe it to them to live
from Tie Siding. Derry and Father as decent as we can," went on the 
Maurice, with one impulse, went out- priest. “It s not right to shame 
side. The car, east-bound, loomed j them before God." 
up before them, not a wheel moving. Dick shivered slightly.
A little group of men stood near it. “Don’t put it that way Y’ou can’t 
The track walker looked up as touch people in Heaven."
Father Maurrce walked close to him, “Not most people. But a mother— 
and nodded. Everyone knew Father | a good mother—is different. Her

children's shame is hers in Heaven

This divine commission, then, publisher is enriched at the expense 
which Christ gave His apostles, of discord between American citizens, 
answers all the requirements of Such a paper came to my desk some 

But reason demands, too, time ago, making such charges 
that those who teach us God’s laws against a religious organization, and 
—how we are to act in order to following the charge was an eloquent 
please and serve God, — should be appeal for loyal Americans to sub- 
sent to God, should have their scribe for the paper, to contribute 
authority from God, for the man who money for its publication, to send 
professes to teach God’s laws with- copies to friends, and stating that 
out God tailing him to do so, is an this one exposure should bring them 
intruder and usurper, preaching as a million new subscribers.
God’s law what is only his own law. matter to the publisher whether the 
Christ answers this demand. “All charge was true or false, if it secured 
power is given Me. ’ (This I have i a million new subscribers ?" 
proved by giving life to My own 
body.") “Go therefore teach all 
nations. "

were reason.

What

warn-

It is ignorance of the Church that 
works havoc with the average non- 
Catholic. Some who know her will 

Reason demands that the law of slander and besmirch her for commer- 
God should be taught by such cial reasons. All whofear her should 
teachers not merely to a few or to suspend judgment until they study 
one or two generations or to one or her doctrines, or accept information 
two nations, for this would be par from those eminently fitted to declare 
tiality on the part of God, but that her position among men.—Pilot, 
it should be taught to all men, all 
God’s rational creatures, at all times 
and in all places till the end of time, 
so as to give all an opportunity of 
knowing God's law, of keeping it and u
of thereby saving their souls. The Recently, says the Catholic 
commission given by Christ answers HeraId» “thirty negro converts were

source this requirement, for the Apostles received at a single time into the
think for themselves on matters of all the powers of the ministry were to teach all nations till the Church in Kansas City. That should
moment in public life, and learn to claimed and exercised by all Chris- consummation of the world, teach us what a great field there is

, discern the wheat from the chalT tians of all denominations at the Finally, reason demands that these *or extension
The arch-enemy of souls is active in articles and discussions on public present day. Once you admit this teachers should be prevented from a-mong the negro population of the

among those who are blossoming platforms and in newspapers and novel and strange theory, where is teaching anything but God’s law, or Country and we should contribute
into manhood, and when experience, magazines. Athletic Associations the proof that Christian ministers of that those nations, to w hom they liberally to the negro missions. The
“the future fruits of all the pasts,” is would encourage physical exercise any denomination have now the would preach during all time, should soul.of a negro is as precious in the
lacking in his victims, Satan’s role is and fill up the spare moments of our power to preach, to baptize or to do bave some guarantee that what they e^e.8 , God as that ot a white man,
easy. He begins by instilling into young men ; there is nothing against any of the other ministerial acts preached is the law and will of God. and there is just as much merit in
their hearts a spirit of pride and faith or morals in well-directed instituted by the Saviour ? Christ meets this demand and also taxing the soul of a man with black
independence; he next inspires athletics ; a sound mind in a sound then clear from the very by promising them that He would be skin as of one that is white,
human-respect which makes cowards bodyjisan ideal that anyone may strive nature of the commission itself and w^h them as a teacher, assisting and
of them. When he reaches this step after. Membership in a Conference from the words in which it was f\u*d*D£ andu teaching all days till
in his operations, his victory is of St. Vincent of Paul would give our giVqn that the will and intention of tirue ent^' “Bell0)d I am with you
assured ; the day is near when con- young men a first-hand knowledge Christ was to have His religion day8- —F. D. in Intermountain giving as in loving.
science ceases to prick and youth of poverty and its attendant miser- taught and established in the whole Catholic- -----------------------------------
glories in its misdeeds. Young men, ies ; it would broaden their world, and among all mankind, and 
on the contrary, who are shrewd sympathies and excite their spirit of to have it maintained and progress 
enough to recognize their own charity. And so on in other paths of iVely extended to the very end of
limitations, and are willing to be human endeavor ; when good will is time by means of a ministry
taught in the practical matters of not lacking, it is an easy matter to ordained by Himself, clad with 
life by others wiser than they, will adapt local conditions to exigencies. ampi0 powers derived from Him. 
weather the storms, sa\Te themselves All thesesuggestionsarethe natural And the ministry and these powers 
infinite trouble and sorrow, develop development of the present General were to be substantially kept up and 
into useful citizens, and become Intention, and the Sovereign Pontiff maintained in a regular uninter- 
acceptable children of God. in recommending it to the world- rupted succession to the end of the

The influence of the example of wide League of the Sacred Heart world. This is the plain and obvious 
others and mutual encouragement evidently had them in view\ From meaning of the commission. This 
are powerful means to counteract his watch-tower in the Vatican he is the interpretation which the 
the spirit of pride and independence sees the needs of Catholic nations, whole Christian world unanimously 
w hich is so characteristic of youth He is looking forward to the reorgan- put on it for the first 1500 years of 
and so fatal to spiritual development, ization of Catholic forces after the the Christian era. There is no 
This is the reason the Church favors war is over, especially men, for relig- other interpretation worthy of its 
societies which bring young men ions and social purposes ; and natur- , end and scope, or compatible with oue religious denomination against GaUaaI fA||
together. She likes to see the ally the spectacle of millions of young Our Lord's plainest language. All another, and who charges any relig- DOarOllig uCIlOOl TO"
scattered units of her young flock men, who should be trained to work other explanations are narrow and i°us denomination with a plan to de- __ __ _
gathered in and welded together for the Church and for Society, could inconsistent and strike at the very stroy Americanliberty ? The charge fOUlîfi IflGIl 31111 BOVS 
under her motherly protection. She not be ^overlooked. In obedience essence of the Christian ministry and ut once attracts the attention of the ^ **
knows that membership in those, to our Holy Father we should all be at Christianity itself. loyal citizen. He is apt to believe OFFERING
organizations saves her children generous enough to make some sacri- ir^e sublime commission then tlae charge, for all men arc credulous, 
from the blighting effects of evil lice even of time and labor and Christ gave to His Apostles aud. bel?evin8tlje charge his indig-
example, and helps them on until money for the common good. Union ^ad all the marks and features uat*ou ip aroused and his sympathies 
they are strong enough and wise is strength ; union among young reason declares it should are enlisted against much religious
enough to walk alone men, organized under the wing ot £ave FU-st°it waB from God.whose denomination. The paper or maga-

religion, would develop a strong duty alone it U to teach us the laws which puWishes the charge ,e
Catholic tone : it would form a bul- bv which we are to live and be 8°ld m great numbers, tor every loyal

governed, and if He appoints others cltlze? de8,rf 8 to know wh.ether tl,er? ,
to do so-to give the world a 18 8uch » P1^ or campaign against rr
guarantee that He has appointed and Amerlcau institutions, and hence the
so commissioned them. Second, it 
embraced all persons and extended 
to all times as reason tells us it 
should, for God, in justice, cannot 
be a respector of persons and He 
must wish to save all His rational 
creatures and therefore must give 
them the means sufficient for salva
tion. Third, the commission is also > 
ample. All powers necessary for the 
regeneration and sanctification of 
man are gi\ren. There is no limita 
tion, no restriction. He declares all 
power is gix'en to Him and in virtue 
of this He tells His apostles to go 
forth and teach all things.

To deny that these substantial 
the superabundant energies of our powers of the ministerial office were 
young men if we Catholics would to cease with the death of the last 
utilize them. To mention only a of the apostles would be in effect the 
few latter-day activities : Social same thing as to assert that Christ 
Service Guilds would help to initiate died only for those who lived in the 
our young men in works of public apostolic age and that He made no 
interest and open up to them paths j adequate provision for the less 
of usefulness ; Debating and Dra- favored generations which were to 

I* matic Societies would give them self- come afterwards till the end of time, 
confidence, a precious accomplish- It would be moreover to falsify the 
ment in this democratic age, and plainest language of the commission 
help theha to make use of the knowl- , itself, and set limits where it sets 

to calmer and saner moments, but edge acquired during schooldays; none whatever. Nay, more, it would 
unhappily it is the source of serious young Catholics should be taught to j effectually cut off at the very 
sins and weaknesses in young men 
which compromise their welfare here 
and hereafter.

There are numerous outlets for

THE SOUL OF A BLACK MAN

The next day the searching party
of the Church

True charity is not so much in

St. Jerome's College
BERLIN, ONTARIORACIAL PREJUDICE Pounded 1864

The cry of the bigot nowadays is Bmlne» College Department Excelle ■!
bexx are of the Catholic Church. College and Philosophical Department.

The Church is hailed as the enemy Address:
of freedom and progress. She is REV. A. L. ZINGER, O R.. Ph D., Pse* 
branded with every mark of treachery 
and with the stigma of tyranny.
Yet. one who knows her as she is. 1

Hon John Burke, Treasurer of the 
United States says :

“ There is no danger to American 
institutions from any religion and 
what shall we say of the designing 
man who, knowing this, would array

Sandwich, OntarioMaurice.
“Glad to see you, Father !” he said, I or out of it.” 

briefly. “There’s nasty work ahead. Dick turned aside. 
All the wires in the mountain divi- “It's mighty hard to lead a decent 
sion are down, and the Overland is life when everyone’s against a 
due here in an hour. And there's no fellow," he said, 
time to go round and stop her."

The priest’s face paled.
“But, man. some one must go !"
“Whosoexrer goes will have to 

cross that trestle. Father."

“1 know it is. But if a fellow gets 
a chance ?"

“Who'd give me a chance ?"
“1 happen to know of one—a chap 

who’s made himself decent for his
The freight conductor stooped and dead mother's sake. Will you take 

picked up the red lantern, swinging it ?"
it over his arm. , Dick hesitated. He was softened,

“I'm going to try," he said. “The ashamed, and—something more. He 
trestle'll hold the weight of a man, extended his hand, 
anyhow.”

The rest were silent. The man won t say 1 11 do more than try." 
bent toward Father Maurice. “You try—your mother will do the

“I’m not your kind,” he said, “but rest," said Father Maurice.—The 
your blessing will help. Give it to Father Matthew Record, 
me ?"

Father Maurice extended his hands 
and placed them on the uncovered 
head. There xvas a set, strained 
look on every face. A plunge into 
that boiling torrent meant death— 
certain and terrible. There was no 
chance of escape from it—a fall of 
thousands of feet below the frail 
bridge which was now luring the 
great Overland on to fearful destruc
tion. The conductor stooped, and 
on hands and knees began to crawl 
out across the swaying trestle.
Slowly he went from tie to tie, 
clinging desperately to the rail when 
the gusts took him. But he clung.
And then they saw that he was turn
ing back, crawling slowly, painfully.
When they extended their hands 
and caught him he could scarcely 
speak.

“I can't—do it !" he gasped. “No 
one can !" And he fainted.

Anxiously they bent over him, then 
as one man, all stood up and listened; 
for a faint rumbling came to them, a 
rumbling that told them the Over
land limited was laboring up the 
mountain grades. A thrill of horror 
went through every heart. All stood 
silent, nerves taut, looking into one 
another's faces.

College or Arts Course 
High School Course 
Business Course and 
Preparatory School Course 
For Younger BoysAnother great adx’anboge of mem

bership in Catholic societies is that 
it helps young men to oxercome 
human respect. If left alone to their 
own musings and devices, uuless 
they are endowed with strong wills, 
young men yield easily to the bane 
of slavery to public opinion and fear 
of ridicule in the fulfilment of their 
social and religious duties. It is sad 
that it should be so, for there is 
hardly anything more contemptible 
than the state of mind which will 
allow a man to offend God rather 
than displease his fellow-men.
Imagine, if you can, a well built 
grenadier trying to bend his back
bone because he hears a hunchback 
mocking at him for his stately figure.
This is the spectacle a religious 
coward presents before the scoffer.
The sentiment of his dignity at least Reverting to the remarkable 
should help a young man over the features of the divine commission 
stumbling block of human respect ; it conferred by Our Lord on llis 
should teach him that it is cowardly apostles and their successors we will 
to commit evil, that it is not common preface our remarks with the state- 
sense to fly in the face of God. He ment that without a commission 
is probably convinced of this already either in civil or religious govern- 
but iu his loneliness and weakness ment there can be no right or 
he has not the courage to follow liis authority to teach. “How can they 
convictions. Membership in a preach," writes St. Paul, “unless 
Catholic society will help to make they be sent." The Catholic church, 
him braver; when *he sees others without any rival claimant, has 
fighting like himseli to keep in the always adhered to this incontestable 
straight path he takes heart and principle. Her claim was never con- 
fights in his turn. Numbers working tested till the sixteenth century, not 
for the same end have a persuasive- even by the Greek church xvho 
ness all their own. merely denied that supreme author-

The object of the Intention for the ity was vested in the Pope, claiming 
present month is to urge pastors and that it was x'ested in a general 
the influential laity in every parish council of bishops. Still they admit 
to keep an eye on their young men that no general council can he 
and bring them together, so that validly held uuless convoked and 
when the demon begins his attacks presided over by the Bishop of Rome 
he may have to fight battalions or his legates. Hence the fact, that 
instead of isolated units. There are there has been no attempt in the 
many Catholic societies already in past of the Greek church to hold a 
existence. It is nob the formation of general council since its separation 
new ones that is suggested, but from the Catholic Church. But all ; 
rather the strengthening in efficiency this en passant.
of the old ones bv increasing their The last feature of the commission 
membership 9and* putting life into referred to was its completeness, 
them. When this has been done, a namely, that it conferred on the 
long step has been made. Encour- apostles and their successors full 
agement and good example will then and ample powers for the accomp- 
give the right turn to the minds and lishment of the great work assigned 
hearts of those xvho, in a few years, to them.
xvill be at the head of the social and Closely connected with this is 
religious affairs of the Church Mili- another quality of the commission. 
tant Christ intended and willed that all

the substantial poxvers xvith which 
He clothed His first body of ministers, j 
should descend to their regular and 
laxvful successors in the ministerial 
office to the end of time. There is 
and can be no doubt of this. The : 
commission was to last till the con
summation of the xvorld, and it could j 

at least it xvould become

“I’ll take it," he said, briefly. “I xvark for the Church in these 
troubled years, and at the same time 
promote a Catholic spirit which 
would have its echo-fn public life. 
Prayers are asked from our members 
for this excellent Intention. We feel 
that they will be most acceptable to 
the Sacred Heart, Who will, in conse
quence, shower down graces on our 
young men, and help them to become 
useful and edifying members of both 
Church and State.
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DIVINE COMMISSION
YOUNG MEN’S SOCIETIES

OF CHURCH IS OUTLINEDThe years of youth are critical 
years in the life of every one, of 
young men especially ; for it i# in 
those years that young men begin to 
scan new and unexplored horizons. 
A groxving self-consciousness, coupled 
with a lack of that kuoxvledge'which 
only practical experience of life can 
give, urges them prematurely to 
sound mysteries of human liberty 
and other problems with xvhich they 
are unfamiliar, or which, as yet, they 
but imperfectly understand ; and 
then, chafing under certain restraints 
they feel the impulse to throw off 
shackles xvhich begin to curb their 
freedom. For every man the age of 
youth, say from fourteen to twenty, 
corresponds in some way to the hour 
when the forbidden fruit xvas offered 
to humanity in the person of our 
First Parents. If at that solemn 
hour Adam had remained faithful to 
the command of God, he would have 
assured to himself and to us the 
precious gifts which the Creator had 
destined for the race ; he xvould have 
retained his innocence and especially 
his power of resisting evil ; and we 
his descendants, inheriting those 
same gifts, would not be prone to 
commit sin. Had Adam resisted the 
tempter, how easy our perseverance 
in well-doing xxould now he ; how 
many falls might be avoided ! 
"Man’s first disobedience" inflicted a 
wound on the human race which the 
grace of God may heal, but which, 
alas, may open again at any moment.

ST. MICHAEL’S COLLEGE
The Catholic College of the 

University of TorontoDerry Garrett moved from Father 
Maurice’s side.

“What must vou do if you get ox er 
there ?"

“Swing the red lantern across the 
track. The engineer will junder- 
stand,"

“Give it to me," he said. He 
turned to the priest. “Perhaps this 
is the real reason, Father ?"

“God bless you, Derry !" said 
Father Maurice.

Derry took the lantern. The 
freight conductor, who had scarcely 
regained his breath, clutched his 
arm.

THE FOLLOWING COURSES LEADING TO 
DEGREES IN ARTS:

Physics 
Biology
Biological and Physical 

Sciences 
Physiological and

Biochemical Sciences 
Chemistry & Mineralogy 
Geology and Mineralogy 
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“It's death, man !" he said. “No 
living being can cross there tonight. 
The xvind would sweep the Ox erland 
itself from the track. The blasts—"

“I’m going !" said Derry briefly.
He buttoned the lantern under his 

coat and started. The wind had in
creased in violence. The trestle 
swayed, creaking and groaning as it 
xvas shaken in the fury of the hurri
cane. At the very point where the 
other man had stopped—the center 
of the trestle—Derry stopped, too, 
crouching with his arms and legs 
twined about the rail. Those who 
were watching saw the wind shake 
him and the bridge itself sickeningly 
from side to side. He Etovayed a 
moment, all his energies bent to the 
task of holding on. Again he made 
an effort to advance, and again he 
crouched, suspended in mid-air—one 
poor human being fighting againsf 
terrible odds.

In no sov.l do the results of Origin
al Siy rex'eal themselves more clearly 
or more pathetically than in the soul 
of a young man. When he starts 
after school-days to carve out his oxvn 
career, if he has no one wiser than 
himself to advise him or direct his 
efforts, he is like a young tree grow
ing in the open plain, xvith nothing 
to protect it from the fury of the 
elements. The pressure of adverse 
winds, constantly beating against the 
sapling, gives it a downxvard trend 
which age only strengthens and per
petuates, making it an eyesore on the 
horizon. If, on the contrary, the 
frail young tree is allowed to live 
amid oaks and maples, those lofty 
neighbors protect it efficaciously ; it 

tall and straight, and in the

Here is an opportunity for lay 
acti\rity. lnlluential Catholics who 
have the interests of their Church at 
heart should take a hand in round
ing up our young men and keep 
them from drifting into neutral and 
anti-Catholic organizations which 
are so numerous nowadays. It is 
remarked that outside denomina- not do so, 

null, poxverless and barren of all i 
effects unless it should continue to ! 
be invested with all the substantial j 
powers it promised at the begin- 
ning.

I say substantial poxvers, for it 
might and probably would happen 
that amid the changes, which cir
cumstances might induce the exer
cise of the original plenipotentiary 
power, xvould be variously modified 
xvithout their being however them-

Philosophytions prudently concentrate their 
efforts on their young men, and we 
are all aware of the ready response 
they meet with. Strange it is that 
xve Catholics, with our unity of doc
trine, discipline, government, and 
the rest of it, have nothing to show 
comparable to the work of the 
Y. M. C. A. aud other forms of social 
activity outside our fold. The secret 
of the success of the various sects 
lies iu centralization, a secret that

Residence will be open to a limited number of Students in other Faculties.
REV. H. CARR, C. S. B., Superior.groxvs

course of years it becomes a thing of 
beauty.
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FOUR enough for the trench and the tur

ret cannot very safely be despised by 
officialdom.

truth and to embrace it before I die." 
Could St. Augustine have uttered a 
more forceful and eloquent act of 
faith and gratitude ? He died that 

The Gleaner.

mankind for llis sake, that is to say, reason for this is that, not having 
shall wish them well, we shall 

pray for their salvation, and be ready 
to do them any good that lies in our 

Our Lord loved the poor.

The life of his Master is hence
forth to be his model. Henceforth 
his thoughts must dwell, unless he is 
to fail in his new vocation, upon the 
attributes of his Lord, from which 
he is to draw his inspiration for his 

life of supernatural virtue.

to regard wealth as a sign of new.
$1]C Catholic Ju'corb always enjoyed the blessing of faith, 

he realizes its value and is anxious
grown
respectability. They had come to 
think of the Messiah as wealthy and 
of princely status. And then, as it 
might be in irony, there came into 
their midst the lowly Jesus. They 
had to take Him as He was, not in 
the palace they had pictured but in 

in the poor

we

that others should share in his hap
piness ; while one who came into 
his Christian inheritance in infancy 
accepts it as a matter of course, like 
the material blessings of sight and 
hearing.
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jwssrJs but
nSwfîiütt was the noteof prosperity emphasized, 

Cenede. the Archbi.hop. of Toronto aitanton. ag jn the 0ld Testament, as the 
oJhSbnr., N. Y- rewBrd of piety. It was a trying 

gospel for the Jews. To be asked to 
•nbicription. and can»., for th believe that poverty was a means of

spiritual perfection was rather more 
than they could swallow in their 
worldly wisdom. The goodness of 

Christ, His miracles, His 
spirituality had impressed the 
How could they fail to be impressed 
when they gazed upon One who had 
the Beatific vision? But his doctrines 

opposed to their passions. So

annum.
night. The High Anolicanh in England 

kept pretty constantly in hot 
water. If they are not being shocked 
by Low Church irreverence or de
pravity, or insulted by the indiffer- 

hostility of the bench of

power.
If we wish to be like Him, we shall are
love them too. It is a blessed thing 
to be a friend of the poor. If we 
love our Lord, we shall never be 
ashamed to be visited by the poor.

Editor. new
These attributes of his Lord are 
manifested to him in each phase of 
his Saviour’s life. Goodness, wis
dom, holiness, justice, power, and

NOTES AND COMMENTS
The Right Rev. Dr. Chisholm,

Bishop of Aberdeen, has the happy 
faculty of putting things into a nut
shell, and when he speaks his words 
are always words of wisdom, and 
carry weight. Recently interrogated 
regarding the practicability of Pro
hibition in England and Scotland, he 
said : “There is only one fair and 
honest solution of the question of 
total prohibition, and that is total 
prohibition. Not prohibition for the 
working man only, but prohibition 
for all classes. Not prohibition for 
one kind of drink only, but prohibi
tion for all kinds of drink. Not pro- ing the chapel. (2) “ Reservation ”
hibition in the public house only, j must not be practised (with ex-

ceptiona set out at length for the 
benefit of those not able to be pres
ent at the “ celebration ” but not 
extending beyond the day.)

the manger and 
at Nazareth.

ence or
bishops, they have officious legal 
functionaries to contend with. At 
present they are being harassed by 
the Chaplain General’s intrusiveness 
in regard to the reservation of the 
“ Blessed Sacrament " in the milit
ary hospitals. The following “ in
structions" in this regard were 
issued by that official in July, and 
High Churchmen everywhere are up 
in arms against them. (1)
“ Sanctuary• Lamp ” shall be re
moved unless it is needed for light-

No longer
The house that a poor man 
visits for relief is a poor house 
indeed, even if its owner be worth 
millions. The real Christian will be 
delighted if even a tramp should ask 
him for aid. Tramps have souls. 
The Blessed Virgin Mary and St. 
Joseph would have been dubbed 
tramps at Bethlehem by many 
people of their day. What else was 

Lord Himself but a tramp in the

never
WHY SOME CONVERTS DO NOT 

PERSEVERE !all other perfections 
spicuous in Jesus Christ, 
among men, He could claim to be 
sinless. Mere men never made this 
claim. If they had done so, they 
would merely have been laughed at. 
But in Jesus Christ’s case, there 
seemed nothing strange or extrava
gant in the claim. He was God.

Now this sinlessness of God, and 
llis other Divine attributes, are, in

were con- 
Alone

As we have pointed out above, 
life-long Catholics may enjoy some 
incidental advantages which are de
nied to converts ; but the latter are 
in many ways compensated for this. 
How comes it then that some of them 
do not persevere ? The first answer 
to that question is : because they 
were never really converted. They 
embraced Catholicity from some 
temporal motive, exclusive of any 
supernatural attraction to 
Church. We have known of such a 

who learned the answers in the

ÎK. Bride Saunder. Sydney ;

r.h'Xu.l -„d.nKd form. 
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Jesus
Jews.oticee cannot be Theour

sight of the fashionable folk ? The 
who can’t standman or woman 

tramps is still on the threshold of 
the purgative way.

measure, imperfectly, of course,
to be reflected in each of Hiswere

they watched Him die upon 
Cross, not without a sense however, 

believe, that somehow He 
asking them the question : God

thefollowers’ lives. In baptism we re
ceive a new kind of intelligence, a 
supernatural intelligence : and 
kind of knowledge, a supernatural 
knowledge, so that we may be able 

God or Lucifer ? That is the issue to hold the doctrines which our 
ol the hour, the issue of the great Lord wishes us to hold. In confirm 
War being fought to-day by every ation we receive an increase of 
nation and in every human heart, sanctifying grace and of the gifts of

has seemed to the Holy Spirit, besides a right to believed
actual graces, and a special charac- became a Catholic, in the same sense 
ter, by which we are constituted 
soldiers of Christ. In the Eucharist 

receive nutrition for our souls 
and a pledge of eternal life. Other 
sacraments produce other special 
effects, each adapted to some special 
end, and finally resulting in our
personal salvation and the Beatific Catholic, possessed, 
vision of God. The whole process of BOme aroma of piety about her acts 
salvation is characterized by that Qf devotion, the sweetness of which 

which might be prayed that he might enjoy.

the
but prohibition in the club and the 
home as well. Do not call a thing 
total prohibition which is not total 
prohibition at all. In like manner 
do not call a thing temperance which 
is not temperance. Let us be fair 
and honest." It is just this insin
cerity of profession and the making 
of the question the battledore and 
shuttlecock of politics that causes so 
many level-headed men to distrust it. 
If Ontario is to have prohibition it 
should, as says Bishop Chisholm, be 
prohibition.

one,
catechism in order to qualify hiin-

a new
London, Saturday, Septemher9, 1916 we may 

was 
or Lucifer ?

DEFLECTIONS OF A CONVENT
self to marry a Catholic girl. For
tunately, it was found out in time 
that he was a married man. He was 
evidently insincere, 
follow, however, that all those 
who are attracted to the Church 

temporal
good Catholics. God 
of many means to

In conversation recently with a 
very devout and intelligent Catholic 

, who had come into the Church
UNDER WHICH KINO ?

These regulations have put the 
Ritualists once more into turmoil. 
The Church Times, the chief expon
ent of Ritualism, is up in arms 
against the Chaplain General, and 
terms his action as “ sheer usurpa
tion" of the authority of the Dio
cesan Bishops under whose jurisdic
tion these hospitals are.

While the war in Europe proceeds 
towards the goal of triumph for 
human liberty over Prussian militar- 

is another war being

man
in middle life, he made the seem
ingly strange statement that he 

that a convert

It does not

/ never
ism, there 
waged of even greater importance 
than the issues on the fields of

Sometimes the issue
dim, and has almost been for-

motives dothrough 
not make 
makes use 
bring His children into the true fold. 
It may be the charm of a Catholic 
girl ; it may be the personality of 
some clergyman ; it may be a mere 
sentimental attraction to the beauty

grow
gotten. In the press of pleasure, in 
the strife of politics, in the stern 
battle of business, some men have 
lost sight of their real destiny. They 
have been obsessed, as it were, by 
material questions, and have lived 
as it the whole of life were contained 
in the few brief years that they pass

who had been reared fromas one
infancy in the faith. He thanked 
God for the gift of faith and gave 
the assent of his intelligence to 
every doctrine of that faith. Yet he 
felt that he lacked something that 
hie wife, who had always been a 

There

This tremendous warFlanders, 
unchronicled in the newspapers,

two
we

i8 being waged between
with millions ofeachprinces,

soldiers, and they are fighting for 
be reconciled

The Glasgow Herald published, on 
August 4th, a symposium from lead 
ing public men appropriate to the 
commemoration of the second anni- 

ot the declaration of war.

Mr. AthelstanNor is this all.
Riley, a prominent lay “Anglo-Cath
olic,” has been denouncing the pro
posal to employ women speakers in 
church in connection with the 
National Mission which the English 
Church is busy organizing—a sug 
gestion which has been already adopt
ed by the Council. Mr. Riley has 
been writing strongly-worded letters 
to the Archbishop of Canterbury in 
which he denounces the proposal as 
“opposed to Scripture and Catholic 
order,” and as nothing more or less 
than a part of the “feminist conspir
acy to capture the priesthood step by 
step.” His protests have, however, 
fallen upon deaf ears, for the Arch
bishop has given him no response 
beyond “regretting the tone and 
character” of his letter. Mr. Riley’s 
mistake, if he could only see it, is 
that the Archbishop and all his 
brethren are constitutionally incapa
citated for rendering a final decision

causes that can never of the Church's ritual. If the person 
has a sincere desire to know the 
truth, conviction and faith will 
follow. Here we may state that 
there should be no softening down 
of Catholic doctrine, no minimizing 
or explaining away of Catholic 
teaching. Otherwise the person will 

into the Church retaining his

waseach one of usand that concern
This momentous war of upon this planet. It was to arouse 

such men from their obsession that
God permitted the outbreak of the order and system 
present war. On the battle-front life reasonably be expected from an 
is stripped of its tinsel and falsehood, infinitely wise God. Take, for 
and seen in its true proportions, a example, the question of the Church, 
hideous thing without God, by those If Christ had been human, He might 
who desire to see. On the battle- possibly have founded such a Church 

thinking man must as non-Catholics possess to-day, 
devoid of certainty and authority, 
with a Bible containing plain truths, 
but twisted in countless modes by 
countless interpreters to accord with 
their preconceived ideas. But Christ

to-day.
princes and peoples is no quarrel of 

It was raging in the 
of history. It began when

▼ersary
Among them was a short but weighty 
statement from the Archbishop of

yesterday, 
dawn
Lucifer, in the pride of power, 
resisted the most High,
Lucifer—that was the issue that sent 
two thirds of the angels to champion 
the right, and the other third into 

of falsehood and

This assertion throws an interest- 
the devotional Glasgow, which has been widely 

commented 
timely. “What ought to be our reso
lution on this, the second anniver- 

of the outbreak of war ?" said

ing side-light on 
attitude of converts, 
accustomed to being edified by the 
piety and zeal of those who in all 
sincerity have embraced our holy 
religion. We picture them in 
minds as enjoying a sensible sweet- 

in their devotions that we but 
seldom feel. It is true that they do 
enjoy this sweetness, especially in 

God. So He founded the Church pr6t yearB 0f their lives as Cath- 
on Peter, and used words to him that 0jjcs jj springs from an over

whelming sense of gratitude to God 
for the inestimable gift that He has 
bestowed upon them. It is also in 
their case a direct gift from God to 
reward them, even here below, for 
the sacrifice that they have made 
and to establish them firmly in the 

But one,

as singularlyGod or uponWe are

come
private judgment, the right to pick 
and to choose even in essential

sary
His Grace. “We ought to think only 
of bringing the war to a successful 
conclusion. How can that best be 
done ? (1) Wre should do our best to 
be united. We should lay aside 
for the time the things as to which 

not agreed, and think only of

front, every 
realize the need of a higher power to ourdarknessthe matters what may appeal to his 

intelligence or personal whims. 
Such a person is not a Catholic at 
all ; for there is the same motive to 
accept one doctrine as to accept 
another, to conform to one com
mandment as to conform to another, 
viz., the authority of the Church- 
The true convert, no matter how 
intelligent he may be, must, in the 
spirit of humility, sit like a little 
child at the feet of his spiritual 
Gamaliel and learn what he must 
believe and what he must do to be

redeem the human race and to pro
tect it against itself and the powers 
of darkness. The callousness of the 
militarism which could plunge the 
world into such a war can only be 
explained by the fact that for years 
the philosophers of Germany had 
sought to eliminate the supernatural 
from human calculations. They had 
rejected the religion of Jesus Christ 

beneath their manhood and had 
set up a state idol of conscienceless 
Cæsarism, which is the foe of human 
liberty to-day. The infection of 
their false philosophy had been wide
spread. It had reduced modern 
Protestantism to the level of debat
ing schools, denying practically 

doctrine which their founders

wrong.
God or Lucifer ?—that is the ques- 

which has always parted thetion
world into two camps. Not that the 

plainly as this. wasquestion is put 
Lucifer is not wholly a fool. Though 
he is the blunderer of eternity, he 

shallow shrewdness of his 
He knows quite well that if he

so
we are
the one thing as to which we are all 
practically agreed. For this it will 
be well for us not to make the war

should always apply to His true 
“And IChurch to the end of time 

say to thee, that thou art Peter, and 
this rock, I will build My

has a
own.
and his followers were to come out 
boldly with the battle-cry of “Down 
with God," he would alarm many 
people who, if artfully treated, may 
be induced to fight in his cause.

be the verbal veil

an occasion for urging various 
schemes which seem good to us but 
do not seem good to our neighbors." 
These are words which might very 
well be taken to heart by the Lans- 
downes [and others on the other 

This suggests another reason why sije 0f the water, and also, no less 
some converts do not persevere, earnestly, by many, Catholic and 
They were never properly instructed. non-Catholic, in this Canadian 
No one would undertake to practice Dominion.

upon
Church, and the gates of hell shall 
not prevail against it. And 1 will 
give to thee the keys of the Kingdom
of Heaven. And whatsoever thou practice of their faith, 
shalt bind upon earth, shall be bound wbo j^e this gentleman's good wife, 
also in Heaven, and whatsoever thou wag baptized in infancy, who had 
shalt loose on earth shalt be loosed 
in Heaven.”

The supernatural wisdom of God 
is reflected in the .mental attitude of 
His faithful followers towards re
vealed truth. They believe in His 
revelation because it is His, and they 

He speaks the truth.

as

on anything doctrinal or disciplinary. 
“Alex Cantaur" probably breathed an 
aspiration of thanksgiving that the 
action of the Council had taken any 
necessity for a “decision” out of his 
hands.

saved.
Yet, whatever 
which Lucifer draws 
schemes — whether he be pleading 
for the secularizing of schools in the 
ostensible cause of patriotism and 

whether he be closing

over his
drunk in her Catholicity at her 
mother's knee, who is no stranger 
but thoroughly at home in her 
father’s house, enjoys a sensible con
solation in the practice of her 
religion that springs largely from 
other sources, 
the past, the remembrance of the 
devotions of childhood, the souvenir 
of the glad day, when as a little girl 
she approached for the first time the 
Eucharistic table, these and the 
many little accessories to piety, the 
beads that her mother gave her, the 
scapular in which she was enrolled 
by some venerated priest, her favor
ite prayer, the intimacy that she has 
long enjoyed with the Saints and 
her Angel Guardian—all these things 
give to her a consolation in the 
practice of her religion and in the 
reception of the sacraments an 
added sweetness of which a convert 
is deprived.

A comparison will illustrate this.
demesne on which

X

every
had retained out of the wreck of the

Medicine or Law without having 
previously made himself acquainted Studies, the 
with the facts and principles asso
ciated with these branches of knowl
edge. How then oan a person be 
expected to practice his religion if he 
has not a sufficient knowledge of it ?
There are certain essential truths in admirals in the 
which he must explicitly believe. These officers, it is stated, are, as a 
How can he do this it he has not body, solidly and conspicuously 
learned these truths ? There are Catholic, and it also claimed for the 
certain laws that he must observe. Bervice as a whole that it is rernark- 
How can he conform to these if he abiy free from the virus of irréligion, 
does not know what they are ? But, This may in large measure be due to 
apart from essential matters of belief the fact that the personnel is chiefly 
and practice, the better instructed a recruited from Brittany and Norm- 
convert is the more he will admire andy where the Faith has remr ined 
the Church and the greater will be strong when other provinces of 
his love for it. This admiration and France were riddled through and 
love will strengthen his faith and through with freemasonry and 
help to secure his perseverance. atheism. Itis also attributable to the

close contact between the navy and 
the missionary which even the irre
ligious administration at home has 
not deemed it prudent to interfere 
with abroad.

T. P. O’CONNOR’S 
LETTER

progress—or 
the purse of wealth to the appeal of 
the poor, under the guise of “scientific 
charity,” Lucifer’s watch-word in the 
depths of his heart will always be 
Down with God.

Irish quarterly, 
which some time ago gave a list of 
the distinguished French generals 
who are earnest and practical Cath
olics, has more recently performed 
the same office for the Catholic 

French navy.

so-called “Reformation." This false 
philosophy must be sent to the scrap 
heap if the world is ever to be 
released from the curse of militarism. 
The godship of the State means the 
death of liberty. The sole thing on 
earth that can secure liberty is Cath- 

Christianity. This need of

The associations of
Seectol C*We to the^CATHOLlc Record: are sure

The follower of Christ will seek to 
imitate his Lord’s perfections. He 
knows that his Lord, who was God, 
chose to be born in a stable, and to 
be poor throughout His life. He 
knows that his Lord never attempted 
to rise in the world by oppressing 
the people of His time, or by making 
little of anybody. From this, he 
infers the need of humility in his 

life. Not a false humility, such 
is conceived of by some people.

London, Sept. 2.—All kinds of 
domestic difilcultiee are coming up 
in Parliament—whether we 
have a General Election ; whether 
we shall have universal manhood 
suffrage ; whether we shall have 

suffrage ; and above all. of 
whether Ireland shall get

God or Lucifer ? Which is it to 
be ? There is no neutrality possible. 
There is no escaping the question.

shall

olic
Christian liberty explains why 
millions of men are fighting against 
Prussian militarism and State lord-

There is no evading an answer. 
Who is to provide the rule of our 
Hte—God or Lucifer ? It must be 

or the '.other.

woman 
course,
Home Rule immediately.

There has gathered around Sir 
Edward Carson a formidable and an 
organized opposition.
Carson represents the man in the 
street to-day—irritable, violently 
anti-German, violently anxious for 
stronger measures. Two committees, 
as everybody knows, have been 
formed for the purpose of forcing 
the hands of the Government to 
more vigorous action, committees 
the character and purpose of which 
will be gathered from the nick-name 
of “Ginger" which has been applied 
to them both. Thus it is, that while 
there was no opposition in the early 
days of the Coalition, for all the 

of influence and of previous 
experience as Ministers had been 
gathered into the Ministry, 
days, however, there are several ex- 
Ministers who give weight and 
respectability to the new Opposition. 
A formidable fighter has recently 
entered the ranks in the person of 
Mr. Winston Churchill. Mr. Church- 
hill was one of the men of dynamic 
energy who longed for an opportun
ity of giving their services to the 
country, and it was generally sup
posed that he would have been 
appointed to the Ministry of Muni
tions when Mr. Lloyd George aban
doned it for the War Office ; but he 

not appointed, and he has now 
given more than one indication that 
ho and Sir Edward Carson are fight
ing in couples against the Govern
ment.

ship on the battle-front to-day. Con
sciously or unconsciously they are 
in a measure settling for posterity 
the great question—Christian liberty 
or godless Cæsarism, or in other words 
—God or Lucifer ?

Some haveone
imagined that they themselves could 
provide a rule of life, without exter- 

Brilliant men have
Sir Edward

nal interference, 
sometimes made this mistake, like 
Wilde, the erratic genius of recent 

who mistook evil for good, till

own
as
Humility does not mean that we 
should falsely magnify our defects or 
minimise our talents, or that we 
should sit or walk with our heads 
hanging down as it we were afraid 
to face people. This would be merely 
eccentricity, a relic of the Gnostic 
heresies. By proper humility, we other man 
shall cease to be intoxicated with an exactly similar estate. He is

overjoyed at his good fortune ; he 
realizes the value of the property 
and, in a vague manner, its charm 
and its beauty. But it is not to him 
and never can be to him the same as 
it would be if it had been his from 
childhood. The first man’s attitude 
of mind is entirely different. In his 

the words of Cardinal Newman 
of his

years,
he sadly awoke to the light of truth 
in the solitude of Reading jail. Then, 

in his cell, he read the words of 
the Psalmist : “Out of the depths have 
I cried to Thee, O Lord : 0 Lord, 
hear my voice," he knew that he had 
followed false lights, and that in his 
fancied wisdom and independence he 
had merely been a slave of Satan.

WHEN CHRIST CALLS It is a great mistake to imagine
There is a time in the life of every 

when he receives a call from
that it is easier to make a good con
vert of a liberal-minded man who 
was never closely associated with any 
church, than of a zealous Protestant. 
We grant that the former may be 

easily converted, for he had not 
much to turn from ; but the 

the most

:ik
One man owns a 
he has lived since childhood. An- 

becomes heir in later life

man
Christ. Indeed, it may be said that 
for a large proportion of people this 
divine call comes every day. It

supposed excellence norour own
shall we be inclined to despise the 
talents of others. On the contrary, 
we shall regard all our talents as 
gifts of God, to be used for His serv
ice in His honor and glory. When 
we think of our many failings, and 
of the fact that everything we 
have we owe to God, 
surely have no reason to strut about 
as if we were little gods. Nor if we 
reflect at all on the life of Jesus, 
shall we be inclined to despise other 
people. To despise other people 
merely means that we have never 
thoroughly known ourselves. Once 
we really know ourselves, we shall 
be convinced that there are very few 
people in this world who cannot 
teach us something which we do not 
already know. The greater our real 
knowledge, the greater our true

at all periods of life, in boy- The admirals whose names have 
been most constantly before the pub
lic in the present war as rendering 
distinguished service to their country 
are the following : Boué di Lapeyrère, 
who has been the chief organizer of 
the fleet ; Lacaze, his successor in its 
administration ; Dartige de Fournet, 
who won honor as Commander-in- 
Chief of the international squadron 
at Constantinople during the last 
Balkan War ; ltonarc'h, a Breton, 
deviser of the mine-sweeping system 
now in active operation, it is said, by 
the British Fleet ; Guepratte, who 
commanded with distinction in the 
Dardanelles ; De Bon and Choche- 
prat, successful squadron command 

; Merveilleux de Vignoux, a sub
marine expert and commander of 
the School for Naval Cadets, 
these are practical Catholics, and 
with the coming of peace it will not 
be an easy task for the government, 
even if so disposed, to neutralize the 
influence which they will have ex
erted upon the rank and file and 
through them upon 
people. The religion which is good

mencomes
hood and girlhood, when parents tell 

of Christ's deep love for children ; 
it comes in manhood and womanhood 
in the shape of trials and difficulties 
in the world, and in the holy example 
of souls into whose society God leads 

steps ; it comes in old age, when

more
very
latter is apt to make 
staunch Catholic. Among the most

nowa-
which King ? God or 

Lucifer ? Some will try and divert 
us from the question. They will tell 
us not to seek to be extraordinary 
but to follow the beaten track. But 
they forget to tell us that no

ever became a great saint, or 
who was content

Under us

devout Catholics we have known 
and women who beforewere men 

theircon version breathed, like Saul, 
of Tarsus, maledictions against the 
Church. God's arm is not short
ened. He still works miracles of 

in the days of St. Paul.

man or our
friends are gone and the flush of life 
departed ; it comes to some in the 
last few moments of their life, when 
by some special grace the soul is 
drawn to God.

we shall case
in reference to the campus 
beloved Alma Mater very fittingly 
apply : “The undulating meadows, 
the green lanes, the open heath, the 

with its wide-spreading 
dusky elms, even the gate and the 
stile and the turnpike road had the 
charm not of novelty but of long 
familiar use ; they had the poetry of 
many recollections." This, it seems 

illustrates the difference of 
attitude to the Church on the part of 
a convert and one who has been

woman
great in any way, 
to be ordinary. Pilate was an ordin 

and allowed his fear of
grace as
Every sincere convert is an evidence 
of this ; for they were blind and now, 

We were witness

ary man
being thought extraordinary to 
permit the Crucifixion of his Maker, 
while his wife, the one person who 
in His hour of trial stood out boldly 
against the murder of our Lord, had 
the courage of her convictions. She 
had the wit to be extraordinary.

commonThe call of Christ comes to differ
ent people in different modes. It 

to Peter and Andrew, as they

behold, they see. 
of an instance of this in the case of 
an old man, who was religiously 
minded and conscientious. He was

was

came
were casting their nets into the sea. 
“ Come ye after Me," said Jesus, “and 
1 will make you to be fishers of 
men." They do not seem, from the 
sacred account, to have hesitated or

received into the Church shortly be
fore his death. His malady had for 
some time prevented him from speak
ing above a whisper and, being of a 
retiring disposition, he never gave 
expression to very strong sentiments- 
After receiving the last Sacrament, 
he raised himself up in the bed and, 
taking the hand of the priest, he 
said in a clear, distinct voice “Good
bye Father. I thank God that He 
has given me the grace to know the

The Irish Party have sixty mem
bers who take part in every division. 
They returned to Ireland to look 
after affairs there when the settle
ment broke down. But they will be 
here in full numbers in the October 
sittings. On them probably will 
depend the fate of the Ministry, and 
Ministries generally are ready to do 
anything for those who command 
their existence. 1 should not, there
fore, be surprised if in the October 
sittings we see a new development of

ere
to usLucifer ? That was theGod or

question that faced the Jews and the 
Romans plainly and persistently, 
during the three hours of Good 
Friday when our Saviour was hang- 

On the one side

All

debated the advantages of the sum- 
The Lord of life stood before always a member.

Strange to say the true convert 
in missionary zeal

humility.
Upon the part that charity must 

play in the life of 
followers, we need not dwell. It was 
characteristic of dur Lord, that “He 
went about doing good." 
really wish to be like Him, we shall being a Catholic and rejoices in the 
wish to do good. We shall love all open profession of his) faith. The

mons.
them, and His attraction, in their 

would seem to have outshone 
We are

our Lord's often surpasses 
the life-long adherent of the Church. 
He is ever ready to explain her doc- 

He is proud of

ing on the cross.
the victim of Calvary with His

case,
all other considerations, 
told that “ immediately leaving their

was
gospel of mildness and charity and 
the shunning of wealth. It was a 
gospel strangely repellent to the 
wealth-seeking Jews. They had

If we trines to others. the Frenchnets, they followed Him."
When a man accepts the call of 

Christ, his conception of life grows
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the founding of the Catholic Univer
sity at Washington, and interested in 
social and educational movements. 
He wrote many volumes of prose and 
poetry, and the late Edmund 
Clarence Stedman referred to him as 
“one of the most refined and imagin
ative of latter-day meditative poets." 
—America.

return, that the poor child put them 
all to silence. How ? Not, of course, 
by any train of arguments, or refined 
theological disquisition but merely 
by knowing and understanding the 
answers in his Catechism."—Sacred 
Heart Review.

laborious life and dwell in miser 
able huts where cattle and fowl pass 
the night in the same room with 
them.

May the desire of our bishop, of 
the missionaries and faithful of Sin- 
komen be realized. May a church 
dedicated to Our Lady of the Most 
Holy llosary be speedily erected and 
may it draw the attention of the 
thousands of pagan pilgrims who 
will pass close by on their voyage to 
Pootoo and be to them a beacon to 
lead them away from the gates of 
hell into the port of salvation. If 1 
succeed in getting enough to build 
the church the bishop intends to 
arrange pilgrimages of Christians 
and display all the pomp in our 
power to offset and counteract those 
of the pagans
Yours faithfully in Jesus and Mary, 

J. M. Fraser. 
Taichowfu, China.

found vent in blasphemy and rape 
and murder and the desecration of 
holy places and things. Time alone 
will reveal the motives that led to 
these extraordinary appointments ; 
at present one thing only is certain, 
the “gates of hell” shall not prevail 
against the Church.—America.

that most uncertain of all British j where a member of Parliament bo- 
problems—the Irish question. came insane within a short time

There is one most ancient and I after ht* entry to the House 
most important institution which | and, being insane, his signa- 
threatens to be thrown out of busi ture to any document could not 
ness by the war. Everybody knows I >>» accepted ; with the result that for 
the word "whip" in our Parliament- ; many years, while the member was 
ary proceedings. The origin of the ! locked up in an asylum, the constit- 
word is hard to trace ; hut 1 have a I uancy had to remain unrepresented 
strong impression that it came from ! New provisions were made which 
the days of Sir Robert Walpole who : prevented the recurrence of that 
was one of the first of the really ! state of things ; hut there are idle 
Parliamentary Ministers ; who was - and selfish men in every large body, 
also a great sports,mm, and who and plenty of men get into par ia- 
would naturally apply to the pro ™e°t and tail to take much further 
ceedings and personages of the notice of the assembly I remember 
House of Commons a figure of speech meeting a young member of Parlia- 
drawn from the hunting field, .lust ment of aristocratic family in a 

the whip on the hunting field P“bRc park : he had not put his foot 
keeps the hounds together, so the ™ the Chamber for two or three 
Parliamentary whip keeps watch and years. He asked me with a smile f 
ward over the supporters of the the old ship was still going 1 But 
Ministry. When you enter the inner h‘s, as I have said is exceptional, 
lobby of the House of Commons your ] '-avc known men travel three or 
eye is caught by two short benches fo"r days, sometimes a week on end,
which are just inside the door ™ °rd«r to Iecot* a vote' ho™.e- 
through which every member has to times it was quite common In the 
enter the House-unless he be a old days for a man in the middle of a 
Minister who has a special private «* Carlsbad or Marienbad to
entrance of his own On ihese rush off at his whip s appeal I have 
benches sit the whips. It is their men frequently brought into the
point of vantage, for they are able to H°u.«? °n ch,u™. because they were 
toll who comes and who goes. They too ill to come to vote ; and some of 
have a very strong organization hemhavo then had to be wheeled 
behind them to help in this work, back to the nursing home, and some 
You see around the inner lobby a died within a few hours of this last 
corps of clerks with printed lists of efTort to discharge their duties, 
the members of the House ; and on °° account of the excitement 
these lists is checked off the name of 11 « t to ™e a subject of
every member as he comes and as he constant wonder and admiration to 
goes; There are besides two large » number of men with large for- 
offices with several rooms in which fines, comfortable homes and great 
the Whips of the two great parties businesses who travel regularly 
do their work. All kinds of every week-end b,mkwards and for- 
machinery contrived to keep a close ward to their cities rather than lose 
watch on the goings and comings and a single division. I remember dur- 
even on the resorts of the members. "8 the Home Rule struggle that a 
Most of them are on the telephone ; member confined to bed during an 
and those who are really conscien- important by-election in his own 
tious leave the telephone number of constituency wrote to me that he 
the place they are going to during would come up to cast » vote for 
the dinner hour. In short, no head Home Rule even though he had to 
of a military staff has means more be brought there on a stretcher, 
complete for organizing and moboliz- 
ing forces than these men who are 
responsible for the attendance of 
members ; for it is the attendance of 
members which decides the fate of 
bills and of Ministries.

All this went on quite smoothly in 
the days of peace and of a Liberal 
Ministry ; but with the Coalition 
Government an entire change came 
over the scene. The Tory whips 
used to confront the Liberals in the 
old days ; one set of the two benches 
belonged to them, the other to 
the other side ; and each whip 
addressed only the members of his 
own Party. Personally, the whips 
were very civil to each other ; but 
their civility did not prevent them 
from keeping a watchful eye on each 
other. There are tricks in the trade 
of the whips as in other trades. One 
of them, of course, is to keep studi
ously from the knowledge of the 
other the exact amount of their 
forces. There is a well-known story 
of two old whips of pre historic days 
who were always trying to outwit 
each other. One was George Glyn 
later Lord Wolverton, a great banker 
— and the other a genial but 
reactionary old Irishman called 
Colonel Taylor. One day after a 
great and narrow division the two 
were strolling in a friendly walk over 
Westminster Bridge. “ Well," said 
the Liberal whip, “ one of my 
was dying in bed.” “ Ah,”
Colonel Taylor, pointing to a funeral 
that was passing, “ one of my men is 
in that coffin.”

All this is, of course, now changed; 
the Liberal whip in the old days 
always had the Tory whip opposite 
to him ; nowadays you often see the 
“door,” as the whip’s department is 
summarily described, kept in turn 
by a Tory or a Liberal whip. It is 
sometimes startling to see an 
incorrigible and unteachable but 
charming old Irish Tory like Viscount 
Valentia humbly ask the narrowest 
Radical to come back after dinner so 
as to preserve the Government from 
a snap division ; and it is equally a 
contradiction of all former conditions 
to see a strong Radical like Mr.
Geoffrey Howard appeal to a good old 
Tory Squire to come back and help 
the Government. The Coalition in 
fact, like an earthquake, is so trans
forming the whole face of the 
political
impossible to trace the old land
marks.
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CARDINAL BOURNELETTER FROM CHINA Toronto
CALLS FOR MORE PRAYERChurch of Our Lady of the Rosary.

Dear Friends,—The town of 
Sinkomen and surrounding villages 
have a Catholic population of over a 
thousand but no church yet. Just 
opposite, a few miles distant, is the 
Island of Pootoo, the Rome, if 1 may 
so speak, of pagan China, the great 
citadel where paganism profligates 
at the feet of the devil the homage 
and incense of its worshippers.
There are three hundred temples on 
the island, some of which are really 
magnificent and all built in the most 
delightful situations, some on the 
sea shore, others on the slopes of 
the mountains or in verdant valleys.
More than a thousand two hundred 
pagan priests are in charge of them, 
perform their pagan rites therein 
and minister to the pilgrims who 
come in tens of thousands from all 
parts of China. Nothing is more sad 
and yet more striking than this 
beautiful island given up to such 
excessive idolatry, especially on the 
occasions of the great pilgrimages.
The countless vessels that convey 
the pilgrims are decorated with a 
thousand flags of various shapes and 
colors and at night prettily illumin
ated. Myriads of floating lights 
cover the water and are carried far 
out to sea on the receding 
tide. Volley after volley of fire
crackers, whole bunches at a time, 
are discharged, whilst the devout 
pilgrims approach chanting prayers 
to their false gods. The temples are 
filled with worshippers. One temple 
is visited after another and in each 
the same prayers, prostrations and 
burning of incense is repeated.
Some of the pilgrims, dressed in red, 
wearing chains about their necks 
like criminals and covered with 
inscriptions that express their peti
tions, crimes or promises, have come 
from a great distance to fulfil vows 
made in some great danger or afflic
tion. Others are busy buying the 
merits of the pagans priests. These 
latter inscribe their prayers on 
sheets of paper, stamp them with 
various seals and sell them at a good 
price. Great quantities of imitation 
money are burnt and supposed to be 
changed into real money in the other 
world for the relief of the departed.
These superstitions are more special
ly multiplied before the Chinese 
favorite idol Kwan-ing, “the goddess 
with a thousand eyes to watch over 
men and a thousand hands to help 
them." Satan’s poor counterfeit of 
our own dear Queen and Mistress of 
Heaven and earth who .not only has 
a thousand eyes and hands to protect 
her children but also a thousand 
hearts to love and bless them. And 
again it is during the 
moon, which corresponds nearly with 
our sweet month of Mary, that the 
pilgrims are more numerous and 
these gross superstitions a thousand 
times renewed in honor of the devil.
Alas ! how much for Satan how little 
for God 1 How much for the false 
goddess, how little for our dear 
Virgin Queen 1 not a solitary church 
for miles and miles around though 
a thousand pious Christians are badly 
in need of one. They desire to erect 
it in honor of Our Lady of the most 
Holy Rosary to whom they are very 
devoted saying the rosary every day.
They are persuaded that Our Lady 
will crush the head of the devil who 
reigns supreme in the island opposite.
Who knows but that this sanctuary 
of the Blessed Virgin may in time 
become a place of pilgrimage for our 
converts throughout the province ; 
perhaps even the means of drawing 
away the pagans from their false wor
ship in the island near by. It is also 
the ardent desire of our bishop and 
priests to see a shrine erected to our 
Lady on this spot, feeling sure that 
that would do more than anything 
else to overthrow paganism in Pootoo 
its fountainhead. When a mission
ary visits this citadel of the devil he 
feels sad andediscouraged beholding 
the sight offered by this unfortunate 
island, gazing at those rich temples, 
counting the swarms of pagan 
priests and the legions of poor 
dupes prostrated at the feet of gods 
of wood and stone. I felt so myself 
when I went there. Yet to be dis
couraged is not becoming of a mis
sionary. But could he alone and 
without means undertake to struggle 
with such a foe, expel the pagan 
priests who defile the island, turn 
into churches all those fine temples 
and bring to the feet of God these 
pilgrims who know Him not ? Cer
tainly no missionary would aspire to
do so much, and yet a beginning ordination he was chosen by Arch 
must be made, and no better nor 
surer means could be adapted than 
erect a church in honor of the more.
Blessed Virgin on the opposite shore, took charge of the work of founding 
To build it on the island of Pootoo a church for negroes in Louisville, 
itself is out of the question as the Ky., and served as its pastor. When 
whole island belongs to the pagan the death of his uncle, Archbishop 
priests having been given to them Spalding of Baltimore, occurred, 
hundreds of years ago by the Father Spalding took up his resi- 
Emperor of China. The Christians dence in New York and there wrote 
of Sinkomen are too poor to his first book, “The Life of Most Rev. 
expect anything from them towards M. J. Spalding, Archbishop." He 
the erection of this church. To earn remained in New York City until 
a living they must man small fish- May, 1877, when he was consecrated 
ing boats and at the peril of their first Bishop of Peoria. His small 
lives put out to sea even when the diocese soon grew into a large and 
waves are mountains high. Then powerful see, which he ruled with 
when the fish are caught they have success until illness induced him to 
to go very far to sell them. Others resign his bishopric in 1908. The 
make salt, but can only sell it after following year he was created 
paying a heavy duty which carries titular Archbishop of Scyphopolis. 
off half their profit. A number of The dead prelate lived a busy life, 
them are farmers who lead a very He was intimately connected with

The writer neglected to point out, 
j however, what it was that made the 

In Bpite of its oftentimes hostile Englishmen of the fifteenth century, 
government, in sp te of much evi- eaJ’ tbron« tbe,r Cathedrals even 
dence tj the contrary, France has ”beu ««vices were not taking place 
never ceased to be a Catholic nation ; ! ut eve''-v Catholic understands what 
but because of its foremost position tbe attraction was. It was not 
since the Reformation it has been

Charles Baueean, in the September Catholic 
WorldIn a recent pastoral letter Cardinal 

Bourne of Westminster referred as 
follows to the present crisis in the 
world's history and the need of 
prayer—as a help to the solution of 
the problem now before mankind :

“The great issues still at stake 
throughout the world, dear children 
in Jesus Christ, call insistently for 
our continued supplications before 
the throne of God. There are those 
who tell us that men are praying less, 
and thinking less of God, than they 
did in the first months that followed 
the outbreak of the war. We do not 
know if this be true of our country 
generally ; we have no accurate 
means of judging if it be true of 
Catholics. There can be no doubt, 
however, as to the urgent need of 
constant and repeated prayer. The 
issues depend, ultimately, on God 
alone, and we have no promise of 
His help and protection except in 
answer to our prayers. The days 
pass, and sorrow succeeds to sorrow 
and some new anxiety follows on the 
many that have gone before. Turn, 
then, with confidence to God through 
the intercession and under the 
guidance of her who by her life-long 
anxieties and unsurpassed compas
sion was privileged to share as no 
other creature can ever do, in the 
all-atoning sacrifice of her Divine 
Son. She gave to Him all that crea
ture could give, as He bestowed upon 
her gifts transcending all other gifts 
that He gave to creature. Ask her by 
the unexampled sorrows of her Im
maculate Heart, and by her spotless 
Purity, to show us the way to profit 
by the immense cross that God has 
allowed to come upon the world, to 
unite all our sufferings small and 
great to those of Jesus Crucified, and 
to draw down upon ourselves and 
upon the whole earth the peace of 
God which the world can not give, to 
be found only in full and entire 
acceptance of His most Holy Will. 
We grant to all those who, with this 
intention, shall devoutly say, ‘Sor
rowful and Immaculate Heart of
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merely the graceful Gothic archi
tecture of the Minsters or their 
glowing windows that drew the wor
shipers but it was the Real Presence 
of Our Blessed Lord, as God and 

! Man, in the Holy Eucharist which 
I was of course reserved in the taber- 
: naclc of each of the Cathedrals.

the seat of the religious war of the 
world. Following upon Protestant
ism came the attack of the philoso
phers ; and, ever since, the war 
against Catholicism has continued, 
till towards the end of the nine-

July 11, 1916.

CARDINAL GIBBONS

g&ag “.if i ..........
Minsters such desirable places to 
pray in. But since the lamentable 
day when the Blessed Sacrament 
was removed for the last time from

A SECULAR DAILY’S EULOGY 
OF HIM

The Cleveland Leader, July 30, 1916
lectual circles the teachings of Kant 
and Nietzsche poisoned the minds 
and wills of many, the principal 
adversaries of Catholicism through
out the country did not wage their 
war in the region of ideas ; they did 
not seek directly to root out Christi
anity by intellectual difficulties, they 
sought to suppress it ; to abolish it 
as a public worship ; to wipe out the 
clergy. They did not attack religion: 
they attacked “the curés." Their 
whole plan of campaign, deliberately 
planned and faithfully adhered to, 
was to put the priest and the nation 
in opposition ; to separate them ; to 
make the latter hate the former. 
These tactics employed, as a seem
ingly secure basis for attack, a senti
ment deeply imbedded in the heart 
of France, at least since the Revolu
tion, and to which that heart was 
most susceptible, namely, the senti
ment of equality.

“Cardinal Gibbons is held by 
Americans generally in affectionate 
admiration and profound respect. 
He is venerated not alone as an 
exalted dignitary of a great church 
but as well as a man distinguished 
for great wisdom, goodness and pub
lic spirit. Americans have become 
accustomed to receiving from this 
Cardinal, when public questions 
demand right decision, advice char
acterized by both common sense and 
farsighted perception. This advice, 
as many have noted, stands the test 
of time and is proved correct by 
events.

“If it can he said of any living 
man, it can be said of Cardinal 
Gibbons that his words to his fellow 
citizens are comparable in authority 
to the counsels of an old and affec
tionate friend, left to us by General 
Washington.

“So it was no more than natural 
that, upon reading the other day that 
Baltimore's famous cardinal had 
celebrated the eighty-second anni 
versary of his birth, millions of 
Americans should rejoice in the 
assurance that the day found him in 
fine spirits and excellent health and 
should look with keen interest for 
any message he might have sent 
them. They were not disappointed.

“Cardinal Gibbons said universal

those tabernacles, the Cathedrals 
have become at best only splendid 
mausoleums, for in losing the Real 
Presence the religion of the English 
people lost its soul.—America.

AN ENGLISH WAYSIDE 
CROSS

The Very Rev. Prior Hugh Pope, 
O. P., writes as follows from the 
Dominican priory, Woodchester, 
Gloucestershire, England to the 
Catholic Universe, London.

“May I, through your columns1 
draw the attention of Catholics to 
the wayside cross which we are 
erecting at the foot of Monastery 
Hill ? The neighborhood was— 
until the war drove some much- 
needed lessons home—exceedingly 
anti-Catholic. The erection of a 
wayside crucifix would, in the pre
war days which seem so long ago, 
have provoked a storm of indignant 
protest, and it is hardly likely that 
the Sacred Figure would have long 
survived. Hooligans would have 
wrecked it. Now all is changed, and 
the only opponents are the local 
clergy, whose protests have signally 
failed, perhaps by reason of their 
vindictive tone and the unmistakable

The Coalition Ministry has changed 
all this. In the first place nobody 
now can be got to realize that the 
Ministry is ever in danger. They 
take it for granted that as their 
opponents are few and far between 
and as the main bulk of the rank and 
file of both parties are equally inter
ested in maintaining the Government 
in power, a division that will put 
them out of office must be regarded 
as a creation or a bogey of the active 
imagination of whips. People, 
besides, have got accustomed to the 
much saner and healthier hours 
which the Coalition and the war 
have brought into the House of 
Commons. During the first six 
years I was a member of the House I 
was always quite satisfied if I got to 
bed at 4 o’clock. Nowadays, it is 
rarely that the House sits beyond 
8 or 9. In old days the dining 
rooms of the House of Com
mons used to contain a fair number 
of men ; nowadays most men think 
it a grievance if they cannot take 
dinner at home. This relaxation of 
habit and of discipline has come 
simultaneously with a growing lack 
of confidence in the Government. I 
do not propose to discuss whether 
this lack of confidence is well founded 
or not. Any Ministry in war time 
that does not bring big and prompt 
victories becomes discredited. An 
unsuccessful battle or a bad defeat 
in the field has more influence on 
the votes of the Chamber now than 
a speech or any political considera
tion, and these are things that after 
all Ministries cannot control. It 

be that the turn of the tide

The French citizen wishes nothing 
but equality. Precisely because of 
his character and the sacred office 
which he exercises, the priest is a 
superior. He commands, it is true, 
in the name of Christ ; but he com
mands. “Our master is our enemy," 
said La Fontaine. The anti-clericals 
exploit this pride of equality in 
order to make the priest a suspect or 
unpopular, and to persuade the 
laborer and the peasant that the 
priest aims to extend his spiritual 
authority into the domain of the 
temporal. They picture the bugbear 
of “a government of curés." To 
listen to them one would suppose 
that nobody but themselves respected 
liberty of conscience, and that all : recently, and when the preacher 
they wished was to defend the State remarked that he hoped that all who» 
against the encroachments of the parsed that way would salute the* 
Church. Crucifixby raising their hats, and that

It was under this pretext of the si8ht of thafc Figure of suffering 
equality that compulsory military would evoke many acts of faith, 
service was imposed upon priests, hope, charity and contrition, he was 
Through the claim of preserving the greeted with applause. The only 
independence of the civil power, the man who protested was vigorously 
separation by law of Church and denounced as having no religion at 
State was effected. In the thought ! 
of the anti-clericals, and of many who 
allowed themselves to be contamin
ated by it, the priest was a citizen 
who wished to tiy from the common 
nest. It was necessary to defy him, 
if one wished to remain free, for he 
was not “as the others.” Such was 
the view that many Frenchmen who 
were not practical Catholics had, 
little by little, accustomed them
selves to take of the priest ; then 
came the clarion call sounding the 
mobilization of the army. At that 
solemn moment it became very 
evident to all that the priest was 
like others. He was a Frenchman 
with Frenchmen. Never was any
thing proved more clearly. All the 
prejudice that had been aroused 
against him suddenly fell to pieces.
Those who of old would not even 
salute, now applauded him.
North station,” says Le Journal de 
Genève, “some reservists w ere leav
ing Paris. Two soutanes appeared in 
the crowd. At once a soldier went 
up to one of the priests and said :
‘To day you and I are brothers.’ "

In the month of October, 1914, 
before the combat, only two steps 
from the "battlefield, a priest flag- 
bearer gave absolution to the men of 
his regiment, section by section.
The men all knelt and recited the 
act of contrition, while the soldier- 
priest, his left hand resting on the 
Hag, raised his right to give absolu
tion. When, on the morrow of the 
cataclysm that is shaking the earth, 
the impartial historian will have 
carefully studied the character of the 
Great War and its consequences from 
the religious point of view, it is in 
this synthetical attitude, where 
patriotic duty and the sacred minis
try are found closely united, that he 
will have to consider the French 
priest. It is here that history must 
take its picture of him and transmit 
it for the study and the gratitude of 
future generations.

military training in the United 
States would ‘keep the nation at 

with the world’ and would be
Mary, pray for us,’ an indulgence of 

hundred days for each such 
May Our Divine Master

jealousy which characterized them. 
A sermon on the subject was 
preached in the streets of Stroud

one 
prayer.
hear and help us."—Sacred Heart 
Review.

peace
‘the best possible thing for America.’ 
He added : ‘Order is the first law of 
heaven and order comes from
authority and obedience.’

“The fanatic few who urge that, 
with war raging all about her, our 
country not only can with safety 
neglect the means of defending her
self but should do so as an example to 
other countries have so often made 
use of religion’s appeal to bolster 
their advocacy of Chinese non-resist
ance that it seems odd to hear 
heaven cited in support of a contrary 
view. Yret even the anti-armament 
zealots among the clergy, whatever 
their sect, must admit that the aged 
prelate who advocates universal 
military training knows as much 
about heaven as any of them and 
more about this earth than most of 
them.

“This message from a man so old 
so wise and so good 
revered by so many citizens of his 
native land, cannot fail to carry 
great weight. It commands belief. 
It is significant that, as General 
Washington said more than a century 
ago, ‘A free people needs to be not 
only armed but disciplined,’ Cardinal 
Gibbons tells us now.’ ‘Order comes 
from authority and obedience.’ "

TEARS

The tears that trickled down our
eyes,

They do not touch the earth today ; 
But soar like angels to the skies,
And, like the angels, may not die ;
For ah ! our immortality 
Flows thro’ each tear—sounds in 

each sigh.

What waves of tears surge o’er the 
deep

Of sorrow in our restless souls 1 
And they are strong, not weak, who 

weep
Those drops from out the sea that 

rolls
Within their hearts forevermore, 
Without a depth—without a shore.

But ah ! the tears that are not wept, 
The tears that never outward fall ; 
The tears that grief for years has 

kept
Within us—they are best of all ;
The tears our eyes shall never know, 
Are dearer than the tears that flow.

Each night upon earth’s flowers 
below,

The dew comes down from darkest 
skies,

And every night our tears of woe 
Go up like dews to Paradise,
To keep in bloom, and make more 

fair,
The flowers of crowns we yet shall 

wear.

For ah ! the surest way to God 
Is up the lonely streams of tears, 
That flow when bending ’neath His 

rod,
And fill the tide of earthly years.
On laughter’s billows hearts are 

tossed,
On waves of tears no heart is lost.

Flow on, ye tears ! and bear me 
home ;

Flow not ye tears of deeper woe ; 
Flow on, ye tears ! that are but foam 
Of deeper waves that will not flow.
A little while—I reach the shore 
Where tears flow not forevermore !

—Abram j. Ryan

“We are erecting a Crucifix,e then,, 
which will, we trust, be worthy'of the 
site and the occasion, both as a work 
of art and as an incentive to a devo
tion.
rocky knoll into the four sides of 
which will be let stone panels, on 
which will be carved, by request, and 
irrespective of creed, the names of 
those from the district who have 
given up their lives in the war. It 
will dominate the high road for a 
considerable distance either way, 
and will form a striking landmark. 
Rich and poor have contributed to 
its erection with enthusiasm, and 
non-Catholics have been as eager as 
Catholics."

third

The cross will stand in a

men
said

justly., so

may
which has come on all the frosts may 
help to restore the prestige of the 
Ministers within the next month or 
two, but for the moment undoubtedly 
their stock is very low. They are 
held accountable for any little 
mishap or any grievance. Conscrip
tion, of course, has brought a plenti
ful crop of these grievances, because 
it is impossible to toothcomb a whole 
nation without inflicting many 
grievances and committing many 
mistakes.

When you do a good action, have 
the intention of first pleasing God, 
and then of giving good example to 
your neighbor.—St. Alphonsus.

“At the
ARCHBISHOP SPALDING

Archbishop John Lancaster Spald
ing, who died at Peoria, 111., August 
28, was one of the most widely 
known of all American prelates. He 
was descended from a family con
spicuous in the annals of the Church 
from the days of the Middle Ages, 
when Spalding Abbey was founded 
in Lincolnshire, England. His writ
ings and his interest in public events 
made of him a national figure. In 
1902 he was appointed a member of 
the anthracite coal-strike commis
sion by President Roosevelt. 
Though the two men had never met 
each other, it was said that the then 
President had been attracted to 
Bishop Spalding by the intense 
patriotism expressed in his writings. 
The future Archbishop was born in 
Lebanon, Ky., June 2, 1840. He 
studied at Mount St. Mary's College, 
Emmitsburg, at Louvain in Belgium, 
and at the American College in 
Rome. Only a few months after his

For instance, numberless cases of 
men hopelessly unfit by the state of 
their health for active service have 
been dragged from their work and 
undergone great suffering. Some
times a man is summoned away from 
the seaside or the country where he 
is staying with his wife and children, 
only to be told when he reports him
self to the military authorities that 
it is a mistake and what is wanted is 
another man of tbe same name.

This brings me back again to the 
whips' department. They find it 
now almost impossible to get mem
bers of Parliament back to the old 
habits of punctuality and discipline. 
Members will insist on going home 
to dinner and equally insist on not 
returning. Attendance at the House 
of Commons, after 8 or 9, is going 
down to vanishing point. There is 
scarcely a night between 9 and 10, 
when the House sits so late, that the 
Government could not be defeated.

FATHER FRASER'S CHINESE 
MISSION

Taichowfu, China, Dec. 11, 1916, 
Dear Readers of Catholic Record i

It may be a little surprise to you to 
learn that it takes $100 a week to 
keep my mission going. I am glad 
when t see that amount contributed 
in the Recced, but when it is less I 
am sad to see my little reserve sum 
diminished and the catastrophe 
arriving when I must close my 
chapels, discharge my catechists and 
reduce my expenses to the few 
dollars coming in weekly. 1 beseech 
you to make one more supreme effort 
during 1916 to keep this mission on 
its feet. You will be surprised to 
learn what a great deal I am doing 
with $100 a week—keeping myselt 
and curate, 80 catechists, 7 chapels, 
and free schools, 8 churches in 
different cities with caretakers, 
supporting two big catechumenates 
of men, women and children during 
their preparation for baptism eand 
building a church every year.

Yours gratefully in Jesus and Mary.
J. M. Fbasbb.

Previously acknowledged... $7,720 00 
Master F. Harrington,

Cobalt.;...........................
Mrs. Jas. Moran, Oil 

Springs............................
J. C....»»••••••••»■•••••••••»
Friend from Dunvegan.....
A Reader, Kemptville........
In memory of Sister, Nfld.
A Friend, Ottawa.................
In memory of a deceased

friend...............................
Intention of Pte. F. Golden,

Overseas..........................
K. B., Bridgewater...............
J. A. McCarville, Newton..

world that it is almost

While, thus, the task of the whips 
has been made comparatively easier 
than ever it was before, it has be
come in other respects much more 
difficult. A division has hitherto 
been regarded by the ordinary mem
ber of Parliament as the most sacred 
of his duties. The constituencies 
have also held the same opinion. 
Whenever a member came before a 
constituency for re-election his polit
ical opponents always looked up the 
record of his divisions and if it should 
turn out to be bad, it was used as 
a very powerful argument against 
his re-election. As a rule the mem
ber of Parliament performs this duty, 
accordingly, with great conscientious
ness ; but there have been extraor
dinary exceptions. The House of 
Commons, consisting of so large a 
body of men as 670, is really more of 

mob than of a deliberative 
assembly, and in such a gathering 
there must be all sorts and condi
tions of men. Things were worse 
when I first entered Parliament than 
they are now, for at that time there 
was no means by which you could get 
rid of certain members, as no mem
ber of parliament is allowed to re
sign ; he must accept an office of 
profit nnder the Crown, and the 
usual form, as everybody knows, is 
that he accepts the stewardship of 
the Chiltern Hundreds, an office at 

time which had duties and

THE CATECHISM
bishop Blanchet as his theologian at 
the Second Plenary Council of Balti- 

At his own request he later
To know the Catechism from cover 

to cover may seem a modest achieve
ment, but the possessor of the knowl
edge has acquired something that 
will stand him in good stead all his 
life. Cardinal Newman, in his “Idea 
of a University,” tells how a little 
Irish boy who knew his Catechism 
put three learned gentlemen to 
shame.

“I recollect,” says the Cardinal, 
“some twenty-five years ago, three 
friends of my own, as they then were, 
clergymen of the establishment, 
making a tour through Ireland. In 
the west or south they had occasion 
to become pedestrians for the day, 
and they took a boy of thirteen to 
be their guide. They amused them
selves by putting questions to him on 
the subject of his religion ; and one 
of them confessed to me, on his

THE MEXICAN COMMISSION CATHEDRALS TO PRAY IN

At last the Mexican Commission 
has been appointed, three Mexicans 
and three Americans. As was to be 
expected the former are radicals of 
the most pronounced type, and the 
latter, strange to say, are Protest
ants, one of them a militant evangel
ist. Three radicals, two mild- 
mannered Protestants and an evan
gelist are to sit in judgment upon 
affairs that intimately concern the 
Catholic Church to which over 90% 
of the Mexicans profess allegiance. 
This is perhaps the most remarkable 
phase of 
problem more striking in many 
ways
lust, vengeance and those other 
brutal passions which ultimately

The London Times recently called 
attention to the fact that the people 
of England, sobered and chastened 
by the war, have begun to frequent 
in larger numbers the fine old Cathe
drals of the country and that too not 
only when services are going on, and 
not merely in the spirit of sight
seers, but for purposes of private 
devotion, slipping in for quiet prayer 
at all hours of the day. The Times 
in warmly commending the practice 
remarks that it is highly gratifying 
to see a good old custom being 
restored, for in former ages thet 
Cathedrals of England were the 
people’s houses of prayer all through 
the day.
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eerely attached to his religion, and 
thousands have given ample proof of 
their faith, and laid down their lives 
rather than recant during the Boxer 
outbreak of 1900. 
clergy and helps them in building 
churches, erecting schools and hos
pitals so far as he can.

EDUCATIONAL WORK

Besides the conversion of pagans, 
the Catholic Church in China main
tains numerous seminaries for the 
formation of the native clergy and 
carries on educational work in 
schools and colleges. The Shanghai 
mission, one of the most flourishing 
of China to-day and reckoning 
228,000 converts has two seminaries, 
a university, two large colleges j 
(attendance 1,175), two convents for 
girls (attendance 890) an observa 
tory, a museum of natural history, 
an industrial school and printing 
press, which excite the admiration 
of all visitors.

These splendid results have been 
secured with a small staff of men 
and helpers and with very limited 
resources. They are therefore, the 
more wonderful and the more honor
able for the Catholic missionaries, I 
If Catholics had the wealth and the ! 
equipment of Protestant missions, 
their results would simply stagger 
the world.

angel, Man. The theory of a “Light 
of Asia," applicable to and emblem
atic of Japan, has evidently been 
productive of some misleading ambi
tions in the Far Fast. The claim 
for Christianity that it is “ the Light

Hupeh province in 1864, studied for 
six years at the Peiyang Naval Col
lege and served aboard a cruiser in 
the Chino Japanese war. After the 
war he entered military service at 
Nanking, and later went to Wuchang, 
where he assisted in the organization 
of modern troops under Viceroy 
Chang Chilitung. For two years he 
studied fortifications in Japan and on 
his return became a major in the 
cavalry. His service was chiefly at 
Wuchang, the capital of Hupeh prov
ince, which lies on the Yang tse 
river immediately opposite the im
portant commercial city of Hankow.

REFUSED IMPERIAL HONORS

of the World" is seemingly resent» d 
by some of the “Supermen" over 
there, as well as those who have 
imbibed the cult of Sir Edwin Arnold 
and
delphia Standard and Times.

FIVE MINUTE SERMON lies that they give so much time to 
reading of little value, and so little, 
and often none at all, to healthy 
spiritual reading ; it is the height of 
stupidity on their part to give so 
much thought to matters of little 
moment, and hardly ever think of 
these vital concerns. “ The world is 
in desolation because men do not 
think in their hearts."

By Rev. N. M. Redmond

THIRTEENTH SUNDAY AFTER 
PENTECOST

He loves liis his Oriental school.—Phila-

OItATITU DE TO GDI)
" And he fell down on face at Hie feet, giving 
im thunku ; and he was a Samaritan.“ ( Luke titiloHim

xvii. 16.) j.
WBfThe very least that can he expected 

of any one for benefactions is a 
thankful appreciation. When there
is no expression of this, the most WHAT GOOD IS WHISKEY- 
disinterested even feel disappointed. mmvKiNn 9
The voice of nature seems to demand 1 11 IV1‘ u
it, and religion sanctions the demand "If alcoholic liquor did a body Li Yuan hung sprang into national 
as it does every legitimate and any good, there would be some fame as commandant of the révolu- 
praiseworthy move of nature. Doth reason to drink it," remarks the tionary forces at Wuchang in 1911. 
reason and religion condemn the Catholic Columbian. "But whiskey jje wa8 the chief leader in arranging 
conduct of the ingrate. Ingratitude is no benefit to the system and pro for the Shanghai peace conference, 
is the offspring of a depraved nature, vides no nourishment. It disturbs ttud after the abdication of the 
whilst a becoming appreciation and the heart, it irritates the kidneys, it Manchus was elected Vice-President 
thanks for favors received, are never clouds the braiu, it poisons the j 0( the republic, 
wanting in a person naturally and blood. Drink a quart of it at one j Vice-President, October 7, 1916. 
religiously well disposed. Though time and it will kill you in short ! Li Yuan-hung's popularity with the 
the favor be not granted with» view order. Drink a glass of it every mas6es was in no way diminished by 
to this, the want of it in the one morning and night, and it will his service under Yuan Shih kai. 
favored is keenly felt by the bene hasten the day of your funeral. So ; Although he and the late President 
factor. Sioce this is so, how great the doctors say, and they know." | had been intimate friends for years, 
must be the displeasure caused to NOT JUDGE US BY THESE i Li Yuan hung absolutely refused to
God by our lack of thankful apprécia- j endorse Yuan Shih-kai's monarchial
tion for His numerous and wonderful “It has been said," says the Catho movement, and declined all imperial 
favors ! Absolutely to Him is due a lie Temperance Advocate, "that some honors which Yuan Shih kai attempt- 
grateful, thankful return for favors, temperance folks are proud of their ed to heap upon him. The late 
no matter what or who may be the virtue of abstinence, and make the ( pl.e8,deut i88Ued edicts making 
immediate cause of them, for, to Him practise of it the sole measure of the ! Li Yuan hung a prince and con- 
only do all things belong, and He it Christian life. There may be some j (erring great weaith upon him. Li 
is who qualifies all second causes to such, but we have met few that we j Yuan-hung absolutely declined to 
do good. Oh, how much every man could charge with any conceit of the ! accept 8Uch honors, and repeatedly 
has for which to be thankful to God 1 kind. Among the few we suspected j expre88ed his disapproval of all at- 
What can we look upon in ourselves; were those who were loudest in 1 tempts to abandon the republic, 
what can we look upon in nature temperance profession when they j He wa8 ,ny permitted to move 
above us and around us that is not were half full of whiskey, or at I without the Forbidden City, and for 
a gift of God ! Sin is from man, and least, variously saturated according montba has lived in a palace pro- 
the only thing in this w'de world to capacity and opportunity. We \ vided lor him by the government in 
that he can lay claim to as his own. have not thought it fair to account the best residential section of Peking. 
Everything else is a gift from the these as examples of conceit or j lt was his desire to return to his 
great Benefactor—God. So that we arrogance in temperance folks. In 
can look upon nothing that does not 
remind us of our duty of giving God 
thanks. How fully the holy man of 
the Scriptures was aware of this, 
when every object in nature, and the 
succeeding seasons and their effects, 
were so many occasions of his 
gratitude and thanks to God, their 
Creator and Ordainer ! These should 
be occasions for all of us to constantly 
tender our thanks to God. But 
besides the gifts in nature above us 
and around us, which we enjoy in 
common with our fellowman, Oh, 
how much each one of us has for 
which to thank God! Creation 
redemption, and preservation are 
favors so great, as to call for an 
eternal thanks. These, too, we enjoy 
in common with all mankind, hut we 
the children of the household of the 
faith, have many other extraordinary 
special reasons for being thankful to 
God. We, indeed, are in the enjoy
ment of the good things of God upon 
earth. We have, as occasion de mauds 
the seven glorious fountains of 
divine grace always flowing abun
dantly, from which to drink. Their 
divine waters are life-giving and life
preserving. Unlike the animal of 
the field, man has a spiritual, a super 
natural life to live, to be true to the 
•end of his existence. It is to this 
life that the graces of these divine 
fountains — the Sacraments — con
tribute. To live it at all, we must 
come under the effects of the first, 
baptism ; to strengthen and fortify it 
thus obtained, we muet be blessed 
with the effects of the second, confir
mation ; to preserve it, we must have 
food and nourishment, and for these 
we must receive the Eucharist, which 
contains the body and blood of Christ 
—“ My flesh is meat indeed, and My 
iblood is drink indeed." When we 
are sick, or even dead spiritually, we 
will And our cure ; we will find even 
life in the consoling sacrament of 

In our last and greatest

TEMPERANCE
CANADA 1
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He was re-elected

r

The Life of a Child *

is full of perils — all children love chocolate, but great 
care must be taken in the selection of such confection
ery. Parents may rest assured that absolutely nothing 
but the best cocoa beans, sugar and milk are used in 
the manufacture of this famous, dainty confection. — 
Let them eat plenty.

MOVES FOR THE FUTURE

“ What are the hopes of the Cath- j 
olic Church in China ?" To this the 
reply is that they are most encour
aging. The Catholic Church has 
behind her an uninterrupted chain 
of long experience ; she has encoun
tered many problems in the mission 
field and solved them to the best of Cowan’s

Maple Buds
A dainiij Solid Chocolate

her ability; she has battled splendid 
ly against sin and evil, against the 
tangled jungle of superstitions and 
the deadening influence of a back
ward and stagnant civilization. She 
has already effected a great change 
of thought, and impressed on her 

, . „ No other man h, China is as uni- converts, and through them on the
among whom hypocrites are legion. versally beloved ns Li Yuan-hung. 1",ilKb]e6- a Ul«h standard ot life. She

He has always enjoved the reputa ^as done much for education much 
tion of being absolutely honest and relieving the ills and sufferings 
patriotic. Many other leaders are of the people ; she has rescued thou- 
more forceful, more energetic and °£ abandoned and destitute
have a better grasp of public affairs. Çbildren, and brought them up in a 
But Li Yuan-hung is the one man l'rl8ht aud haPPY Christian home, 
who enjoys the complete confidence H"r ,ne“ are thoroughly trained, 
of the Chinese people, southerners organized and disciplined ; she hears 
as well as northern, rs to t le Chinaman a uniform message

uniform church government and 
Christian practices. The Pekingese 

Rev. M. Kennel ly, a Jesuit mission- convert, when he comes to Shanghai, 
ary, who has been working in China is as much at home in a Catholic 
for the past thirty years, tells an Church as he would be in his native 
absorbing story of the marvelous city. More could he done if more 
growth of Catholicism in that conn 
try. He says in part :

The China Catholic Church reckons lish 
at present forty-seven dioceses or great drawback and calls for re- 
Vicariates-Apostolic, each under the dress in the near future. Despite 
immediate control of a Bishop, and these short comings, it must be said

. . native province of Hupeh, but Yuan 
fact, we have been quite positive ghih-kai refused to grant him per- 
that these should not he charged up mjsH:nn tn (ln 
to us, but to that throng of drinkers

so.
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RECKONING WITH RUM
A thick-set, ugly looking fellow 

was seated on a bench in the public 
park, says an exchange, and seemed 
to be reading some writing on a 
sheet of paper which he held in his 
hand. “You seem to he much inter
ested in your writing,” 1 said.

I’ve been figuring my 
accounts with old Alcohol to see how 
we stand."

“And he comes out ahead I sup
pose ?"

“Every time."
“How did you come to have deal

ings with him in the first place ?"
“That’s what I’ve been writin

“Yes.
THE CHURCH IN CHINA

fundsmore
available. The fewness of Eng 

Catholic missionaries is a
You see, he promised to make 
man of me, but he made me a beast.
Then he said he would brace me up,
but he made me go staggering jn some cases of two, the younger that the Catholic Church in China 
around and then throw me into the or assistant Bishop helping the other has achieved wonderful success, and 
ditch. He said I must drink to be when disabled by age or infirmity, this is the best warrant for what she 
social. Then he made me quarrel | The aggregate number of Catholic expects to perform in the future, 
with my best friends and be the Bishops including assistant ones, is Like warring Europe she wants 
laughing stock of my enemies. He fifty-four. peace, and if she enjoys it, in the
gave me a black eye and a broken Working with the bishops and next fifty years she will draw millions 
nose. Then 1 drank for the good of under their control, is the mission to her fold.—Associated Press Corre- 
my health. He ruined the little 1 ary staff. This comprises 1,462 spondence. 
had, and left me sick as a dog.” foreign priests, thus with the bishops

“Of course." comprised making a total of 2.822
“He said he would warm me up, ordained clergy. The foreign priests 

and I was soon nearly frozen to hail from all the countries of Europe, 
death. He said he would steady my and thus splendidly bespeak the 
nerves, but instead he gave me universal character of the Catholic 
delirium tremens. He said he would Church. Among them are French, 
give me great strength, and he made Italians, Spaniards, Portuguese, Bel- 
me helpless."

“To be sure."
“He promised me courage."
“Then what followed ?”
“Then he made me a coward, for

THE LIGHT OF THE 
WORLD—IN JUDEA 

OR JAPAN?

A Japanese satirist has come for-gians, Germans, Austrians, Dutch and
eight Britishers, the latter all home- ward in a magazine for young people, I 
born, except one who is a Canadian, published in his native country, to

tell of the failure of Christianity, as 
he sees the case, because many 
Christian nations are now fighting

These missionaries are on the 
whole a splendid set of men, admir- 

beat my sick wife and kicked my abiy equipped for their arduous work, 
little sick child, He said he would zeaious active and leading a life of against each other, and causing much 
brighten my wits, but instead he , 8elf-dsiiiiil which would appall even sorrow and suffering to the families 
made nie act like a fool and talk I a Loudon or Manchester day of those wlîb fall in the uubrotherly
like an idiot. He promised to make j labourer. They live entirely among strife. A good many people of the
a gentleman of me, but he made me tbe natives speak their language, " estera hemisphere who are not 
a tramp.”—Sacred Heart Review. adopt their dress, share their coarse Japanese, but cynical Western agnos-

and scanty fare, and are thoroughly tics, have argued in a similar shallow
devoted to their interests, whether strain. Christianity is not affected
these be religious, educational or m I^11’ slightest by such sophistry,
philanthropic. This is the secret of The very name indicates a condition
their moral influence, which is im- *n ! supernatural realm which

demanded a Messiah, a Saviour and 
! a Mediator. Though * our Divine 

Redeemer assured humanity and laid 
down His life for the salvation of our 
souls, He told His disciples, after His 
Resurrection, that He came not to

I

penance.
Sickness, we are protected by the 
blessed effects of extreme unction ; 
and we have at our service, to give 
us life—supernatural life by 
exercise of God given power ; and to 
feed and nourish our souls with 
these Sacraments, a divinly-estab- 
lished ministry 
There is, too, in every Catholic home 
an emblem of the holy union 
between Christ and His Church, in 
the sacramental union of the Catho
lic husband and wife. Now, all these 
are gifts bestowed upon us by our 
dear Lord, for which eternity is too 
short in which to thank Him. Oh, 

may truly say, that we are in the 
enjoyment of all the riches of God's 
goodness upon earth. Resides all 
these and many other favors too 

to mention, which we

the

CATHOLIC PRESIDENT
God’s anointed.

WINS ALL CLASSES meuse.
The large number of the Chinese 

clergy is a feature peculiar to the 
Catholic Church, which excludes no 
race from the ranks of its clergy,
provided that the men come up to bri but a 8WOrd, for lie
the intellectual and moral standard kue“ t'hat His doctrines would not 
laid down by canon law All these be ted without a bitter and pro- 
native priests are trained in divinity, tracted‘8trUggle over a large portion 
philosophy, science and literature, thfl earth.g 8UrlaCe. We have
and work in the field side by side 
with their foreign brethren for the 1 
conversion of their countrymen, i 
The mission is also helped by several 
teaching congregations of brothers 
and nuns, principally in Hongkong,
Shanghai and the large open ports.
Native nuns are likewise a special 
feature of Catholic mission work.

NEARLY TWO MILLION CONVERTS

Fifty years ago when the great 
missionary movement commenced,
Catholic converts were but ft mere 
handful of 300.000 souls. To-day 
they number close on 2,000,000 or to 
speak according to the latest returns 
of 1915, they are 1,750,675—that is, 
they have increased sixfold during 
tin? last fifty years. To these must 
be added 424,000 probationers for 
baptism who, when well instructed 
and prepared will soon swell the 
ranks of the above to 2,000,0 0.
Converts are recruited from all 
classes ; literary, industrial, agricul
tural. laboring, and even a few from 
oflicial ranks.

The Chinese convert is tested long, 
generally a year or two, before being 
received into the Church. He must 
give up polygamy, opium-smoking, 
gambling and all superstitious prac
tices. During his probation he must 
learn the doctrine, prayers and 
practices of the Church. All this 
assures that his desire is solid and 
real. Once a Christian, he is sin-

LI YUAN-HUNG WORKS STARTLING 
CHANGES IN CHINA WHILE CATH

OLIC CHURCH IS FLOURISHING 

Peking, July 29.
Li Yu an-Hung’s accession to the 

Presidency has worked a wonderful 
change in China. The whole spirit 
of p • blic life in Peking has been 
altered. Democracy seems to have 
come into its own again. The new 
President lives informally at his 
palace outside the Forbidden City 
and drives about Peking in an auto
mobile with only two soldiers to 
guard him.

Chinese of all factions have a high 
personal regard for Li Yuan-hung, 
and his life seems to be in no danger. 
He moves about at will, and con
ducts himself in a manner which 
would have been wholly impossible 
for Yuan Shihkai. The late Presi
dent seldom left his palace and was 
believed to be in danger even within 
its protecting walls. He 
of iron, and had ruled by military 
power and by that alone. Conse
quently he had many bitter enemies, 
and few warm personal friends. 
Even his closest advisers admired 
him more for his power than for any 
personal charm.

MEMBER OF CATHOLIC CHURCH

Li Yuan-hung is a Christian, a 
communicant of the Catholic Church, 
and has always been strongly opposed 
to the connection of Church and 
State. He had at different times 
openly opposed efforts to make Con
fucianism the State religion of China 
and stands for absolute religious 
freedom in the republic.

Until 1911 Li Yuan-hung was little 
known in China. He was born in

\\ <’

been told by the Divine Teacher that 
we shall have false prophets rising 
up to mislead and disenlighten the 
road of life, ere the millennium shall 
arrive. Every age we can recall has 
produced living evidence of the 
absolute inerrancy of that remark
able adumbration. It is the teach
ing of some of these pseudo seers — 
these Cornish wreckers of civiliza
tion's ships—that has brought about 
the bloody maelstrom of war across 
the ocean. The false teachings of 
Nietzsche and Kant have displaced 
the law of charity, humility and love 
of one’s neighbor, enjoined by Christ. 
How, then, support the plea that 
Christianity is a failure ? The re 
jection of Christianity by a horde of 
thinkers and men of action who do 
not want to be bound by its humane 
fetters is not a proof of unsoundness, 
but of its tremendous superiority to 
the cult of the material and the 

Darwinian era

A Natural and Pleasant - 
«—• Way to Health

numerous 
enjoy in common with our brethren 
in the faith, are there not many that 
have to thank God for not having 
cut them off in their sins? How 
they have for many long years 
tempted Him to strike them out of 
life, and cast them into hell, their 
just deserts. But no, He in His 
infinite mercy has borne with them 
till they took the thought to return, 
like the prodigal, to Him their 
Father. What a powerful reason 
for thanks to God this, His mercy,

•T'EST it for yourself! Take END’S 
i- “FRUIT SALT” when you are
“below par" and notice how it improve» 
your health and spirits and brightens your 
whole outlook on life. And it is pleasant 
to take, too. A spoonful of

ENO’Sis 1
We arrive at some idea, dear 

people, from this short consideration 
of how much each one of us has for 
which to be thankful to God. How 
do we discharge this sacred duty, is a 
very seasonable question for us to 
put to ourselves. Ah, is it not, alas, 
too true that but too many of us act 
the unthankful part of the nine who 
returned not to thank their divine 
Benefactor ? Were grateful thanks 
to God more common among us, as 

would not be so indifferent in

was a man <»

FRUIT SALT I
In water makes a delightful drink—cool, 
sparkling and effervescent. ENO’8 " FRUIT 
BALT " is the best tonic and digestive regulator 
ever prepared—a safe and valuable remedy at all 
times. Be prepared for emergencies by alwavs 
having a bottle in the house. Ask your Drueetsl 
for KNO’B—the only genuine “FRUIT BALT" 
—and beware of Imitations I

Prepared enly by
i.C. EN0, Ltd., "Frail Salt" Worlu,L0ND0H, Eaf.

Sob Agent. In. North AmeHce 
HAROLD P. RITCHIE * CO. LIMITED 

M McCAUL STREET, TORONTO ^

pragmatical. The 
brought forth, as a corollary to Dar
win’s hypothesis, the theory that 
there is a law of Natural Selection. 
This proposition brought iu turn the 
effort of Egotism to apply the idea of 
unconscious superiority in Nature 
to the imaginary superiority of the 
individual, basking in his own con
ceit and satisfied that he personifies 
the highest expression of Nature and 
training in “the beauty of the world, 
the paragon of animals,” the all but

J

Imany
their Christian duty. The great 

of a lack of thanks to God oncause
the part of so many people who, 
perhaps, are nine to one, is a criminal 
forgetfulness of the gifts of God. We 
should resolve to remedy this by. 
spiritual reading 
sidération. It is a shame for Catho-

«
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M'CIaryS Pandora 
makes good codes
jttp g it the proper thing to ask a woman to 

tinker with a range ? There is no reason 
‘ V/ why she should have to juggle things 

about the oven to keep them from burn
ing ; no reason why she should have to 
“coax up” a slow oven ; nor why she 
should struggle with cranky grates. 
And yet how many women have to

/7

work against such odds !
Let thë same women have Pandoras—let them get rid 
of all the mechanics of running cantankerous ranges— 
and they will cook as well as the next woman!

Mcciarys Pandora
Do you know enough 

about Ranges?
To let every woman know 
all about the Pandora, we 
have had printed a booklet, 
“The Magic of the Pan

dora.” This book ex
plains clearly 

[3 the features that 
have made the 

Pandora fam- Q„ 
ous. Your /
copy is cO 
ready for t, / /
you. ^ / /A

m
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MORE NOTED CONVERTS

Among recent convertit noted by 
Kcflnnell O’Neill are :

The Rev. Charles Henry Walters, 
an Episcopalian minister, Iowa 
Falls, Iowa, formerly of the Protest
ant Diocese of Marquette, Mich. Mr. 
Walters will study for the priest
hood.

Miss Elizabeth Irene S. Hodder, 
daughter of the late Rev. Alfred 
Hodder, pastor of the Sixteenth 
Street Baptist Church, New Ÿork.

Judge Albert C. Baker, attorney, 
Phoenix, Arizona ; Chief Justice of 
Arizona, 1898-7.

The Lights of 
65 Years Ago

Are still doing duty in 
the shape of

Eddy’s
Matches

Sixty-five years ago the 
first Canadian - made 
Matches were made at 
Hull, by EDDY, and 
since that time, for 
materials and striking 
qualities, Eddy’s have 
been the acknowl
edged best.

When Buying 
Matches, specify 
EDDY'S

Painful Swollen Veins 
Quickly Relieved 

and Reduced
Mrs. R. M. Remier, of Federal, 

Kansas, writes an interesting account 
of her success in reducing a severe case 
of enlarged veins that should be 
encouraging to others similarly afflicted. 
She suffered with badly swollen and in
flamed veins (in fact one had broken)-, 
for more than seven years before she 
becaipe acquainted with Absorbine, Jr., 
and used it. Absorbine, Jr., was faith
fully applied for several weeks and, to 
quote from her letter, “The large knots 
in the veins left, it was all nicely healed, 
and has not bothered me since.r’

Absorbine, Jr., is an antiseptic lini
ment-healing, cooling, and soothing. 
Safe and pleasant to use. $1.00 and 
$2.00 at your druggist’s or postpaid. 
Liberal trial bottle postpaid for 10c. in 
stamps.

W. F. Young, P. D. F.
299 Lymans Bldg., Montreal, Can.
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after she had, by God’s grace, fchor- | others. The modesty of deportment trained in parochial schools, not 
oughly reformed herself. She is con- | that is characteristic of woman gives more than three or four having con
sidered one of the greatest of God’s way to a boldness in speech and con- pleted the eighth grade in such 
saints, admired by Catholic and Pro- duct that is lamentable. We must schools. Not one man in the peui- 
testant alike. Her feast is celebrated be on our guard constantly lest we tentiary at Joliet at present was a 
on the 16th of October. fall victims to the apurements of the regular monthly communicant be-

Another saint of the cloister is St. world, and, what we gasped at last fore his arrestand commitment to the 
Colette. Nicolette she was called, year, grasp at this yfear. The “indo- penitentiary, though some of them 
but she was very little, and hence pendence of spirit,” revolt against belonged to that class of Catholics 
the name was shortened to that of conventions, is the cause of the pre- who are satisfied if they make their 
Colette. This woman, from the time dominance of indecent fashions. Easter duty.
she was a very young girl, lived a life The shameless “décolleté,” long “These same conditions are true of 
of great penance and untiring prayer, confined to full (?) dress functions, other large penitentiaries through-
and for a while lived the life of a seems to have become almost univer- out the country, as is shown by stat- Rochon, P. Q., Jan. 14th, 1915.
recluse. A recluse was a very com- 1 sal, especially at the seashore where istics published in their official re- **I suffered for many years with ter-
mon typv of religious perso,i during : indecency runs riot........................ port^ rlble Indigestion and Constipation. I
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. ' We thought that mourning was these statistics, especially if the , , fr,,nnfmt ,ii/7V KnHl«
They were men and women who lived put on out of respect for the deceased religious denomination to which . . . .
apart, entirely dependent upon the and as a sign that the wearer had prisoners belong is stated, will lead Broa >’ru®j A neighbor advised
alms of the Faithful, and whoee foresworn all forms of pleasure, but the superficial observer, but never me to try r ruit-a-tives . I did so and 
prayers ever ascended to heaven for now except for color it is just the the scientific student, to some rash to the surprise of my doctor, I began 
their fellow beings. Bftt later Colette same as any other style. conclusions. Thus, for example, in to improve, and he advised me to go on
needed all the strength that she There will be found many to up- a prison report the number of Cath- with “Fruit-a-tivcs”,
obtained from that period of prayer, bold or to connive at these fashions, olic prisoners may be given as, say I consider that I owe my life to “Fruit-
for she was called upon to reform the They are the ones who do not believe 100, Methodist 515, Baptist 25, etc. a-tives” and I want to say to those who 
Poor Clare nuns, or at least some of or who forget the great fact of Using the numbers of such a report sunCr from Indigestion Constipation or
their houses, which had fallen into original sin and the consequent only, there would seem to be a pre- ,, , , 4. J[nnA ian m-piit fnllv to he willing to
an easier way of life than that j “strong inclination to evil” in human ponderance of Catholic prisoners, but “^aches- violate theIrLndshin of God rather
intended for them. St. Colette was nature Clothes are intended to he if these numbers are computed into wil get well”. CORINE GAUDREAU.
most successful in her work. As she preservatives of modesty, but he or percentages the comparison will 60c. a box, C for $2.60, trial size, 25c. Teresa 
was especially hard upon herself, it she who dresses improperly is an show that the percentage of Catholic At all dealers or sent postpaid by Fruit- 
followed as a natural consequence occasion of sin to others. We should ! prisoners is no greater than the per- a-tives Limited, Ottawa,
that she was tender and kind toward dress in a1 becoming manner and in I centage of prisoners belonging to the......... ......... ................... ..........— ....
all creatures. It is said that a little accordance with our state in life, various sects or claiming no religious grow 
lamb would follow’ her into her cell, To do otherwise is to invite all sorts affiliation whatever.”
and kneel down at her feet, so great of excesses and vices. __I ffiji
was her power over the dumb creation. We consider the prevailing fashions
The feast of St. Colette is celebrated in women’s dress deserving of sever

est strictures and cannot understand
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THE DAILY OPPORTUNITY
Every day brings every person 

some opportunity that will not come 
again. A great deal depends upon 
recognizing that daily chance. Those 
who are blind to it, miss beautiful 
things that could be theirs.

“But there’s nothing in my day 
that could be called an opportunity,” 
one and another will say. “It’s as 
dull and dusty as an ash barrel.” 
Even if that be granted—do not ash 
collectors often grow rich by what 
they find ? Contractors pay large 
sums to cities for the privilege of 
sorting over the ashes and refuse, 
because their workers are trained to 
recognize everything of value.

No day is without chances for 
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administration of your estate and guard against a change 
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provide for the efficient

Religious reading is practically the 
only available antidote for many 
against the false maxims of the 
world.—Cardinal Vuiiglmn.

A FAIR TEST
The scientist teaches the Christian 

a needed lesson of not jumping too 
quickly to conclusions. When Henri 
Fabre, the Catholic scientist, wTho 
recently died at a ripe old age, was 
seeking to discover how a hunting 
wTasp was able to render its weevil 
victim permanently motionless, with
out taking its life, he was wonderful
ly patient in his investigations. He 
examined many weevils to see if 
identical effects were always pro
duced ; he watched a great number 
of wasps, in order to assure himself 
that they all acted in just the same 
way. He made innumerable experi
ments, but only after long examina
tion of countless cases, did he con
sider that he had pioved that the 
weevil's nervous system was para
lyzed by the wasp’s sting. For “no 
scientific conclusion is firmly estab
lished.” he declares, “until it has 
received confirmation by means of 
practical tests, carried out in every 
variety of way.”

Yet how often have we condemned

0
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A FAMOUS WINDOW
on March 6.

But this time we are going to tell how’ any one can palliate their use. 
you about a man who, midst the Of course our remarks are relative, 
many duties of a monastery, became They are addressed to those who 
a great saint. St. Gerard Majella is affect them, but are also intended as 
his name, and he is truly a great a word of warning to those inclined 
saint. Gerard was born in Muro, to adopt them.
Italy, and for a time lived as a serv
ant to the bishop, and later as a 
tailor in his mother’s house. He 
earned good wages, but after having 
given his mother what was necessary 
for the needs oi her family he gave 
the rest to “the poor of Jesus Christ,” 
and by the poor he meant the poor 
on earth and the poor souls in Purga
tory. At the age of twenty-three he 
entered the Congregation of the 
Most Holy Redeemer. Because of his 
frail body, the Father who sent him 
to try his vocation wrote to the 
Superior : “1 send you a useless | MAXIMS FROM THE WRITINGS

OF MGR. BENSON

GIFT OF M0NÀBCHS OF SPAIN TO 
ENGLAND’S CATHOLIC KING

Treading on the heels of the news ! 
that the authorities of Venice are j 
taking steps to protect their inestim
able art treasures from damage by 
aircraft, comes the information that 
our own people are following suit, 
and Catholic interest will centre in 
the removal of the great east window’ 
of St. Margaret's, Westminster, to a 
place of safety, for it was the gift of 
the Catholic Monarchs of Spain, 
Ferdinand and Isabella, to the Cat ho 
lie monarch of England, Henry VII., 
says London Universe.

The coloring is arranged in such 
exquisite perfection of harmony that 
experts in glass all agree that it is 
the best extant specimen in England 
of Flemish glass, and one of the 
most beautiful colored windows 
within their knowledge.

The central picture represents the 
scene on Calvary, the three figures 
on the crosses standing out in full 
beauty in the glorious blue behind 
them, while the masses of vivid color 
on the figures grouped around the 
central Cross are of a richness 
scarcely surpassable.

Prior to being set up in St. Mar 
garet's, the window was in many 
ownerships, among them being tbe 
Abbots of Waltham. Sir Thomas 
Boleyu, the Duke of Buckingham, 
and tbe Duke of Albemarle (General 
Monck), who buried it to save it from 
the Puritans.

On being placed in St. Margaret’s 
in 1758 it became the subject of liti
gation, the Dean of Westminster 
objecting to its presence because it 
contained “superstitious images”—to 
wit—the representation of tbe Cruci
fixion ; but after law’s delays, ex
tending over three and a half years, 
the churchwardens of the parish and 
common sense triumphed over the 
narrow-minded cleric and bigotry, 
and the beautiful window with its 
“superstitious images” has remained 
to this day in the official church of 
the House of Commons.

!/ *11

ILLSThe vast majority of women, thank 
God, particularly Catholic women, 
are exemplary in this matter of dress. 
The modesty of their attire denotes 
the respect they have for themselves 
and the consideration they have fpr 
others. They have "been carefully 
trained to follow the example of Her 
who has always been the model and 
Inspiration of woman, Mary Immac
ulate, the Mother of God.—Brooklyn 
Tablet,

m
W*- Make- a Specialty of Catholic Church Windows

Clean to handle. Sold by all Drug
gists, Grucvra and General Stores
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Air-O-Lantern
Gives 300 Candle Power LightBrother.”

But such did not turn out to be the 
case. “Gerard can do as much work 
as three,” was what his superiors the most important question injudg- 
declared. During the six years of ing of a sermon.” 
his religious life Gerard worked as a “Intellect has nothing more to do 
lay brother. He swept the house, with faith really than jewels have to 
worked in the garden, took care of do with a beautiful woman." 
the refectory, ferved as cook, infirm- “Love and Faith are as much real- 
arian, tailor and sacristan. Every ties as artistic faculties and need 
spare moment he spent iu front of similar cultivation.” 
the Blessed Sacrament. “To chivalrous souls a pathetic

given the gift of failure often appeals more than an 
miracles. He could heal the sick, excellent success, 
read people's consciences, but, above j Do not trust all who talk smooth- 
all, convert sinners. When lie was ly- Listen much and speak little.

“To trust a friend is not to believe 
I that he can do no w rong ; we must 

■trust no man like that ; for all fall

a friend for a single act, because we 
have failed to compare other acts 
and study the motives behind the 
acts.

As bright as a City Street Light. Carry it | j| 
jm anywhere in any weather. Set it down in hay.
W Knock it over ; quite safe, can’t explode, can’t 
W start a fire. Burns 90°/ air and 10 / gasoline. One 
I filling burns 12 hours. The best of all lights for 
F outdoors. Cheapest in the end.

FOR INDOORS, USE

“The literary point of view is not
s

ij mIt is unscientific to lose faith in 
God because of one or two trials or 
hardships. “Bring ye the whole 
tithe into the store house that there 
may be food in My house, and prove 
Me now herewith, saith Jehovah of 
hosts, if I will not open to you the 
windows of heaven, and pour you out 
a blessing, than there shall not be 
room enough to receive it.”

The first step in the test of God’s 
goodness is obedience to His will.— 
Catholic Columbian.
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BOILER %
Safest, Brightest, Cheapest Light

All the advantages of the Air-O-Lantern, 
and beauty besides. A handsome lamp for 
any room. Absolutely no danger of fire or 
explosion. Clean — ro wicks to trim.

Write for FREE catalogue and full details 
of special “direct to you” offer. Address : A
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Gerard was

KING.CgJf
dying he could say : “1 have done
everything for the love of God. 
have never lost sight of Him. I
have always endeavored to walk in at times. .
His presence, and because 1 have You haven t any kind of business 
desired nothing but His holy will, I to say that anybody is narrow-minded 
die in peace,” and well he might, just because he doesn’t agree with

your conception of the universe.” 
“Youth is a disease that must be

Hot
Water

BOILER
m

The Rochester Lamp Co.
^ Dept. C, Church St.

Toronto
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STEEL AND RADIATION, ltd.
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His feast is celebrated on 
October, 16th, the anniversary of 
his holy death.

SOME SAINTS WHO LIVED IN 
MONASTERIES borne with patiently 1"

“We all keep back lots of things. 
We don’t shout out in the morning 
from our windows that we’ve slept 
very tolerably, and are just going to 
have our bath.”

“Catholicism is the sum of all 
religions, and the Queen of them.’’

“Form small habits and make

By Agnes Kenning in Extension Magazine look us UP ATFraser AvenueThere arc a number of men and 
women who passed their lives within 
the walls of a monastery, and whose 
names are now enrolled on the only 
roll of honor that will last after Judg
ment Day—the Calendar of the Saints.
These men and women had a true | women’s dress are disgraceful, 
love for God and their neighbor, for 
it is impossible to love God without 
loving one’s neighbor, just as it is 
impossible to love one’s neighbor, 
without loving God. The reason for 
this is that to love people we must 
wish them well ; and the best thing 
we can w’ish for any one is eternal 
salvation. And so these men and 

saints who became saints in

DENOUNCES SPORTIVE 
DRESS OF WOMEN

The Toronto Canadian National Exhibition. We are across the
street from the Northern Ontario Settlers Cabin, north of the Grand Stand

Ambition and the glory of this 
world are not passports to heaven.

Some of the prevailing fashions in
them la^ws !”

“The way of the spiritual path is 
strew’u with the wrecks of souls that | 
might have been friends of Christ.”

“No man can advance three paces 
on the road of perfection unless 
Jesus Christ walks beside him.”

The desire to be cool and comfort
able in hot weather is legitimate but 
to go about improperly clothed is 
not legitimate. We never expected 
the like in a civilized Christian 
society. Women have overstepped 
the bounds of decency with a bold
ness that is appalling.

If the ladies of Paris knew’ that 
these advanced styles were attributed 
to them they would be grievously 
offended. Denizens of tbe “under
world,” women accustomed to make 
spectacles of themselves, these are 

“creations”

NATURAL TO CONFESS

The Literary Digest, August 16, 
1913, quoting a writer in the Western 

“A girl always does learn to talk | Christian Advocate, says : 
slang of just the wrong kind, ceasing | “The thirst to confess, to confide, 
to present the deportment of a lady js a universal impulse of the 
without acquiring that of a gentle- troubled human heart. The awfulwomen

monasteries really loved God and 
wished for the salvation of their 
neighbor, and so they left all things 
to live entirely for God and for the 
salvation of their neighbor. They 
entered monasteries, and lived lives 
that were blended together by fast
ing, prayer, and cemented by love, in the affairs of life is often lacking 
They realized that the most powerful when it comes to the selection of 
thing in the world is prayer, and | clothes. -
they retired apart to pray for their if a man were to venture forth 
fellowmen. arrayed only to the degree that many i

One of the greatest of these dois- women do, he would be arrested and
tered saints was Teresa of Jesus, beyond a doubt it would be a woman
She was horn in Spain and entered wbo would clamor for the punish-
the Carmelite monastery at an early ^ ment of “the wretch.” But no man
age. Teresa was not always a saint, 1 would do such a thing. Shall wo he ! _ Proof that Catholics are by no 
but she was always very good. When forced to cone Hide that men are more means as predominant iu prisons ns
her mother died she ran before a ! modest than women, or that women some anti-Catholics would claim, is .
statue of the Blessed Virgin and told j would not allhw men to do what ; given in The Extension Magazine, is lost iu anarchy, while the physical
Our Lady that from henceforth she ! they themselves dare? just out, by the Rev. Peter A. Crumb- appetites, passions, and lusts reduce
would consider her as her mother, | Styles change quickly. The clown j jey, O. F. M., who stopped off in it to the lowest level of earthly j
and that she, Teresa, would consider ;6h fashion of a year or so ago that | Denver last Thursday morning on existence. Then it is driven by
herself as her child. In the convent hade women folks whiten their faces his way from the Pacific coast to remorse into the dark recesses of
there was another Sister named ! w i t. i i several coats of powder and j visit relatives. Father Crumbley is secrecy, and dread watches the door
Teresa, and the two nuns would jest enamel, and that comic, or rather chaplain of the Illinois state pen- lest discovery bring the sins of the 
about a prophecy current in the mon- | tragic practice that has dressed old ! itentiary, hence deals with his sub- life into the knowledge of men.
astery which declared that some day a j iadies like little girls, have apparent-j ject from first-hand experience. He With a delicate timidity the soul
Sister would come to live there by iy passed, and this encourages us savs : seeks opportunity for confession,
the name of Teresa, who would when we think of the present "We are often told that the popula- This seems its only relief. Intuition
become a great saint. Little did they indecent styles. I tion of our prisons and reformatories teaches the progress of unburdening
realize that the young nun was the Time was when dressing was over | j * made up largely of Catholics, and drives to confession. There is
Teresa of which the prophecy spoke, done ; now it is underdone. Roth in ( This is false, for statistics show that no relief from the rancor, darkness, 

St. Teresa became holy through the number and quantity of garments j in the Joliet penitentiary, as well as bitterness, dread and scourgings but 
being obedient to her confessors la there is room for improvement. in all the larger penitentiaries of our through this process,
proof of her humility ) and through The saddest feature of all is that country, the Catholics form but the "In this age of highly developed
her constancy in prayer. There were even Catholic women follow these minority of the inmates. Thus, for mentality man is found struggling, 
times when she had to force her- abominable “modes." Some have instance, here in Joliet, while 580 out on the one hand, to hide his sin, and 
self to pray ; when, in reality, she the effrontery to appear thus arrayed of 1,745 inmates are registered as on the other, to confess it. In the 
spent quite as much time looking at not only in church, but also even at Catholics, only 230 can now he called conflict he is driven by pitiless 
the hour-glass to sue if her hour of the altar ! They should remember, ‘practical’ Catholics, since that is the forces, which play upon him at the 
prayer would soon be finished as she did that while in the world they should number of Easter Communions re- expense of mind and nerve. Men of 
in fixing her attention on the Lord, not be of the world. We fear that ceived here this year. We find a experience tell us that appalling 
But God rewarded her constancy, and some have become influenced by the large number who call themselves conditions exist in the mental world; 
finally gave her the gift of prayer pernicious spirit of the times, the Catholics, but whose Catholicity con ■ that if we could see the multitudes 
Teresa of Jesus, who had to force spirit of revolt against world old slats in descent from parents or groaning under the sense of a shatne- 
herself to pray, is now the patroness customs and usages. perhaps grandparents who had been ful secret, it would startle us. This
of those who wish to pray. There is If there be anything that we loathe baptized but afterward neglected accounts for the increasing number
no finer gift than the gift of prayer, more than an effeminate man it is a their religion. They are Catholic by of public confessions being made on
for with it we can secure all things. mannish woman, the saddest spec- birth and nothing else; they were the part of men who have gone 

St. Teresa reformed the Order of tacle on earth. Such a one is out of not educated in Catholic schools, wrong in political, commercial, 
Our Lady of Mount Carmel. She her proper sphere. She loses respect Only a very small percentage of religious, and industrial life. They 
accomplished this gigantic task only for herself and forfeits the esteem of the ‘Catholic’ inmates here were are driven to confession.

mau. secrets which men carry in their
“It is only the souls that do not Hveg create a hunger for confession 

love that go empty in this world."
“God only asks you to do your 

best.”

nmwhich gnaws out the heart of happi
ness. They also produce a mental 
atmosphere of tear, which is inimical 

“A Church that appeals merely to ^o au mental and physical health, 
ancient written words can be no They keep all powers of the soul i 
more at the best than an antiquarian 
society.”—The London Universe.

1•HKlf/__responsible for these 
that our ladies mimic.

The good sense that women exhibit
I

WÂ 7
hampered under self - deprecia
tion aud self condemnation. Faith 

expression of optimism, 
satisfaction, happiness, confidence, 
assurance, hopefulness, cheerfulness, 
courage, and determination becomes 
impossible. Fear and dread make 
possible the free action of pessimism, ! 
dissatisfaction, grief, anxiety, des
pondency, hatred worry, mbrosenesB, 
auger and vacillation. The soul life
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wash days, of course. A dollar invested 
in them means a dollar put into health in- 

comfort, physical and mental.
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They keep you warm, they fit, they wear, 
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cherish such distrust and enmity 
passes the comprehension of any one 
not able to qualify as an “ insanity ! 
expert.” The religious bigot in poli 
tics is the most anti social creature 
in this country. He is a promoter of 
social discord and anarchy and to 
the extent that promotion of disturb 
an ce of the peace is a criminal, such 
adissensionist is a criminal.

possible without the sanction of a 
world which, because transcending 
the material is precisely the more 
powerful in obligating rational 
animals.

It is because Christianity supplies 
at least this that she cannot fail. It is 
because Materialism neglects it that 
its failure is certain. Because of 
this appeal to a world unseen, 
Christianity could admit failure, 
seeing as she would in each reserve 
the triumphant failure of Calvary. 
Because Materialism denies such an 
appeal, “failure” is for her an 
unutterable word. She has risked 
all in the complexus of good termin
ating this side the grave. Beyond 
this she cannot call. Success for 
her means the quiescence of all 
human endeavor in what is sweet or 
pleasant, in what is powerful or 
stupendous or vast. This, her fetish, 
is also her law. nor can she offer, 
other than the loss or gain of tem
poral bliss, any penalty or reward. 
Hence it is that in the supreme test 
of any system regulating human 
happiness, the government of man’s 
moral relations and the harmonizing 
of ‘all life's issues, she is a failure. 
For, eschewing pain, she has left no 
room for hope. But the man in the 
trenches torn by a shell or choking 
with gas must have hope and so 
decides that Materialism must go. 
Misery and hope he can accept, but 
not misery and Materialism. No 
wonder that Materialism cannot

DIED
TÜaDE IN CANAda

Ü Costello. — At her home near 
Downeyville, Township of Emily, 
on Sunday, August 20, 1910, Mrs. 
Mary Costello. May her soul rest in 
peace.

THE WHITEST. U
Bread is the cheapest 
food known. Home bread 
baking reduces the high 
cost of living by lessen
ing the amount of expen. 
slve meats required to 
supply the necessary 
nourishment to the body.
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WANTED CATHOLIC TEACHER HOLDING A MERI ;AN HOUSE. LAKE MUSKOKA 
I» a 2nd or 3rd clast Knxliuh-French certificate ** Good boating, bathing, fiehing. Catholic 

for Separate achool. No. II. Anderdon. Salary church close by. For further information address 
$400 per annum. Duties to commence Sept. 6. Sri. M. A Walker. American Huuwe. I^tke 
1016. Thie ie a email echool, the average attend
ance being 14. and ie conveniently eituated an 

railway elation. Board 
ply to W. S. Sund
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HOW A COLORED CATHOLIC 
SOLDIER DIED IN FRANCE Mu.koke, Ont.

E.W.GILLETT COMPANY1 LIMITED regarde to poet office, 
acroee from echool. Ap 
Sec. Treae,, Auld. Ont.

A PATHETIC STORY WHICH APPEARED 
IN A METHODIST PAPER

The following story of the death of 
a Colored Catholic soldier. “ some
where in France,” was written on 
the back of a picture of “ Mademois- 
el e Miss,” some of whose letters have ! 
recently appeared in the Methodist 
Review :

“ We called him ‘ La Blanchette.’ 
He was a good Catholic and a brave 
fighter and he'd come from the 
sunny shores of Guadeloupe to die 
for France. When they amputated 
they didn't look to see that there 
was a ball in the back, and it was

iynT °* M> B" A' Branoh No. 4, London
Meets on the and and 4th 1 hurtday of every month 
at eight o'clock at then Rooms, fr r. Peters Parish 
Hall, Richmond Street. Frank SmithFOR SALE , President.ideals, have simply taken for granted 

' in many of life’s most vital relations, 
j the truth of this crass creed ? Who 
I that has watched the drift turned up 

Father Finn, “the discoverer of the ! by the present conflict, can doubt 
American Catholic boy,” whose books what it is that has been wrecked ? 
continue to be the most popular juven- books and pamphlets or where-
iles in our literature, is about to bring eVGr e^8e man'8 moral relations have 
out another brilliant volume to his been touched, the clumsy fingers of 
galaxy of successes. Materialism have been evident. Nor

Those critics to whom the manu- |s tbe evidence to be found so much 
script of “Cupid of Campion” was in what is said, though that is dam 
submitted were ‘unanimous in pro at>ing enough, as in the bewilder- 
nouncing it the most fascinating tale meut when the catastrophe came, the
that has yet come from Father Finn’s utter inability to find consistent first
prolific pen ; and when one considers principles, the wild scurrying for the
the large number of charming stories cover of excuse, and then the gradual
Father Finn has written, he must rediscovery and naive but warped
realize that this new book must be presentation of things which every -
very entertaining indeed. one knew before religion left the

“Cupid of Campion” breathes the I cabinet and the schoolroom. ...... KT , ,
healthy and thrilling air of adventure I The evidence in not so much tlie admit failure. No « onder needs 
—adventure that keeps the reader in inferential Materialism of asking, » scapegoat , for this is Christ,
a fever of suspense to know what aB one journal did, What is a **'e msi. many yiars rom at my
will happen next. And Father Finn Christian ?" and getting answers and navy and schoolroom, dragged
sees to it that the reader's curiosity that for the most part could have “8am before the world s eyes.

from non-Christian alone. It Those eyes must not see that the
has not been recovered, 

more properly, men must 
not realize that it was ever 
flung down, nor know what it 
is that has failed. Christ's answer 
to “What is a Christian ?” men must

A NEW BOOK BY 
FATHER FINN

TN THE VILLAGE OF ST CLEMENTS, A 
A nice red brick house with 8 rooms, cellar, and 
woodshed, lot 66x260 with lawn and nice hedge 
in front, also 8 
and is only 6 minute 
in one of the bent

iring trees, hard w 
k to church and sc

in one of the best parishes in the diocese. For 
a quick sale at $1,460. Terms $600 cash, balance 
to suit purchaser. Send for photo. Apply to 
Rosenblatt Art Works. St. Clements, Ont.
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fruit bea hool, j Very Complete FIRE-PROOF
STEEL CABINET

to hold your Censors 
Charcoal, Floats, Wicks, etc.

PRICE $20

Send

NURSE WANTEDBovril makes other foods nourish 
you. It has a Body-building power 
proved equal to from 10 to 20 times 
the amount of Bovril taken.

MISSION
SUPPLIES

117ANTED COMPETENT NURSE FOR TWO 
vv children. Good wages to suitable person. | 
References required. Apply Box S. Catholic 
Record, London Ont. l</74-tf

WANTED A SPECIALTYthat that killed him. I found it out other missionaries put to death by iir 
when I took Pavillion V, but then it the Iroquois in Canada. This mater- 
was too late. Every day the fever iai wa8 iaid before a tribunal in 
mounted higher, and every day the nuebec, which was headed by the I age. 
black cheeks grew thinner but he ,,resent Cardinal liegin. The Rev. !
always kept crying. Ca va bien,’ in Arthur Jones, of Montreal ; the Rev. -------------------------------------
sweet, caressing tones that recalled Daniel Lowery, of the Albany Diocese, Respectable well recommended 
early lullabies ; never a murmur, in which Father Jneues was martvred- old m»n wanted. ». Mxton, to make hi. homealways a smile’. Tbe last day ou^ £e^"campbeU ,md ' ^^,h^bÆs«lSSÏ

faithful priest confessed him—he Father Wynne, of New York, all of | 0nt- __________________  ‘“™ — „ - --

andTt vvas moo^ight'whei/'he^wenL ^histoty of The ChurcM ulmer" A 0Bb”iionN0toT „™, PlOMBCrS Of tllG
one of us kneeling either side. After jca were witnesses before the tri- J»r li*ht work by country pari.h prie.t ; good
Extreme Unction he pressed my bunal. SwTn'. 'ZnV'S SS5ÏÏÎSSS..ÏÏS UPOSS 111 LcWcUlci
hand and suddenly a marvellous The evidence was submitted to the i REC<)Kr). Box R., London. Ont. 1977-1
change passed over his face, as if it 
had grown white and luminous.
* Maman,’ he murmured ; 1 Louis,' 
then fainter and sweeter, 4 O mon

ANTED MIDDLE AGED CATHOLIC ! 
woman who can do plain cooking; can secure 

a good home with Catholic family, consisting of 
two young men, the youugest eighteen years of 

e. Wages $16 per month. In town in Niagara 
Write Box V.. | 

1977-2

J. J. M. Landy
406 YONGE ST. TORONTO

A FASCINATING BOOK

is kept awake, too, for not until the | come
end of the story do the tangled ; is nob the crassness of an atmosphere j 8-M.e 
threads of the tale straighten out \ which makes possible even one or 
and make every one happy. i hour's existence for birth controlists

Its scenery—the upper Mississippi : or ougenists ; but the evidence is 
—and the neighborhood about ! preeminently in the hopeless con-
Prairie du Chien, where the author ' fusion of facts such as these : that ...
snent three successive summers has the identical time-spirit” which nob understand, though it is illustra- 
given his pen a n!w "ration" '-egets the birth-controlist and just,, ted by the priests of the battlefield, 
and those who delight in an outdoor lies the lynch mob should likewise 'lor must men see in the wholesale 
story will enjoy the breezy charm of beget legislatures that invade in- turning to God throughout the 
Father Finn's description. dividual right; that while birth- stricken lands, how great is Chris-

As in his other books, the author ; centralists chafe against even the j tmmty s success. To all this the 
has taken cave to include a goodly natural law in a clamor for untram- world must be blinded, so that when 
amount of his inimitable wit and meled indulgence, positive law should the struggle is over, men may he set 
humor—and Father Finn's humor is be permitted to say what men may thinking again on man as an end : 
real, as those who have enjoved it drink or how men may educate tUus. tbe Materialist in securer 
in the past can testify. their children ; that, in a word, the domination can shorten once more

The entire story, however, is raised ! “ time-spirit ” confronts us with the ll£® 8 perspective to progress, 
to a new plane by a touch of i economic curio of paternalism in . Tha™ would seem to be no doubt 
romance, which additional element, government, going arm in arm with ! th“t this will come. History has no 
handled with consummate skill, wilder, fiercer cries for license in the sadder comment on human fickleness 
makes the book one of untold charm, governed. than the decrease of isms during a
There is a hero, of course, and a Or again, to exemplify this "spirit” scourge and their corresponding 
most lovable heroine, who is one of not as acting but as philosophizing, increase when the danger is ovei. 
the most delightful persons ever when the break came there was the No man dies a materialist any more 
placed between the covers of a book, discovery of the old Christian idea ‘ha“ he dles a simple atheist. Men 

The price of the book, which will that nations are bound by the moral , dle lheists, cursing or blessing God. 
be published earlv in September will law even in the absence of a temporal ^e“ce. lt would seem that since 
be 85 cents post-paid. sanction. When requisitioned by Materialists still cling to their creed.

the war, the contrary idea was found Materialism is not dead. And the 
unworkable, a cardinal crime in a 
Materialistic philosophy.

: came the attempt to give consistently
! the principle’s genesis, and Material- ! . ....................... mi „
ism forced by tae pressure of events j ^°t Christianity s. ^\er<; ®,rt> e>Tes

that see not, and while there are 
Materialism can live. For these is 
it striving to keep the stage today. 
Because Christians conquered and 
Materialism has failed, because 
Christ need not admit failure and 
Materialism dare not. “The failure

By Dean Harris
Author of “Days and Nights in the 
Tropica by Path and Trail," Etc.

proper authorities at Rome, where it j cook wanted
was threshed over according to the experienced cook wanted, good 
time hallowed method Of selecting -J wane» to competent, person, muet have refer- 
advocates for the canonization and a fnc®8- Apply Box T.. Catholic Record. 

non Dieu, and it was over and noth- devil's advocate to oppose it in every n nt‘ 1,1 s important and valuable book
ing remained hut a radiating smile. wav possible. G00u Samaritan hosvitai 7 °° Canadian history. The hook
1 went to lay him away among the This part of the process is so thor- ! IN ! furnishes in a preliminary chapter
heroes, and if ever I doubted bow to ougli aud searching that the consent I charge of Sinters of Charity. Course two an. efltert,ammfi condensation of the
die my black pearlfisher from Gnade- 0f the advocates on both sides to the' and one hal< years. Eligible applicants win iæ ; missionary orders of the Catholic
loupe has shown me the way.— formal introductions of the cause Good Samaritan HoBpltoiysuf>rern.IJN.<Y. ?974-48' Church. I he author then deals with
Catholic Standard and Times. before the Congregation of Rites is the early tribes ot Canada, their

usually equivalent to the declaration mode of living, their habits, manners
that the persons involved led saintly DRUNKENNESS aud customs; tlia corning of the mis-
lives, doing great service for religion, /"* ▲ xj DC CI ÎDCH a ion ary lathers, their labors, trials
and in this instance shedding their DC vUlyCD and sacrifices, and the martyrdom in
blood for it. 1 It is a disease — not a habit the wilderness of the heroic Brebeuf,

* How long the Congregation of „ : T~ , . . Jogues, Lalemant and Garnier. This
Shanahan, s. T. D.. in the September Kites may require before declaring Some years ago I was a heavy drinker, is a historical work having all the“ — thet martyrs* beatified ÎÂ deterv^ fuMamTy wJriÆ “^is^f ^ghSr and

ing of veneration it is impossible to from me. Ruin stared me in the face ‘ °! ' K -,^ ' •'
say, though there is no reason why But one friend remained, a physician. lb® historic value renders it of wider 
there should he any serious delay. Through his efforts Ilian denominational interest.

: In canonizing such men the Church I WAS SAVED Regular Price $1.50
j will only be approving a universal j This man had made a scientific study Postage 12c.

, , ... sentiment in favor of their venera- j of drunkenness as a disease. He had
before proceeding further with our ■ tion wbicU exiats not only amoug found a cure for it. "
tale. It was spread upon the walls Catholics, but among Protestants. It was a case like this that made me
in the fourteenth century by F ram , A curiou8 bit o£ evidence brought | realize how many others were in need of
cesco Iraim one of the most noted out at the hearingin Quebec was that ! a^ a"d determined me, if possible to
ofb<thc picture0 Stands St. Thomas, fa^i^ui^euefaGon1^f Fathe/togues The treatment is absolutely different 
with “Siimnin Gnnt.ro Gontilos” hold Iar ln uis veneration or i atuer.iogueb from others. It can be given without

' bi , . , t • a® to place a stained glass effigy of the patient’s knowledge if desired. -
. . . .. .... . 7 ^. him in his church. Thousands of wives, mothers, daughters iAristotle, with the Lthics, and on Among those who took a principal and sisters have saved their men-folk vL-lTL vL-dtuOltC iVLCOTU 
his left 1 lato, with the Timaeus t in loCBting tbe site of the Jogues from the curse of alcohol through it. *
both so held that Aquinas may read martyrdom and in tracing testimony IT CURES
their contents. In semi - circles £rom £be customs of the Mohawk I In a few days, all craving for alcohol is 
BlbjVe.it^18 ceu£ra 8rOup are Moses famiiies to prove that they killed gone, and the patient is restored to 
and the prophets, with the four hjm out o( enmity to religion, was health, happiness, family and friends,
Evangelists beside Highest of al i the ,ate General Clark, of Auburn, ! and the respect of all.
the Christ is depicted, a nimbus of j wbo though not a Catholic, was most d am ready to tell you about it
angels surrounding the gentle Nazar- devoutly impres8ed by the life and I a“ely
ene; while lowest down, and beneath 8ufferjng8 of Jogues I FREE —SEND NO MONEY
the feet of Aquinas, Averroes lies i There is a sb,.ine in honor of the Just send me your name and address, !
prostrate, clutching his great com- I missionary at Auriesville on the site 8ay‘n?- “ Please tell me how I can 
mentary on Aristotle, and for all the _h___ tv,a Mni.nwlro nnt him tn H^oth cure drunkenness, that is all you need world appearing as some unhorse,I -n.iA I , v S I ™ i toa»y- I will understand and will write
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^nters, and made to converge on —Philadelphia Standard and Times, the treatment can be given without the : 
the open pages of the Summa of St. 1 patient’s knowledge. All this I will
Thomas, whence they are in turn ! * send you ABSOLUTELY FREE in a
refracted against Averroes, to the j THE CATHOLIC CHURCH plain, sealed package, at once.
apparent discomfiture of the latter _ Do not delay ; send me a post card, or
who shields his eves with his hand. The one place on earth wherein wnt® *Pe a letter to-day. Do not be
More brilliantly than we could ever Christ Hves.P aT^cr‘llfcX I
hope to do so with the faint strokes The one place on earth where all fidential.
of a pen, Traini here tells with his men and women are equal. g k HERD Samiria Remedy Co
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purpose, ideal, aud final outcome of which is never denied anyone, sin , Also for sale by G. Tamblyn Limited 
the philosophy of the Middle Ages, ner or saint. —At all 10 Drug Stores, Toronto.
It is a suggestive picture to have in The one place on earth wherein | 
mind when considering the period of man, no matter how sinful, can find 
disruption into which we are about fbe way to God
to enter. Renan thought it a skillful The one place on earth where the 
piece of symbolism, and someone fallen and abandoned are heard with 
has not ineptly said that it is the 
history of scholasticism painted, as 
Dante is the history of scholasticism 
sung. However this may be, it 
serves admirably to illustrate our 
theme and relieve its tension.
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In the Church of Santa Catarina at 
Visa, there is a fresco which so
graphically represents the encou ter 
between the Christian philosophy 
and the Arabic, that we may well 
pause for a moment to describe it
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lugubrious corollary must be faced 
that Materialism can concede a 
failure better than Christianity can 
manifest a success. But the fault is

as we have only 83 copies of 
this remarkable bookThenTHE SUCCESS OF 

CHRISTIANITY
The vital difference between Mater- 1 to denY tliat “ might makes right,” 

ialism and Christianity is that the unable at the same time to admit a
spiritual sanction for the natural 
law, finds ho happier solution of the 
difficulty than, v. g., “ Our ethics 
must be revised to fit the needs of

LONDON. CANADA
former can fail but cannot admit 
failure ; the latter could admit it, 
but cannot fail. Hence it is that 
Materialism needs a scapegoat under 
reverses. Hence it is, too, that per
haps the greatest sign of Christian
ity’s success to-day is the iteration of 
the charge that it has failed.

For in the peculiar insistence of 
the indictment, its appearance under 
a multiplicity of forms, now implic
itly, now explicitly^ but everywhere 
doggedly demanding recognition, 
there would seem to be a faint sug
gestion of another failure and an 
attempt to cover it before the world, 
a last play, as it were, to the galler
ies to distract, to dazzle at any cost, 
to keep the stage with the secret of 
the breakdown known only to those 
behind the scenes.

In much the same position, a 
Roman Emperor found himself, many 
centuries ago. The deification with 
which Rome had vested her emper
ors, the seemingly limitless, poten
tial empire embodied in myriad 
breastplates and Roman swords, were 
enough to have shortened life’s per
spective for any man. Julian the 
Apostate, in consequence, indomit
able and imperious even by nature, 
had flung down the gauntlet to Christ, 
had become incidentally the exponent 
of a system that could fail but could 
not admit it. During his reign he 
had tried to make good his defiance ; 
it seemed that he had won. Still so 
utter was his defeat at the struggle's 
close that he was forced to bear wit
ness against himself, to cry out with 
the consciousness of the victor’s 
might. Yet exhorted though his cry 
Was, bitter though it was and pitiful in a 
certain mingling of bluster with 
chagrin, it had this to recommend it : 
it was honest. Here there was no 

to hide failure. Julian a

Mission
Goods

natura*!"law "were mutahîfi'and the of Christianity” is heard where 
principles of morality pragmatic, ! J“l‘an the Apostate would he credit- 
and cabined in time ; or being such, fd wlth saying, 
and there’s the rub, as though an las,t conquered, 
arm as short as is time's could stay 1 b- ln America, 
the awakened passion of a nation
and by threat or promise, abolish I _ . mTT _ . _ . „ XT
human sacrifice to ” progress." ! DEATH OF REV, CANON 
Where is the value of the law if you C0RKERY, ALMONTE 
strip it of its obligation ? Where is 
the obligation of natural inter
national law to-day, if you strip it Of Ottawa Evening Journal. Aug. 21
a spiritual sanction ? ' Pakenham, Aug. 21.—Very Rev.

Now Christianity could never have , Canon Corkery, pastor of Pakenham 
produced such chaos as this. I doubt and Fitzroy Harbor during many 
whether even the Materialist himself ! years, died here yesterday in his 
would say that a religion which has seventy-second year. He was one of 
mothered the most highly systema- the most widely known Catholic 
tised philosophy the world has known priests in this district, and his death 
could be guilty of not knowing and is keenly regretted by all classes and 
not harmonizing its own first prin denominations. The Anglican min- 
ciples. No, if only because of this ister and the pastors of other deuom- 
confusion, not Christianity hut the inations here, Archbishop Gauthier 
“ isms ” have been in power, and the of Ottawa, Bishop McNally of Calgary, 
“ isms,” not Christianity, have failed. Mr. D. Grace of Ottawa, who is a rèl- 
For forty years the Materialist has ative ; Rev. Frank Corkery, his 
stood at the elbow of the modern nephew, who was pastor at the 
world teaching men to meditate on Blessed Sacrament church in Ottawa 
man as an end, until men have lost afterFatherO’Gorman wenttothe war, 
life’s perspective as truly as Julian were some of the callers at the rec- 
did, and placed their whole empire, 
yea their whole faith, in the glitter of 
gold or in the ring and whir of steel.
Why, then, the question recurs, when 
the breath has come, comes there not 
also the cry, “ Galilean, Thou hast 
conquered ?”

Galilean, Thou 
George D. Bull,

■
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Home Bank» Canadapity and consideration.
The one place on earth wherein 

the humblest in life can reach the 
greatest height—namely, communion 
with God Almighty here below and 
repose in His bosom hereafter.

No wonder men are transformed by 
the Catholic faith 1

No wonder we can laugh to scorn 
our enemies ! The worst they can 
do doeer'not terrify, for even life 
itself we would gladly give to Christ 
to save us, as He gave up His own 
life for us.

The Catholic Church — not any 
Catholic Church—not any church.

One church is not as good as an
other. We know absolutely, for 
Christ Himself said so.

The Catholic Church was Christ's 
Church ; it was Peter’s Church, and 
it is our Church : one, holy, Catholic 
and apostolic.—Intermountain Cath
olic.

tory recently, when the physicians 
believed the end was near.

The deceased clergyman was born 
in Ramsay township, Lanark county, 
near Almonte, in 1844. He was edu
cated at the Public schools of the 
township ; at Carleton Place High 
school, at Ottawa College — then 
known as St. Joseph’s College. Later 
he read theology at Regiopolis in 
Kingston, and after completing his 
studies at the Montreal seminary, he 
was ordained about forty years ago. 
His first charge was at Pembroke, and
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HeaduffiBEATIFICATION FOR 
FATHER JOGUES

By order of the Board.
The answer, perhaps, is in this : 

Such frankness would be for the 
Materialist not only to admit his own 
failure and the non-failure of Chvis-

JAMES MASON,
General Manager.Toronto. July 19th, 191b.CAUSE FORMALLY ADMITTED 

BEFORE THE CONGREGA
TION OF RITES

It is deemed probable that Father 
Isaac Jogues, tortured and put to 
death by the Indians in 1652 at Auries
ville, N. Y., will be beatified within a 
reasonably short time.

This is indicated by a cable mes
sage received a few days ago by the 
Rev. John J. Wynne, S. J., editor of 
the Catholic Encyclopedia, from the 
Rev. Charles Macksey, S. J., of the 
Gregorian University, Rome, 
message announces that the cause of 
beatification of Father Jogues has 
been introduced before the Congre
gation of Rites for definite consider
ation and settlement.

Although the death of Father 
Jogues at the hands of the Mohawk 
Indians occurred in 1652 on the site 
of the present village of Auriesville, 
the process of having him declared a 
martyr, and worthy of the veneration 
of all who hold the Christian faith, 
was not actually begun until the 
year 1903. Documents and evidence 
had been studied by churchly scholars 
interested in hie work and the work 
of Brebeuf, Lalemant and Gamier,

tianity, but the more unbearable 
thesis of Christianity’s complete suc
cess. It would be to concede that 
in civilization’s most recent disgrace, ! la^er Jie wati called to Gracefteld, 
the principles of Christianity have Que., in the days of the late father 
been vindicated as indispensable, if k au re. He was stationed at Cantley, 
human conduct is to make for human *n ^ right county, for several years 
happiness, that men with man for an previous to his transfer to Huntley, 
end cannot avert disaster ; that mere ^rom which place lie went to Paken- 
human endeavor, whether it take ham, on the death of 1' ather Lavan, 
the form of eugenics or high arma- over *e.n years ago. 
ment instead of making for civiliza- Re *8, survived by two brothers, 
tion, makes against it ; that inter- ^r- Phil Corkery of Almonte, Mr. 
national law is powerless unless a 'hunes Corkery of Ramsay. Rev. 
sanction lie given it higher than Prank Corkery, who is so well known 
force or armies ; that international Ottawa, is a nephew, 
morality is nil, when the Hague pact 
rests on nothing more endurable than 
the “ uplift ” of the race ; that the 
moral life of individuals cannot be 
regulated by hygiene, or a just nation 
spring from an atheist*schoolroom.
In a word, it would be to concede 
that a conscience is necessary both 
in nations and individuals ; that 
divorce between the orders of right 
and morality is betrothal of right to 
might and that when all is said aud 
done, no conduct of human life is

attempt
Materialist, if you will, during the 

at its close deserted and iM #■
struggle,
committing the unpardonable sin 
against Materialism, the admitting 
of failure, died with the words of his 
new apostasy on his lips : “Galilean 
Thou hast conquered.” This story, 
discredited by many scholars, may or 

not be true, but it contains a 4/ESB BA NOBLE TRIBUTEmay
lesson too valuable to be lost.

Its truth supposed, it is now some 
since our own world likewise

The

!When the late James J. Hill gave 
a half million at one time for the 
education of Catholic clergy, a few 
years ago, and some one asked why 
he, a Protestant, gave so largely to 
the Catholic institutions, his answer 
was : “ Ordinarily I consider that my 
reasons are my own, but as you have 
asked, I have given it to Catholicism 
because it has been my privilege for 
more than forty years to have lived 
with a wonderful Catholic.

$34-25years
hurled the gage to Christ. The 
break has come, 
failed. Where is Julian’s honesty ? 
Imitators of him in losing life’s per
spective, why do not modern Materi
alists as frankly leave the stage ?

That Materialism has failed, who 
will deny, granted its predominance 

the last few decades in the
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satisfaction. ^
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enjoy real comfort.
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FREE
Our new low factory-fixed prices save 
you money. Send for ‘The Stove 
Problem Solved.” a splendid guide to 
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From Reidy’e Mirror
cc Some "few fanatics may believe 
that a Catholic cannot possibly be a 
good and true citizen of the United 
States, but how any sane man who 
has Catholics for neighbors, who 
works alongside of Catholics in office, 
factory or store, who buys from or 
sells to Catholics in business, can

during
political and social life of the world ? 
And to whom, if we omit the 
Materialist himself, is it necessary to 

that Materialism really has THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO. LIMITEDThere is no obedience in Chris
tianity except obedience to the 
authority of God.

prove
been in power, that not only modern 
practice, but modern theory and
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